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Rugby club slammed for racism
JUSTYN HARDCASTLE

Hannah Ellis-Petersen
EDITOR
INDIVIDUALS IN the
University of York rugby club
look to face severe disciplinary action after posting several highly racist comments
on the clubs’ official twitter
account last Thursday.
The tweets, which were
posted at around midnight
on the UYRUFC account,
included racial slurs such as
the highly offensive N-word,
as well as the statement
“pack of third years getting
fucking
shitfaced
in
Leeds...BLACK.” The twitter
account has 149 followers
from both within and outside of the University.
Whilst the comments
were made on the official
rugby club Twitter account,
two individuals have now
been found responsible following an internal club
investigation, and have been
stripped of all committee
positions, rights and privileges, expelled from the
rugby club, and will be made
to pay any financial punishment the club may receive as
a result.
Students and YUSU
Officers have reacted in outrage against the openly racist
remarks, particularly since
they were made in an open
and public forum. Sam
Asfahani,
York
Sport
President, said: “It is undeniable these are terrible posts,
particularly as they were

Individuals in UYRUFC have been condemned by students for posting offensive racial slurs on the club twitter account
made on a public forum. As
an ethnic minority myself, I
believe in zero tolerance
towards racism.”
The full scope of the disciplinary action is to be
decided by the YUSU trustee
board, a body with overarching power over York Sport
and YUSU. This gives them

the authority to impose fines,
match bans, expulsion from
York Sport or even full
expulsion for breach of the
University’s Equality and
Diversity policy.
The policy states that:
“The University undertakes
publicly and actively to promote good personal and

community relations; ensure
that staff and students are
aware of the procedures for
dealing with harassment;
train staff to deal firmly, consistently and effectively with
racist incidents and harassment or bullying; and ensure
that the University continues
to play a significant role in

YUSU sabb review

Hes. East social cater- Students dissatisfied
ing building delayed with supervisors
THE UNIVERSITY has said that it
will not be possible for the catering
hub to be ready in time for
Langwith’s move to the new campus in October 2012. A motion was
submitted at the last UGM to mandate YUSU to support the building
which will provide crucial services.

Initial results from the YUSU student experience survey has
revealed that over 20 per cent of
students in several departments
have had a poor experience with
their supervisors. The survey also
shows a lack of consistency in the
standard of supervisors.
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tackling racism and harassment within the wider community.
Breach of this Race
Equality Policy will be
regarded as a serious matter.
Where a breach is proved,
disciplinary action (which
could include dismissal or
expulsion) may be taken

The silenced plight
of widows
MUSE >> M12-13

NOUSE TAKES a look at how the
six YUSU Sabbatical Officers have
fared over the year, analysisng if
they have fulfilled their election
promises, as well as picking the
highlights of the year - which has
contained mass protests, student
and University successes and controversy.
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against those responsible.”
Asfahani fully supported the decision of Union
Council to take the incident
out of the hands of York
Sport and put it to the
trustee board to settle on the
punishment, calling it “fair.
One person shouldn’t play
judge, jury and executor.”
He added: “In my personal view there should be
some form of punishment,
but it should be on the guilty
individuals. I hate to see how
it is a minority giving the
club a bad name.”
Basim Al-Ahmadi, the
YUSU
Racial
Equality
Offficer, released a statement
condemning the “shameful”
actions of the club, and
called for a serious YUSU
and University response.
“Not only are they representing the University on
this public social network,
which can result in the tarnishing of the University’s
integrity and reputation due
to the numerous people who
saw these posts, they have
offended the black community and anyone for that matter who has a moral conscience,” he said.
“As Racial Equality
Officers, we have a duty to
protect the welfare and selfrespect of ethnic minorities
and to champion diversity on
this campus and this leads
me to act strongly on this
matter. We would like to
push forward a very strong

Continued on page 2

Nouse sport awards
The Nouse Sport team cast their
eye over the last year of BUCS
action and pick the very best of
those representing the black and
gold, with awards for Performance
of the Year, Sports Personality of
the Year and Team of the Year all
up for grabs.
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course of action. We want to
strongly penalize the rugby club.
This I believe is necessary, measured and reasonable.”
Speaking to Union Council,
Al-Ahmadi criticised the failure of
the rugby club to apologise immediately, which he argued showed “a
lack of initiative and decency.”
However when contacted,
Rory McGregor, outgoing rugby
President, issued and apology on
behalf of the club.
“As soon as we realised what
had happened on Friday morning
it was deleted, as this is obviously
not condoned in any way by the
club,” he said. “We have since
changed the passwords so whoever
did this will no longer be able to
voice their opinions via the club.
“I would like to offer the sincerest apology for any offence it
may have caused, but would reiterate this should not reflect on the
club, but the stupid individual.”
Asfahani added: “To say they
did nothing is harsh. Rory deleted
the tweets as soon as he was aware
of them on Friday morning, and
called me immediately to let me
know. Myself and Rory are taking it
very seriously, and agree that it is
not a subject to be taken lightly. We
are in no way under the impression
it can be passed off as banter.”
Cem Turhan, Langwith Chair,
spoke out, commenting “their
racist posts disgust and upset me.”
“When I found out about the
incident I was shocked and
appalled. One of my main upsets is
the fact that we as a student union

www.ey.com/uk/careers

are affiliated with this team. If a
society had done the same, I’d
expect deratification, and I’m sure
a lot of others would.”
The incident has also led to
the Racial Equality Officers
demanding a new policy framework that directly addresses issues
of racism by students on social networking sights or other online
public forums. Union Council
agreed last week that York Sport
would work to put together a new
code of conduct for clubs under its
remit.
They proposed it provide
“concrete reference when acting on
future incidents which are similar
to this, most specifically, issues
regarding racism in relation to
public social networking usage by
clubs/societies representing the
University.”
Al-Ahmadi continued: “We
are aware that there is no policy
which directly refers to specific
incidents such as this, as it hasn’t
happened before. This is why an
example needs to be set now. The
policy outline will have to include

“I don’t care if it was a joke.
Racism is deplorable, and
so are those doing the act”
Langwith JCR Chair
Cem Turhan

the zero-tolerance policy towards
racism which YUSU prides itself
on.
“Therefore, any form of racist
comments made - similar to the
ones made by the rugby club - will
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Festival of Ideas gets
underway at York
York’s inaugural Festival of Ideas,
started last Thursday and is set to
continue into July. The festival has
attracted worldwide attention, and
the initial focus on Beckett has
been expanded to include two new
themes: the body and the bible.
The University will play host over
the coming weeks to speakers such
as J.M Coetzee, South African novelist and Nobel laureate, and the
curator of York Art Gallery Mark
Hallett. Events are being held all
over campus and beyond, and
range from theatre to concert to art
installation. The festival gives students an opportunity to attend an
event with world-class scholars.

A screenshot of the racial slurs made by two members of the rugby team
be penalized with no exception.”
Asfahani spoke in favour of the
expansion of the York Sport social
policy. “We expanded it this year,
and it has done good things, particularly with sports initiations, as we
have had no complaints this year. It
clearly worked, so we can work to
cover and prevent incidents like
this.”
Turhan added: “The argument
as to what punishment was long,
but overall we need to address that
what happened is plain wrong.
“I don’t care if it was a joke.
Racism is deplorable, and so are
those doing the act. The ‘banter
culture’ many sports team at York

University fits into is all good and
fair, but as soon as it affects and
infringes upon other people, as it
did on Twitter, which of course is a
world platform, the boundaries of
decency it often already infringes
on are broken.
Kallum Taylor, Vanbrugh
College Chair, also voiced his support for the disciplining of the
rugby club, and proposals for a new
code of conduct for sports clubs.
“I fully back this to the hilt” he
said. “There could be potential
freshers looking at this. We need
more than an apology.”

COMMENT >> Page 10
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ISA to help internationalise campus
Camilla Apcar

THE INTERNATIONAL Students’
Association (ISA) will be launching
its Global Initiative Fund this week
to provide support to students or
societies who would like “to embark
on a project that would internationalise the campus.”
The ISA will have £4,000 to
allocate per term, providing grants
ranging from £50 to £500 to support student-led cultural activities
that celebrate diversity and promote integration.
Potential activities might

include cultural appreciation
events, or volunteering based projects. Project durations may be
between a couple of days or over
several months.
The ISA hope that these will
forge partnerships with other societies and student groups both on
campus, and the wider community
in York.
Applicants must fill in a form
detailing the potential project and
its sustainability, before giving a six
minute presentation to the
Application Committee, which
includes a selection of ISA
Committee members.
Facilitating conversations on
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global issues within the student
community is an important part of
the Fund’s purpose, as the ISA hope
to appeal to home students to apply
for grants.
Leslie Tay, ISA President and
YUSU
International
Officer,
wished to improve the association
by making the “ISA more accountable and transparent on how it allocates fund for student-supported
activities.”
After seeing similar initiatives
in place at across the country in
Warwick and Edinburgh Students’
Unions, Tay introduced the idea to
the ISA Committee, working closely with ISA Treasurer, Andy
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Jeongho Park.
Tay hopes this to be “a more
systematic and structured way for
the ISA to allocate funds.”
The ISA will be financially
supporting the Fund. However, Tay
hopes that if successful, the ISA
might try to acquire an external
sponsor.
The ISA Committee are currently compiling useful information for successful applicants to aid
their projects.
The Committee hope that in
conjunction with the University,
they will be able to present an
award for the best projects, at the
end of the next academic year.
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The Open Air Laboratories (OPAL)
project in Yorkshire and Humber
has been nominated for the
National Lottery Awards 2011 Best
Environment Project. The project
is being run in partnership with the
University. Since it started in 2008
the project has worked with over
13,000 people. OPAL projects
focus on involving local people in
surveying their surroundings,
allowing useful scientific data to be
gathered by the public to be used
for scientific research into the
impact that urbanisation can have
on the natural environment. If it
wins, the project will receive an
additional £2,000 on top of the
Lottery funding it already receives.

Winners of the YUSU
Awards announced
The YUSU awards on Saturday saw
the accolade for the Most
Developed Society go to the Ballet
Society, while the Greg Dyke Media
Award went to YSTV’s Steven
Perring. On the academic side,
Zahra Latif was judged to be the
Best Course Rep of the Year, while
the Best Academic Campaign was
given to the History Department
for its Seminar Quality Video
Campaign. The Outstanding
Community Volunteer section was
won by Samantha Burton.

Reporting by James Harle, Hoagy
Davis-Digges and Martin Spurr
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Catering hub will not be ready for
Langwith in 2012 says University
BDP

ADP

Martin Spurr
NEWS EDITOR
THE UNIVERSITY has come
under pressure from YUSU and
College Chairs to confirm when the
planned Social and Catering
Building for Heslington East will
be built.
Langwith College is scheduled
to move to the new campus by
October 2012; but the University
has said that there is no date set for
the building of the social hub. The
building would provide vital services such as catering facilities, a cashpoint and space for events.
Jane Grenville, the Pro-Vice
Chancellor for Students, has said:
“The Social and Catering Building
is quite a complex project and it’s
not possible to complete it for the
beginning of the academic year in
October 2012 when Langwith
move over to Heslington East.”
Many Goodricke students have
raised concerns this year over the
limited amenities and services currently available on the second campus. When Langwith relocate, this
will increase the number of students living in the Heslington East
campus to over 1,300.
The building was initially
scheduled to be ready in September
2011; but the University will not
now confirm a date, saying, “at
present the timing of the Social and
Catering Building has yet to be
fixed.”
Cem Turhan, Langwith JCRC
Chair, submitted a motion at the
UGM last week to mandate YUSU

The Ron Cooke Hub (left) is currently the only catering service on Heslington East but offers limited services
Officers to support this building,
supported by all of the College
Chairs and YUSU Officers.
Turhan
questioned
the
University’s priorities on this issue,
saying: “Obviously it’s a hard thing
to do, but profitability comes before
student satisfaction with the
University at the moment.
“It’s a lot of work for the
University for little profit – but it
benefits the students. Students pay
for the experience, not just their
degree and currently the University
is saying that they are not interested in this.”
Nacho Hernando, Goodricke
JCRC Chair bemoaned the

University for its “negligence,” stating: “They have the money but they
say there isn’t enough demand. If
you want one of the blocks to be

“Profitability comes before
student satisfaction with
the University at the
moment“
Langwith JCR Chair
Cem Turhan

catered, you need a catering building.”
The building will be a dedicated socialising and dining space for

students, with the University’s
planning agents for the building,
called it, “the future hub of social
activity for the campus.”
Fears have been raised that the
level of services for students on
Heslington East will be inadequate
for the dramatic increase in student
numbers there from 2012 and that
the Social and Catering Building is
needed to help the student experience on the new campus.
Grenville stated that the
University was aware of the concerns and they were discussing different solutions to the problem –
including the Social and Catering
Building.

“We are looking at the number
of services that are available to students on Heslington East and the
Social and Catering Building is just
one part of this.”
Tim
Ngwena,
YUSU
President, called the delay “unfortunate” but insisted “the situation is
now moving faster given the campaigning and lobby from colleges
and students on the issues.”
He continued “I'm aware of an
alternative that has been voiced to
both Langwith and Goodricke but
it seems there's a sticking point
over identity. At this stage I urge all
representatives to work together
and compromise if it means the
outcome for students is better than
what it is at present. No facilities as
outlined until what looks to be till
2013 or later.”
Turhan continued commenting that if he was applying for
accommodation from 2012 and
there was no Social and Catering
Building, “I wouldn’t go, I would
think to myself that it is good
accommodation but there is no soul
and not enough facilities.”
A
spokesman
for
the
University added: “Because of the
uncertainties in future University
funding the University has been
cautious in the starting of new capital projects. The relative merits of
each project has to be taken into
account before we can prioritise the
release of the limited available
funding.”
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Health Centre failing its trans patients
SMUC

Jonathan Frost
NEWS REPORTER
CONCERNS HAVE been raised
surrounding the Campus Health
Centre’s treatment of trans students after requests for incorrect
patient details on medical records
to be changed have been denied.
Trans students have complained that despite repeated
requests for their medical records
to be updated, they still display
incorrect names and gender markers.
This has resulted in difficulties
for trans patients, as prescriptions
have been printed with incorrect
titles, and students being outed to
pharmacists having to explain the
wrong details in order to receive
medication.
Other incidents of incorrect
names and gender markers have
occurred on letters sent to trans
students, risking outing them to
housemates, and on internal correspondances between medical practitioners, negating the use of the
correspondances to the patient as a
record of their treatment.
Emma Brownbill, YUSU
LGBT Officer, has spoken out,

declaring the Health Centre’s
actions to be unlawful and an obvious flouting of the Data Protection
Act, which states that a written
request to change details should be
acted upon within 40 days by law,
unless a written statement is provided explaining the denial. The
NHS agreement states that a
request should be actioned within
21 days.
The Union Council, has since
passed a vote of No Confidence in
the Health Centre, declaring that it
cannot trust it to “treat trans
patients with due dignity and
respect.”
The Council is insisting the

“When they [Health Centre]
are breaking the law
change is an immediate
necessity“
YUSU LGBT Officer
Emma Brownbill

Health Centre come into compliance with the law, and issue a letter
of apology to all affected trans
patients.
Brownbill stated that the

Health Centres across the country abide by the NHS agreement which says details should be changed in 21 days
Health Centre had “systematically
misrepresented its obligation to
patients,” calling its actions both
“unlawful” and “unacceptable.”
“NHS policy and basic courtesy dictate that when a patient
presents with a gender related
issue, they be given the choice as to
name and pronouns and that that
choice be universally respected.”
Furthermore, trans patients
have accused the Health Centre of
an excessive focus on their trans
status, stating that it has been
unnecessarily included in docu-

mentation regarding unrelated
aspects of their health, resulting in
frustration for trans patients.
Brownbill further criticised
the Health Centre for it slow
response to complaints: “It appears
that the Health Centre does not
understand the gravity of the situation - when they are breaking the
law, change is an immediate necessity, not something to be looked in
to.”
The Health Centre responded
to the complaints, stating: “We are
working closely with members of

the LGBT community to resolve
the issues raised. We have sought
guidance from our PCT on how
best to follow the current guidance
in the NHS on the care of gender
variant people.
“The Health Centre values the
open dialogue between the Practice
and the LGBT community and
wish to reassure our patients that
we are working hard to resolve this
matter. Patient confidentiality is of
paramount importance.”
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Sabbatical Review: successes and
ALL SABBATICAL PHOTOS: YUSU

NOUSE ANALYSES how this
year’s Sabbatical Officers have
fared in what many have termed a
turbulent year for students.
Under pressure of rising
tuition fees and cuts to Higher
Education budgets, the six
Sabbatical Officers have had to
deal with both local and national
issues in the past year.
While some went above and
beyond the call of Sabbatical duty,
others did not do so well in
achieving their policy pledges,
made last year when they first
stood for election.
YUSU President, Tim

Ngwena, commented: Policies
form a fraction of the officers
workload...without them, a representative would have no direction
but if a representative only had
their policies, they would only be
representing the perspective they
saw while studying.”
The implementation
Democratic Review next year may
force major changes to how the
next team will work, and it will be
interesting to observe whether
more students will engage with
YUSU, particularly after the
removal of the Democracy and
Services Role.

PARTICIPATION

VOLUNTEERING

3G PITCH

TRAINING

100 %

75 %

110 %

50 %

Increase participation by ‘try
something new’ campaigns

Re-do the Sports
Volunteering programme. The
Programme has been restructured to its previous format, with
YSIS involvement due to take
place next year.

Bring a 3G Pitch to York.
With the York Sport Village
due to open in Easter 2012,
Asfahani managed to secure
four 3G pitches within his first
term of York Sport Presidency.

STRATEGY

COLLEGES

100 %
Bring back democratic stewardship to President
Additional Union space

50 %

SAM ASFAHANI
YORK SPORT PRESIDENT
INTEGRATION

TIM NGWENA
PRESIDENT

100 %

Strengthen communications
between Colleges and YUSU.

CHALLENGES

REPRESENTATION

Introduce a Union Reward
card to redistribute some profit
back to Colleges and societies.
While the till system in the
Courtyard has been adapted, the
YOUR:Shop system is waiting
the changes to be implemented.

Collaborate with the ISA and
GSA to provide a wider range of
events.

BEN HUMPHRYS
ACADEMIC

100 % 100 %

FEEDBACK

80 %

Prepare for modularisation
Prepare for funding cuts to
Higher Education
Extend funds for careers
development
and
graduate
employment links

NICK SCARLETT
STUDENT ACTIVITIES

REWARD

50 %

Centralise staff support to
enable JCRC’s to focus on their
issues. YUSU have secured funding for a JCRC Co-ordinator, currently consulting College Chairs
on the role.

Create accesible communication channels and Presidential
reports

Provide coaching and referee
training clinics or campus. This
policy has been booked in for
Fresher’s Week next year, under
Asfahani’s second term as York
Sport President.

SUPPORT

85 %
Support a range of learning
styles and campaign to inform
module choices

Support and
strengthen Course Rep networks

Campaign for better, timely,
consistent feedback. Humphrys
has implemented a six week feedback rule for first-years.

Increase interaction with the
Careers Service

Assessment methods and test
skills being learnt

Increase online resources
such as the VLE, for every course

EMPLOYABILITY

STRESS

RAG

ADMINISTRATION

100 %

50 %

Introduce College based
RAG raids
Start RAG Week with a large
scale College based apache relay
race

Move all society administration online. The majority of
administration can be done
online including the ratification
process, and allowing students to
purchase society membership
online.

Reject current proposals on
Combined studies supervision

100 % 70 %
Create a programme of targeted skills based training. This has
included ensuring York’s First Aid
training is nationally accredited,
and colloboration with the York
Award.
Introduce an summer
opportunities fair

Safeguard Kids’ Camp
Re-introduce SWAP. Scarlett
h as been w or king w it h th e
Volunteering Officer for this policy to be fulfilled this year.
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failures of the outgoing team
Snapshots of
the academic
year: 20102011
November: York wins Times Higher Education ‘University of the Year’
Award

May: Kicking off the at Huntingdon Stadium, York won Roses with
176.5 to 104.5 points

ALL SABBATICAL PHOTOS: YUSU

April: University of York team come runners up in University Challenge

March: University leaks data of entire student body

LAURA BORISOVAITE
WELFARE

CAMPAIGNS

STRESS

DEVELOPMENT

45 %

50 %

0%

Free condoms: all campus
events
Shorten Health Centre waiting lists; bring prescription
ordering online to campus

0%

DAN WALKER
DEMOCRACY
& SERVICES

De-stress campaign:
to promote methods of
releasing stress
during exam periods
Termly planner: add customising tools like stickers for
‘exam’ periods

Borisovaite has admitted
that her Academic policy
pledges fell under the
Humphrys’ remit, and so did
not undertake them herself.

March: First-year, Thomas
Byrne, runs for NUS President

SAFETY

100 %
‘Housing checklist’
(continued from last year),
set up housemate hunts

Launch another
Magicbus
STYC training

ENTERTAINMENT

SERVICES

50 %

65 %

33 %

Create a forum on YUSU website

Give JCRCs online exposure
Support a college branded
freshers week

Increase interaction with
the Careers Service

May: Arms trade “blood money”
funds University research

DEMOCRACY

Clarity and Accessiblity
Publicise College events

March: Tim Ellis wins Presidency

November: 400 York students attend NUS protests fighting against rising tuition fees

‘Skint’: tips on cheap living.

COLLEGE STRENGTH

October: Fresher’s Ball
criticised after limited numbers
able to enter Central Hall

Create online opinion polls
and UGMs to consult students for
major YUSU events

Begin working on making
York a major gig city
Utilise the mobile Courtyard
Use Central Hall as a venue for
major events
Work to bring live comedy to
York

Introduce a Shopping Bus
Make sure a cash point is
brought to Hes East
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Welfare
software to
cost £20,000
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YUSU protest divides college support
ROBBOPHOTOS

Martin Spurr

THE UNIVERSITY is set to spend
£20,000 on an interactive mental
health training programme for
staff and students.
The training programme is
being bought from the United
States with the vast majority of the
money allocated for buying two
site licenses for the University.
Although this will be reduced by
40 per cent in the second and third
years, there is also an upfront cost
of developing the programme to be
related to York, showing a substantial financial commitment to a yet
untested programme.
“It is quite a large expenditure
to spend on a computer programme”, said fourth year student
Becky Weldon. “Shouldn’t the
money be spent on more face-to
face welfare training which would
probably be much more effective?”
Jane Grenville, Pro-Vice
Chancellor for Students, stated:
“There will be one for staff and one
for students and it will be mandatory for some people, those in welfare positions in the colleges, but it
will be available for all,” adding
that, “we’ll make it available free of
charge to all students.”
Laura Bo, YUSU Welfare
Officer, commented: “The benefits
that will come out of this will introduce a saving in time and resources
elsewhere in student support and
mean more individuals will not slip
through the net.”

A picnic protest against the University is planned to take place today in the Ron Cooke Hub on Heslington East

Rose Troup-Buchanan

A PEACEFUL protest highlighting
the need for a social and catering
facility on the Heslington East
campus has erupted in controversy.
Ructions appeared at a
Goodricke JCRC meeting after it
emerged that Nacho Hernando,
Goodricke JCRC Chair, is refusing
to back the YUSU organised
protest.
The protest is being organised
by Andreas Gabrielsen, YUSU
Campaigns Officer, and it has the
support of Cem Turhan, Langwith
JCR Chair, and Union Council.
The demonstration is a peaceful picnic designed to highlight the
work already done towards reversing the University’s decision to
delay building a catering building
on Heslington East.
Hernando claims the protest

is an, “unprepared, unclear and
flawed demonstration which will
only put in danger the channels of
communications that have not yet
been exhausted.”
However,
Turhan
has
expressed his disappointment at
Hernando’s decision not to support
the protest, stating: “It is illogical
and the aims have been misconstrued.”
The Goodricke JCRC voted
overwhelmingly against supporting the protest in an open meeting
last week. Many of those present
expressed concern about both the
effect of the protest, and confusion
over its objectives. Rory Jones,
Goodricke Press and Publicity,
said: “People do not know what
this protest is actually about.”
Hernando and the Goodricke
JCRC have been pushing for 24
hour porters for Heslington East.
They are currently the only college
on the new campus and the JCRC
took an active decision against

demonstrations as a means to
achieving their aims; viewing
protests as counterproductive.
Hernando has consistently maintained: “We are at a university
where the senior management
does not listen to protests.”

“You [Andreas Gabrielsen]
don’t have similar experince. I’m sorry to tell you
this, but you don’t”
Goodricke College Chair
Nacho Hernando

Gabrielsen has claimed
this protest will not harm
Goodricke’s chances, citing his
similar experience - to Hernando in dealing with senior management. Hernando reiterated that,
“the only people to lose are
Goodrickers” should the protest go

PETE IVESON

Departments miss
feedback deadline
Hoagy Davis-Digges

SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS have
failed to meet University deadlines
for returning feedback. The
Environment Department has
taken nearly 13 weeks to provide
students with feedback. The delay
has left many students uncertain
about how to revise and improve
their work in the future.
The departments have been
criticised for having failed to abide
by the University’s policy of getting
feedback to students within six
weeks. The departments of
Economics, Business and History
of Art have all also failed to deliver
feedback on submitted work in
time.
Hattie Moir, a first-year
History of Art student, said: “The
History of Art department are
quite disorganised, we don’t get
reminded about a lot of our the
meetings we have to go to and a lot
of the classes towards the end of
the year haven’t been on our
timetables.”
She went on to say “it’s impor-

tant that we get feedback in time
for us to further develop our
understanding of the subject and
to allow us to progress in our
degrees.”
The time departments takes
for feedback has been a source of
tension between YUSU and the
University in recent years, as
Charlie Leyland, Academic Affairs
Officer in 2009-10, reduced the
time but failed to hit her target of
five weeks.
Ben
Humphrys,
YUSU
Academic Affairs Officer, said:
“Most other Universities, and a fair
few York departments, manage to
turn around feedback in four
weeks, so six should not be a challenge.
“ If we're going to promise students that they'll receive feedback
in a set time we've got to live up to
it, and University senior management will need to start getting
tough with those that don't.”
The Academic Affairs Officer
elect, Graeme Osborn, announced
in his hustings that he would also
attempt to tackle the issue, and
aim to bring down the time from
six to four weeks.

ahead. He also called into question
Gabrielsen’s involvement, stating:
“You don’t have similar experience.
I’m sorry to tell you this, but you
don’t.”
Turhan claims that Hernando
has “not raised the issue of portering before, if he had we would have
reconsidered the protest. No-one
wants Goodricke to not achieve 24
hour portering.”
But Hernando has said he was
largely unaware of what was transpiring, commenting: “I wish there
had been closer communication
before the plans for the protest
were read. I personally do not even
know the motives of it.”
The demonstration’s organisers have defended the protest saying “this protest is to be a lighthearted attempt to draw attention
to the issue; it is not supposed to
change
policy.”
However,
Gabrielsen then went on to say
that: “although it is not supposed
to change policy, it will by drawing
attention to the issue.”
Although the protest is not for
24 hour portering, Gabrielsen has
said that it is part of its “over-arching aims.”
However, this is not
mentioned on the Facebook
page dedicated to the protest
which states only that the aim
is to raise awareness about the
lack of a social and catering
facility.
Hernando added: “It would be
extremely irresponsible for someone to seek publicity through a
protest for their particular cause,
and damage the channels of communication for other representatives.”

Vanbrugh bridge is due to be replaced by the end of this year after it was found to be structurally unsound

Campus bridge deteriorating
Jack Barton

POTENTIAL DANGERS found in
the structure of Vanbrugh Bridge
have led the University to begin
proceedings to have it replaced in
its entirety.
The bridge connects the south
side of campus to Vanbrugh and
the north. A survey by the global
engineering firm Arup carried out
in November found that the 45year old structure was suffering
from a number of “significant
defects.”
The bridge already has scaffolding along its length on both
sides due to the severity of the cor-

rosion of its railings. Arup’s report
concluded that the inevitability of
its future deterioration means that
the University should “urgently
consider” the demolition of the
structure.
The temporary scaffolding has
been in place since 2006 but the
severity of the structural deterioration has forced the University to
commission plans for a replacement bridge which have been submitted to York City Council.
Tim
Ngwena,
YUSU
President, said that the plans were
“a welcomed renovation” and the
long-term benefits of which he
hopes will be recognized as “a welcomed change to campus life.”
Sam Briggs, a first-year

English student, also commented:
“It will be good for the image of the
University to replace the older, utilitarian structures like that with
something more modern and inkeeping with the image of a modern university.”
The bridge provides an essential link between the north and
south sides of Heslington West
meaning scheduling the time when
it could be replaced is a difficult
task.
The University has said that
this should be completed before
the end of the calendar year,
although the Council has yet to
approve the plans for a new bridge
which will include seating and a
canopy if affordable.
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Supervisor standards are Late night license
a “departmental lottery” events under threat
UNIVERSITY OF YORK

Hoagy Davis-Digges

EARLY RESULTS from the
Student Experience Survey indicated that over 20 per cent of the
students in their departments
across York had a unsatisfying
experience with the supervisory
system within their department.
The results showed a lack of
consistency in the supervisory systems across the University, with
some departments notably outperforming others.
The department which came
out of the survey worst was the
Philosophy Department with 25.8
per cent of students being dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the
level of supervision.
The Politics Department,
which had 22.6 per cent, the
Language
and
Linguistics
Department, which had 22.4 per
cent and Economics, which had
22.2 per cent also fared badly.
Hugo Brook, a first-year
Economics student, commented:
“York’s Economics Department
seems so heavily focused on
research that it doesn’t pay the
slightest attention to the teaching
or even basic communication abilities of its lecturers.”
Another first year student
commented on disparity between
the quality of different department

Students have voiced concerns about the level of supervision on courses
supervisors, calling the system a a
“departmental lottery.”
One course rep added that,
“supervision is varied, some are
fantastic and some are appalling.”
The survey was the largest
ever done at York and had over
2,500 students participating. A
spokesman for the University
declined to comment, saying that it
was not possible for the University
to respond as the full survey had
yet to be published.
Ben Humphrey’s, YUSU
Academic Officer, told Nouse: "Its
becoming clear that the new policy
on sueprvision isn't going to
address the challenges that some of
our departments face in this area;
we need to ask those departments
to take a long hardlook at what
they have in place and change it."

The review of the supervisor
system comes after an audit performed by the Quality Assurance
Agency in 2007, advised the
University “to revise its approach
to the management of universitywide changes in teaching and
learning, to ensure that the speed
of implementation better addresses the needs of current students.”
However, under newly implemented reforms combined honours students only have a supervisor in one of their two departments
of study.
Following consultations a
number of departments have also
cut the number of compulsory
meetings with supervisors to just
one per term, showing a further
decrease in academic and welfare
contact time for York students.

Isabelle Wynne

THE FINANCIAL viability of late
night college events has been questioned by Commercial Services,
but it has been met by strong
denial from College JCRCs.
The problem has arisen due to
low ticket sales for some events
that have left Commercial services
with bills of around £2,000 after
JCRCs have had to cancel the
event.
Jon Greenwood, Director of
Commercial Services, commented:
“College bars are not in a strong
position. They are down on budget
again this year.”
While JCRCs are responsible
for organising and selling tickets
for college bar events, Commercial
Services provide the door and bar
staff. If an event is cancelled due to
low ticket sales, Greenwood
explained
that
Commercial
Services are left to pick up the bill.
However, he added that this
will not mean the ruling out of
future late license event nights:
“We should be sharing costs and
ticket sales and doing these events
as a joint venture; shared risk and
reward is a model the Courtyard
adopted.”
Matt Jenkins, Derwent JCRC
Chair, stated: “We have never cancelled a Club D.” He stressed that
each Club D has “an average atten-

dance of around 350-400 students, which is a third of Derwent’s
entire student population.”
Countering
Greenwood’s
financial concerns he argued: “If
the JCRC and the University are
still struggling to make money
from such well-attended, regular
events…this says more about the
University infrastructure than the
events themselves.”
Continued suggestions have
been made for the University to
take charge of equipment costs
while the college pays for bar and
door staff instead. Jenkins maintains that this would be “extremely
profitable as they would have no
additional costs to a normal night.”
Bertie
Baker-Smith,
Langwith Events rep, cited the
possibility of “doing [events] in the
Courtyard instead” but stated that
the college popularity and the
assurances of Greenwood’s statement would not mean a future
reduction of events.
Tim
Ngwena,
YUSU
President, said that Commercial
Services “just moan”, commenting
that they “have to realise that this
is about the student experience not
profit and loss balance sheets.
They should translate their business accumin to help turn around
the situation much like any struggling business would.”
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Fairfax House petition for compensation
PETE IVESON

Rose Troup-Buchanan

STUDENTS IN Fairfax House,
Vanbrugh College, are petitioning
the University for a partial refund
as a result of the substandard
accommodation they believe they
have received.
The petition requests that the
University refunds them the difference from the next cheapest rent
band.
So far over 90 students have
signed the petition, including
much of the Vanbrugh JCRC; and
the petition is being organised
principally by first-year Fairfax
House residents.
One first-year Social Policy
and Social Work student, and one
of the implementers of the petition
commented: “We feel it is totally
unfair to be paying what we are,
and to be living in this situation.”
Kallum Taylor, Vanbrugh
JCRC Chair, has made his support
for the petition clear: “All students
living on campus should make
sure, at no end, that they get value
for money.”
He also praised the students’
determination and campaign: “I
think it’s a credit to them that
they’re drawing a line to being
treated with contempt once their
rent has been processed.”
Fairfax House is currently

rent band 2B, meaning students
living there pay just over £96 a
week. In comparison, students in
Vanbrugh Eric Milner pay under
£85 weekly.
However, the University has
defended this price difference
through the different types of
accommodation offered; pointing
out Fairfax students receive breakfast in their college.
But most Fairfax residents
rarely attend breakfast and Flora
Juster, a first-year Fairfax resident,
said: “People only really go if they

“We feel it is totally unfair
to be paying what we are
and to be living in this situation”
Fairfax House resident

have lectures or if they are already
up. Other than that no-one really
goes.”
Fairfax students have complained previously about their
accommodation. The kitchens,
that are used by 15 students, are
too small to contain even a table for
students.
In addition, one of the
kitchens is adjacent to the toilets,
which is a health and safety violation. Fairfax residents have access
to only two washing machines, for
the entire house, one of which is

consistently broken. Furthermore,
mould was discovered growing in
one of the showers along with an
infestation of woodlice.
In the most serious breach of
health and safety, a student was
trapped in his room during a fire
drill. This was on account of a
faulty door, which he had previously reported to the University, but
about which nothing had been
done.
During the Christmas term a
student had his room broken in to
and the theft of his laptop, camera
and other expensive electric equipment. This prompted a call for the
installation of CCTV, as can be
found on campus, however, this
request was vetoed due to expense.
In light of these complaints
most Fairfax residents feel their
petition has a strong case for compensation. Residents have been
helped by David Efird, Vanbrugh
Provost, who has been assisting
them in a strictly advisory capacity.
A
spokesman
for
the
University commented: “The
University has received only one
compensation claim in relation to
this issue.
“We shall follow the agreed
procedure for dealing with compensation claims and investigate
them fully. It would be inappropriate to make any further comment
until the conclusion of this
process.”

Students in Fairfax claim they have been overcharged for their rooms
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How green is York?
Martin Spurr looks at how sustainable the University is and what improvements are being undertaken
he environment in which you work or
live is always a matter of importance
and this applies just as much to the
time spent at university as any other.
However with York rapidly falling down the
Green League table, can the University
merge sustainability with academic excellence? Phoebe Cullingworth, YUSU
Environment and Ethics Officer and Chair of
the People and Planet Society, thinks that the
University isn’t as green as it should be - but
she plans to change that.
York placed 83rd in this
year’s Green League and was
awarded a 2:2. Cullingworth
highlights that: “The Green
League is quite respected and
the environment is becoming
more and more important for
students and it is pretty
immoral for the University to not be taking
these things into account.”
In the University Plan for the next ten
years “sustainability” is one of four key objectives, but at present: 0 per cent of electricity
comes from renewable sources; only 43 per
cent of waste is recycled - compared to St
Andrews where 68 per cent is - and York
scored badly on initiatives to increase the
recycling behaviour of students in halls of
residence.
But when questioned on its plans to
increase its sustainability, the University
cited the “under reporting” of
its achievements, rather
than any lack of measures, as the reason.
Ho w e v e r,
Cullingworth
wanted to quell the
belief that recycling is the holy
grail of all sustainable options.
“Recycling really
isn’t a solution in
itself, by recycling
you are still using a lot
of energy. Students need to
use less and use everything again
and change the culture of just dumping
it all in the recycling bin.”
The University also gave the planned
replacement of boilers with efficient, environmentally friendly ones as an example of
their focus on sustainability; though
Cullingworth called on them to think bigger

T

and better. “That is just a small focus. They
have got all these ideas but seem to be just
talking about them and only looking at the
different options.”
On carbon emissions, the University has
set a target of reducing its level by 48 per cent
by 2020 from its amount in 2005; but its
average carbon emissions per head is still
high compared with many institutions.
The University has said, “there is much
to do” but Cullingworth argues: “This year
many student groups have
worked hard on various
campaigns to reduce
the University’s carbon
footprint and it’s discouraging to know that
the University is not willingly making a concerted effort to
work with students on such critical issues.”
One area that York particularly scored
badly on was on the provision of sustainable
food. The University has no sustainable food
policy and food outlets do not currently offer
free-range eggs, sustainable fish or differing
menus depending on the seasons.
Cullingworth declared that the People
and Planet society have, “always had problems with Commercial Services [in solving
this]. We suggested a meat-free monday
campaign and have asked them where they
source products from -such as their fish. But

we always get negative feedback and it
feels like these issues aren’t valued.”
One idea that may be expanded
over the next year is increasing the
space for allotments that the University
provides. There is currently an area at the
end of the meadows to the west of
Wentworth college for students to grow
their own vegetables or herbs. But
Cullingworth wants to roll this out across the
University using any available green space to
plant potatoes, carrots, basil and much more;
these would then either be sold to students or
be free to pick up whenever people need
them.
“I want to introduce a growing space on
campus to grow food which could be sold. I
know the ground staff would support us and

PEOPLE AND PLANET

the Courtyard have said we could use their
flower bed too.”
Cullingworth adds that the University
missed a great chance in the building of
Heslington East to improve the campus environment. But even though sustainability is
one of the University’s key policies, architectural design seems to have trumped environmental improvement and this, as
Cullingworth puts it, is “immoral”.
JONATHAN FROST

“Recycling isn’t really
a solution in itself, by
recycling you are still
using a lot of energy”

“[We’ve] always had
problems with
Commercial Services
...we always get negative feedback”

Green League: A brief history
The Green League assesses universities
on their actions and attitudes towards
green living. York gained a 2:2 this year.
York’s positioning throughout the years:
2011 - 83rd
2010 - 48th
2009 - 35th
2008 - 50th

University solutions
· Reducing carbon emissions by 48% by 2020 from
a 2005 base line
· A new waste management
contract
· An increase in the number of staff within the
Energy and Environment
Department
· Limiting the growth of car
journeys
· Renewing Fairtrade
accreditation

“The University has been under reporting on its environmental performance“
A University spokesman
UNIVERSITY OF YORK
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Comment & Analysis
Liv
Evans

Universities’ manipulation of
the National Student Survey
skews reality and therefore it
needs to be updated if it is
to be of any future use.

Improvement to the NSS is
imperative for accurate results
ast term, any email I received
entitled “National Student
Survey” was likely to be
skim-read and instantly forgotten.
For us stressed finalists, dosed up
on caffeine and hearing the
announcement “the library will
close in 15 minutes” more often
than our parents’ voices, the constant badgering to fill in some survey about our time here was irritating and seemed an irrelevance.
However, the NSS is far more than
the sum of its parts and its importance to the student experience of
later years is hard to over-estimate. Students may not realise this
- but the universities do.
Theoretically the survey acts
as a neutral arbiter to see if we feel
three years of key texts, hangovers
and spectacular academic achievement (obviously) have been worth
it. However, the results feed directly into those hallowed gods of
knowledge - the league tables. The
desperate pleading to input our
impressions is with this in mind;
Politics were extremely keen to
emphasise that marking “neither
agree nor disagree” would count
against them.
Given recent controversy, it is
even more important these days to
be seen to be worth the time, effort
and exorbitant fees. The NSS is
the sole measure of “student satisfaction” in rankings, and success
here will attract future students
and, more importantly, future
cash.
Thus, it is tacitly known not
to break bad news during its run
from January to April. Universities
plan the intensity of building work
and schedule popular courses
around these dates to hopefully

L

gain a favourable rating. York
decided to donate £1 to the
Student Hardship Fund for every
survey completed. Other universities hold seminars on the importance of the survey, so students are
fully aware of the consequences
before giving their verdict. The
impressive, if tedious, publicity
machine had all been briefed by
university “guidelines”, openly
accessible on the University website - “there are concerns around
being seen to ‘influence’ rather
than inform ... it is not acceptable
to make an explicit link between
the NSS, league tables and the perceived value of the students’
degrees”. Very politically correct,
but this rather highlights the problem.
Moreover, giving such signifi-

cance to what for most will be a
procrastination tool is questionable. Asking us whether we are
satisfied is not necessarily a reflection of quality. We might be happier if exams were easier, modules
were condensed or that particularly boring political philosopher was
dropped from the course. Such
concessions might improve satisfaction levels without being academically right.
Ultimately, universities seek
our departing seal of approval to
persuade prospective students of
their merits. Thus, for the class of
2011, any legacy we leave behind
probably won’t be excellent essays
or tales that enter Ziggy’s folklore,
but just a few ticks in boxes. “The
University of York” is indelibly
written on our CVs, but what that

means will change. Those who follow us will shape what our degrees
really mean - but we influence who
arrives and universities know this.
As it stands, universities are
judged comparatively rather than
by their objective quality. The NSS
is a key component of this. It started life as a useful way for students
to express their opinions but its
very importance has made it less
relevant to reality. Universities
only just stop short of outright
manipulation to ensure that we are
as positive as possible about them
in these final assessments. There
should be better ways of gauging
what we think. It is important for
finalists to give feedback, but not
in this way. The NSS has been
hijacked by universities and
robbed of its real purpose.
HELEN TEZAPSIDIS

Tom
Sutton

Grayling’s university: the first of many?

he
New
College
of
Humanities (NCH) is the logical reaction to the crisis in
university funding. We should
watch the experiment rather than
attack its creator.
Earlier this month it was
announced that a new university
would
be
established
in
Bloomsbury, Central London, with
an all star cast of academics, led by
the celebrated philosopher A. C.
Grayling. What really caught the
headlines was that this institution
would be entirely private and
charge its undergraduates a whopping £18,000 a year.
From a self confessed “pinko
academic” this move seemed shock-

ing. Critics have pounced on what
many see as an elitist cash-in,
exposing degrees for what they are;
“luxury consumables” aimed at a
middle class market.
The new college will be a place
where one-to-one tutorials will be
the norm and students can study
with world-leading academics,
such as Sir David Cannadine,
Richard Dawkins, and Grayling
himself. NCH will offer degrees in
history, law, economics, English literature and philosophy.
He has stressed that one in five
of NCH’s students will be financially assisted, enabling students to pay
substantially less that the £9,000
fees elsewhere. Dr Suzannah

T

Lipscomb, one of the academics
who has made the jump to the private sector, has claimed this could
be the only place in England where

“We should watch
the experiment
rather than attack
its creator”
free university education is on offer.
But this defence does not seem to
have stemmed the torrent of criticism.

The NCH is the only institution created since the new fees system was announced. Universities
are now dependant on students for
funding, most obvious in humanities subjects where funding has
essentially been removed. The creation of private universities is the
logical reaction to a system in
which institutions are required to
comply with a set of regulations
without any financial incentive.
Universities are right to ask
what is in it for them. Pressure on
the tutorial system and student
numbers will force many to conclude that being part of the public
sector is not a wise decision. In
establishing NCH, Grayling is fol-

lowing the incentives offered by
this new system but at the same
time his NCH will test the government and the public’s taste for private universities.
The NCH will probably be the
first of many. The greater risk will
come when existing universities
consider entering the private sector
making caps on tuition fees meaningless.
If the Coalition really wanted
to introduce market forces into
higher education their policy has
been a total success. The NCH is a
fascinating experiment which will
show just how sustainable a British
higher education system based on
parental wealth really is.
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Catering to student needs
The Social and Catering Building looks set to be put on the back burner, despite having originally been promised to the neglected residents of
Heslington East, who by next year will number 1,300. Students arriving for
their first-year on Heslington East will be met with brand new, stylish
accommodation but at a community with no soul and no real communal
catering area. Prospective students expect the very best facilities and amenities as well as their living space. The prioritising of profit over the student
experience is a wrong mantra to have. A long-term view of the University
completely misses out the three-year cycle of students who have to suffer
with substandard facilities because of the Univeristy's supposed profit problem with catering facilities. If the University was in a dire financial state it
may be different - but this isn't the case. However, the planned protest that
is due to take place today in the Hub needs the full support of everyone
involved for it to work. Divisions between Goodricke College and the organisers of the protest are not helpful for either party. Goodricke is not going to
achieve everything on its own, it needs campus-wide support to make the
University listen and it is sending a bad message by shunning this protest in
its own college. While the University has made it clear that the catering hub
is not a priority, a collective campaign is needed to reinforce the message; if
the campaign for the building becomes fractious, the likelihood of it arriving
on Heslington East becomes ever more unlikely.

Brutal banter
The realm and control of social networking sights is something of an
unchartered territory, be it in breaking those now famous celebrity super
injuctions or as a platform for inspiring protest across the Middle East. Yet
last week we saw the dark side of this public forum, enabling the drunken
and uncontrolled prejudices of some of the most prominant sporting figures
at York to be splayed publicly all over the internet. They were obscene and
indefensible comments, and further evidence of the liberties taken by certain individuals on the team in the name of ‘banter’ and jovial lad behaviour.
An example needs to be made of the team in order to stop this alarming precedent in its tracks. To shrug it off as a joke taken too far is to simply
condone their actions. There is no place for racism in our society today, be it
in a passing comment or in an online twitter rant, and that needs to be made
clear. While we applaud the Racial Equality Officers’ pushing for harsh disciplinary actionand a new overarching social code of conduct, we have to
ensure the University itself doesn’t hasten to push the matter under the
proverbial rug, letting the guilty students leave at the end of this year with
simply a slap on the wrist. The internet may currently exist as an ungoverned
sphere, but students must learn that all such actions, even those conducted
online, have very real consequences.

Fond farewells
As this academic year draws to a alarmingly fast close, even the most
stone-hearted amoungst us find themselves nostalgically reminsicing about
the romance of our University experience. Never one to jump on the bandwagon, we will attempt to avoid the teary-eyed schmaltz, but forgive us for
taking this window of opportunity to thank all of those leaving, without
whom this paper, and this team, would never have survived. We pass on our
first gracious thanks to Michael and Gareth who always brought an unrelenting dedication and enviable intellect to the office and instilled a constant
awe in us all. Thanks also to Kate for soothing us all with your wonderful
accent and strange love of gardening, and to Tom Fisher for never being
afraid of controversy. Thank you also to Randall for sharing beer and banter,
and to Estella for bringing an effortless cool to an otherwise sadly dishevelled team. Thank you to Sofia for simply being fashionable in everything
you do, and to Justyn for your hilariously inappopriate statements and beautiful photos; both will be missed in equal measure. We give our appreciation
to Chris Young, for his 3am cheeriness and for helping us fight many a media
battle, and to Ben Gasgoyne for being the most chilled man on this earth, as
well as reigning chunder bingo champion. Thanks to Sam Newsome for your
strong minded and artistic vision in every amazing photo you took for
Nouse, and to Liv, for keeping the features dream team alive, even when all
the yoghurts were gone. Our thanks also go Pete Iveson, to whom words will
never do justice, and to Andrew, one of the most talented and dedicated individuals to grace our humble office, and whose hard work has revolutionised
Nouse online content. Your willingness to humour us mere mortals will leave
us forever in your debt. To Laura Connor, for the incredible passion that she
brought to all sections of Nouse, and to Camilla, the most vivacious character to ever walk the halls of Grimston House, and who provided many a
much needed croissant. To Tom, for your wonderful writing, caustic humour,
and for being the only society member ever challenged to a duel. And finally to Charlotte, an incredible editor to whom we are all much indebted. Her
vibrant personality, both in her self and in her writing, as well as her unquestioning support and supply of wine, means she has left a valuable and indelible mark on our paper. So thank you all. Go forth and be wonderful.
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Reckless racism perpetuates
rugby stereotypes
ork University rugby team
have been caught posting
racist comments on their
Twitter account. What I find probably the most depressing aspect of
this story is the fact few people are
likely to be surprised. This is yet
another case of the rugby “lads” and
“banter” going too far.
The rugby team appear incapable of going a term without doing
something to embarrass either
themselves, (see Ziggy’s smoke
bomb “joke” last term) or the
University as a whole. By posting on
their official feed, they have associated the University with the kind of
casual racism thought to have long
disappeared. Nice one lads.
The feed has around 150 followers, including major companies
such as KPMG, and is looked at by
prospective students. What kind of
message is that sending out to those
executives and future students?
The rugby team appear to have
tried to hide the tweets – deleting
them the morning after and only
issuing a formal apology after being
confronted with the evidence.
Deleting the tweets was sensible,

Y

Chris
Underwood

“something needs
to change in how
we view the
behaviour of the
rugby team ”
“typical” behaviour of the rugby
team. This attitude that it is ok for
members of this society to behave
in such a way has got to be
changed.
The ability to chuck a ball
across a field, a talent for downing
15 pints in one go and the subse-

CHARLOTTE FAIRCLOUGH

Rose
TroupBuchanan

carbon reduction may be disappointing, to lay the blame squarely
at the feet of “the University” would
be unfair.
While environmental issues are
a pressing concern to some, the
reality is that there remains a large
degree of apathy. To significantly
reduce carbon consumption is
impossible without an environmental ethos at the heart of the
University; the student body. With
the University footing the bill for all
those living on campus, those cold
winter nights bring a great temptation to turn one’s room into a bubble of tropical warmth. Whether it
be leaving the kitchen light on after
that late cup of coffee or leaving
computers on all night; a large
amount of the University’s electricity consumption is determined by
the student body.
Yet the survey is indicative of
the difficult position universities are
in. They are no longer seen as simply hubs of academic excellence but

are expected to live up to standards
of perfection in areas totally unrelated to academic performance.
While I am not for a minute suggesting they have no environmental
responsibility, this is not their main
focus. They are placed under contradictory demands.
For students, the predominant
concern with university life is cost,
not the environment. As any trip
round the supermarket will tell you,
the environmental option is rarely
the cheaper one while renewable
energy is renowned for being
expensive. Sustainable foods,
renewable energy, ethical shopping
and low carbon emissions all sound
very good, but are considerably less
attractive in practice. With finances
tight, would the knowledge that we
were eating sustainably farmed fish
be sufficient incentive to pay that
bit more for it?
To put it another way, are we
prepared to put our money where
our mouth is?
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Facebook
threatens
anonymity
James
Harle

quent elevated status across campus
as a our University ‘sporting heroes’
does not entitle you to behave like a
idiot every time you get pissed.
By all means I am not saying
that everyone who plays rugby for
this university fits the above
description. Most of the rugby club
has reacted with disgust at the
actions of a few drunken members
during a night out.
But although action at the
highest level is now being taken,
why is it that an attitude of tolerance towards the team’s behaviour
persists? The actions of a few
should not condemn the entire
club, but something needs to
change in how we view the behaviour of the rugby team.
Whilst they undoubtedly piss a
number of people off, people on
campus are remarkably tolerant of
their “laddy” antics. The campuswide resignation of such behaviour
only perpetuates the stereotypical,
and often completely false, image of
the average rugby player. It is in
both the rugby club’s interest, and
the University’s, to see that image
changed.

Environmental concerns leave
the University in a tight spot

t has been a tough time for the
University recently. After being
officially declared one of the
least sexually active universities in
the country, York has reached new
lows in its environmental performance, falling to 83rd in the newly
released People and Planet Green
League. Down from the dizzying
heights of 35th two years ago, is
such a decline cause for concern?
Devoid of any context such a
slump may appear dramatic, but
the University’s score has declined
only slightly since a year ago, when
it was still among the 50 greenest
universities in the country. In terms
of prestige, coming top of the green
league is marginally ahead of being
declared the most promiscuous
campus in Britain, with the top performers hardly bastions of academic
excellence.
We are it seems, more environmentally concerned than the likes
of Oxford and Warwick and only
marginally behind Cambridge and
Imperial. In terms of performance,
the perception of a total disaster
might be somewhat of an overreaction.
However, there is no denying
that the University could have done
better. Marked down for its environmental auditing and management systems, its waste disposal
programme has been poor.
Committing it to landfill or disposing of it via the sewer, neither is
particularly impressive from an
environmental point of view.
But while receiving a large
round zero in the sustainable food
column and a poor score in terms of
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but it in no way redeems their
actions. It is a shocking indictment
on the mentality of those involved
that they thought that was an
acceptable course of action.
Chances are not much is really
going to be made of this. We are all
shocked, and will remain so for the
next couple of days. But really, I
suspect most peoples’ reaction will
be rolled eyes and a sigh for the
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his week, Joanne Fraill, the
juror accused of contempt of
court based on a Facebook
conversation, admitted to the
charge. The case seemed pretty
clear-cut even before the admission;
Fraill wilfully initiated a conversation in spite of the judge’s explicit
recommendation. This is the first
case of its kind, and as such has
provoked widespread debate, even
to the point of questioning the judicial system as we know it.
People forget that “social networking” is not a new phenomenon.
Facebook is a social networking
tool; it facilitates social networking,
it is not responsible for it, and the
two are certainly not synonymous.
The jury system has never been
watertight. At least via Facebook all
contact is at some level recorded,
and is thus more off-putting than
personal contact.
That said, social networking
sites and applications have revolutionised the way social interaction
takes place; Facebook in particular
is going to be a problem for juries.
How can I be so sure? Let me put it
this way. Since I’ve been at university I’ve discovered several ties
between myself and, for want of a
better word, random people; a girl
in my college who knows my cousin,
for example, or a shared school
friend. I’m sure this is something
most people can relate to. But it
illustrates the problem, I think: how
confident can I, or any Facebook
user, be of totally avoiding contact
with a given person?
Many have commented that
since you must be friends with
someone to interact on Facebook,
any contact must be deliberate, and
in legal cases like this, contempt of
court. But what about interaction
via the mutual friend function? Or
the uploaded content of that friend?
Indirect communication is still an
issue.
As modern people our social
networks are wider than they’ve
ever been. Whereas in the past a
juror might have been expected to
exclude the defendant from their
social network, today this might
prove a much more difficult task.
The ultimate objective is to prevent
the passage of information between
jury and defendant, and this could
prove even more difficult, since the
passage of information is no longer
limited in facility to the social network.
These are facts, but the essential thing to remember is this:
Facebook is only a facilitator. There
is nothing wrong with it in essence,
the problem lies with the users. It,
like other applications of its type,
does not allow any new form of
interaction, simply old ones on a
different scale. Direct contact is still
direct, still intentional, and still in
contempt of court. It’s undeniable,
as the juror herself has conceded.

T

Hannah
Brearley

The prospect of limiting
late night commercial
services won’t harm
college spirit but it will
mean JCRCs have to work
harder to maintain unity.

MILLIE JONES

Follow the debate
Comment online at
nouse.co.uk/comment

Late night events cancellation
will not damage college spirit
nce again the “colleges-versus-commercial services”
debate rears its ugly head, as
commercial services plans to potentially limit the use of college late
licenses, threatening the future of
events like Club D and Volume.
For colleges like Derwent, this
is a significant blow. For others, it
will reflect the unfortunate truth
that on-campus events are expensive to run, poorly attended and
often fail to make a profit. Bar
crawls, queue jumps and reduced
entry tend to be far more appealing
in terms of organisation and attendance, but by taking college revelry
and spirit off campus, there is a risk
that the significance of college bars
and JCRs could be negated.
Regardless of the statistics, there is
a lot to be said for on-campus
events. There is greater freedom for
JCRs to put on unusual events: how
can a standard night out compare
to a roller disco?
Late-licenses are an opportunity for colleges to offer an appealing
alternative to the standard
Salvation-Ziggys-Tokyo-FibbersRevs circuit we follow blindly, week
in, week out. For first-year students
and in Freshers Week particularly,
the option to hold events on campus is something College Chairs
should be fighting to retain. A quick
poll of my house revealed a 50:50
split between those who would have
preferred to stay on campus on that
first night, and those who were glad
we ended up in Tokyo.
A fun night without the need
to wait for taxis, the risk of losing
people in various bars around town
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or trying to figure out which floor of
Ziggys they are on is an undeniable
attraction. Everyone is in the same
place at the same time, and even
though these events are contained
within colleges, they actually provide an opportunity to meet new
people. Outside of immediate
housemates and course friends, the
people in your college can be a mystery. Even for second- and thirdyear students, late-licence events
are a chance to be back on campus
for something other than lectures,

“by limiting latelicense events,
your college will
simply become
the place you
sleep”
to catch up with STYC-lets and a
chance for the JCRC to be seen as
something other than a faceless
committee.
However, does it follow that
college spirit can only thrive in your
college bar? Almost every college is
accused of displaying a lack of college spirit; if you don’t confine
yourself to your student bar are you
contributing to this image?
Essentially, no. A well-attended bar
crawl, starting inevitably at your
college bar, but ending up in Tokyo,
is as much a display of college fun,

unity and social life as a group of
four friends sat in the college bar all
night.
Stubbornly insisting on throwing money into events which won’t
work in the name of preserving college camaraderie is a pointless exercise, and College Chairs need to
prove that their desire to maintain
late-license events is more than an
expression of long-term irritation
with commercial services.
There is definitely something
to be said for the bond made
between a group of strangers meeting at a drag queen social in
Salvation, but for me, the relative
success of on-campus late night
events compared to bar crawls and
socials is irrelevant. The most significant limitation of this proposal
is choice. College Chairs and their
JCRCs should be able to choose
how they plan their events, and
where they want them to take place,
whether that’s in the college bar or
in the middle of town.
York has a collegiate system
which it is rightly proud of; but by
limiting late-license events, your
college will simply become the place
you sleep, and nothing more. Late
license events allow college bars
and college camaraderie to thrive
alongside trips to Ziggys dressed as
jungle animals or cavemen.
This is not the first time these
two factions will clash, nor will it be
the last. Yes, commercial services
has a job to do, but a compromise
has to be met between colleges and
commercial ventures. College spirit
cannot, and should not, be measured in terms of financial viability.
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their top tips for the summer
in a festival special
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Tom Killingbeck.
t all happened so quickly. It was 2008
when, emerging mirage-like from a fug of
Indian Gap Yah hash smoke, I realised I
had to go to university. I hadn’t thought
about it much. I’d ended up settling for York,
my second-from-last choice, thanks to the
lack of offers from anywhere else (it still
hurts, Durham, you bastards). When I told
people I was coming here, they’d look apologetic and say, ‘At least it’s close to Leeds’.
Someone told me York was lowest on FHM’s
‘Fit Uni Bird Guide’ or whatever it’s called.
All didn’t bode well, even though FHM is
unquestionably a dubious barometer.
From what I could remember from the
Open Day, it was a cold, grey place, with lots
of angry geese. Looking out my window now,
at the cold, grey day, with a couple of pissedoff geese bickering on the pavement, it seems
my memory served me well. Nowadays, I feel
just as agitated as those geese. After three
short years, the terror has finally set in. This
cold grey bubble’s about to burst.
When I arrived at Alcuin College on that
bright October day, I hadn’t bargained on it
all disappearing in such a blur. I thought the
days would never end. They would be spent
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reclining on freshly mown lawns with glasses
of gin, or going on road trips to my impossibly affluent friends’ monumental stately
homes. Falling in love with beautiful girls
who would ride antique bicycles and ceaselessly quote Rimbaud. Perhaps I’d befriend a
group of enigmatic Greek students and we’d
have a thrilling three years of romance, murder and mystery. It clearly
didn’t
help
that
rather
than read the
prospectus I’d
based my idea
of university
life on flicking
through old
copies of Brideshead Revisited and Donna
Tartt’s The Secret History.
York certainly wasn’t romantic or mysterious. The closest you’d get to something
that might backdrop my vision would be the
‘Quiet Place’ hedge maze, which was distinctly shittily pruned, and repetitively desecrated by streakers. Elsewhere, the campus
was besieged by heinous modernism. Rather

than lawn-based reclining, most of my time
was spent playing ping-pong on kitchen
tables, rediscovering my love for Mario Kart,
descending into alcoholism and developing
gum disease. Sure, there was substance
abuse and sex, but wasn’t even cool enough
to be a Northern episode of Skins, let alone a
passage from The Rules of Attraction.
Although
the real world
is moderately
terrifying, in
some
ways
I’m looking
forward to it.
There’ll be no
rugby squad
ruining everyone’s night with humourless ‘banter’ and violently macho homoeroticism in the Ziggy’s
queue. I won’t be hassled by the acne-ridden
nerd hordes of certain campus societies,
who, when I negatively reviewed their contributions to YUSU, vowed to slay me in a reenactment duel. I won’t have to get up at
7.30 in the morning for an Old Norse seminar. But you know, I’ve learned to love this

“I won’t be hassled by the acneridden nerd hordes of certain
campus societies, who vowed to
slay me in a re-enactment duel”

place. York has a funny way of unfurling
itself, slowly letting you in. Thinking about it
now, there’ll be so many things I will miss
after I pass into the terrifying world of jobs,
taxes, debts and undiscounted rail travel.
I’ll miss the hectic parties. I’ll miss lieins. I’ll miss that elusive graffiti on Retreat
Lane that says ‘Ah Good The Sea.’ I’ll miss
the city itself, with its medieval backstreets
and Georgian terraces, its turrets and gargoyles, its curio shops and its museums. I’ll
miss the taste of prawn cracker in my mouth
as I prance beneath a shower of toxic bubbles
bursting from the foam machine in the
Willow.
I’ll probably miss being able to have
horrendously pretentious conversations
about post-post-modernism as much as I’ll
miss being able to play wrestling videogames
at all hours of the day And I know that as I sit
on that bench behind my house, 2-litre bottle
of value cider in my hand, watching the sun
gleam in the river as it sets behind Clifford’s
Tower for the final time, I’ll feel a little heartbroken. Because as sad as it sounds, I think
we’ve probably been having the time of our
lives.
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Quirks: Tennis Season
Wimbledon is off and away, but can it match some of the best tennis moments so far...

Champagne
Charlie.
t’s very difficult, writing a
final column. The end of
term is an emotional time for
everyone and the temptation to
make like Gwyneth Paltrow and
start snotting, weeping and generally swooning all over my mac
seems all too easy. However, I
will try not to. Last time I got
water on my keyboard by cleaning it with a wet toothbrush
(very sneaky I thought..), it
ended up being rather expensive.
Yahoo! Answers can be so misleading…
People say that they are
“sad” to be leaving but “sad” is
such an overused word. I am
“sad” that my room is too messy
for me to get from my bed to the
door without me impaling my
foot on some lethal pointy
object. I am “sad” that the hit
ITV3 program “River Monsters”
was cruelly denied a second
series. I am “sad” that my parents unreasonably refuse to
budge on the “no mini-pig” policy. But “sad” to be leaving York?
Doesn’t quite seem to cover it.
Actually, behind all the hysteria, which will undoubtedly
reach fever pitch on the alcohol
drenched fields of Big D, I’m not
so much “sad” as “terrified”. I
have nothing to reassure me that
a year from now, I won’t be rocking backwards and forwards in
the corner of my bedroom in
Essex, foaming at the mouth and
weirdly caressing photos of my
housemates from first year Slag
and Drag. I don’t think I will, but
you never know…
I’m not going to pretend
that York has vastly expanded
my culinary horizons. It hasn’t.
True, I did find out that people
actually eat chips and gravy.
Also, I feel that I can confidently
rebuke the stereotype that
Yorkshire portions are miserly
having eaten the most obscene
portions ever in Heslington’s
lovely Deramore Arms. A sandwich that’s actually a baguette,
an entire chicken, a jar of chutney, and enough chips to bury
Ronald McDonald alive?! That’s
not a sandwich, it’s a buffet on a
plate…
Apart from that though, the
food I’ve had here is basically the
same. What I’m frightened of
though, is that the perfect, wonderful and memorable situations
where I’ve experienced food
here, won’t ever exist ever again.
Take the chicken spicy pizza, for
example. Throughout the past
three years, a Vikings Kitchen
Spicy Chicken pizza has been
mine and my housemate’s
answer to all emotional trauma.
Breakups, failed exams, death
threats from musical agents and
court injunctions, have all been
solved by this excellently priced
grease Frisbee. I have sobbed
over one, I have fallen asleep in
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‘ Te n n i s G i r l ’
Serena Williams

Ve n u s W i l l i a m s

Andre Agassi

Playboy by numbers
The allowance a live-in playmate gets from Hefner in
exchange for certain *ahem* duties performed at the Playboy Mansion. He wants
his girls home by 10pm every night, in order
to get their beauty rest, we assume.

2000

was anounced: does that mean there are
going to be less Playboy bunnies?

The number of times Hugh Hefner
has been arrested. Once for photographing a minor nude and once for
obscenity charges from ‘the nudest Jayne
The amount of Playboy’s Mansfield.” Trial ended with a (here’s one for
employees devoted to R&D. the cheap seats) hung jury. Wahey wahey.
Considering Hugh’s got one of the biggest
s, Penthouse took Playboy on
in the world, firms we mean, that’s pretty
in the so-called ‘pubic wars’
impressive. But what are they investigating?
with each determined to show more and
Isn’t it the world’s oldest profession?
more. Chillax boys, now we have the
The question that popped into
Hollywood wax there’s no need to squabble.
everyone’s minds after the above
It’s defs not porn, it’s art.

2.

43%.

1960

1st.

one, and I have pretended one
was my face to cheer someone
up. They don’t do pizza delivery
anywhere near my sleepy little
village at home. I don’t know
what I’ll do without it.
Sure, I can cook myself a
mega hangover breakfast at
home. In fact, it’ll probably taste
better. Nicer bacon, fresh bread
rather than Hovis from the
freezer, a plate that I know won’t
have a crusty shard of noodle
adhered to the bottom. But am I
ever going to be this hungover
again? Will I ever *sob* lose the
desire to P-A-R-T-Y?! Will there
ever be such ghostly faces in my
lounge, muttering feeble encouragement as I grill, whilst they are
too incapacitated to move and
switch on Jeremy Kyle?
Perhaps. Some things for
certain though, will never happen again. I don’t think I will
ever witness another unique
cheese fight/drunken brawl
combination. Cheddar will
always be an ineffective weapon.
I don’t think I will ever cook a
Thanksgiving dinner for 15 people dressed up as Sarah Palin
while my friend cheerleads
around me and squirts whipped
cream in the air. I know I will
never come downstairs to find a
chunk of a freshly baked cake literally grabbed from its middle,
and then have no option but to
spend two days interviewing suspects and forcing them to provide alibis. These things will
never happen again.
That’s not to say that I will
never enjoy food again once I’ve
passed the notorious A1 Adult
Store, however. It will be nothing
short of a joy, for example, to be
able to open a fridge and find
more than a scummy 2cm of
Parmesan and 3 petit-filou’s 2
months past their sell-by date. It
will be wonderful to use big
plates, side plates, salad plates
and bowls all at once, and not to
tremble in fear of the consequential washing up. It will be comforting to be finally back together as a family, eating the most
wonderful, delicious meals possible, cooked by someone who
never manages to spend £113.50
on
distracting
items
in
Sainsbury’s, and yet still produce
daily feasts that would make the
Roux brother’s sob uncontrollably into each others arms.
Where will I actually be a
year from now? 3 years, 5 years,
well beyond a decade?! I have no
idea. The food will perhaps be
different. If I’ve got lucky, hot
buttered lobster with champagne on ice and a breathtaking
sea-view. If not so much, hopefully at least half a kit-kat
chunky and a cup of tea. All I
know is whatever I’m eating, I
want the same people next to
me.
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FAKING THE FIGHT

Talking to the people behind World Wrestling Entertainment Camilla Apcar finds
out why watching fake fights is better than the real deal.
atched on pay-per-view television and at live arena shows
around the globe by hundreds
of thousands, there is often a fine discrepancy between what is real and what
is fake in professional wrestling.
Among the numerous rosters, World
Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) is
perhaps the most well known league,
having made the popularity of pay-perview soar in recent decades.
Attempting to categorise professional wrestling, particularly the WWE
franchise, appears problematic. With
brutally executed manoeuvres in each
match, there’s no disputing that athletic prowess is required. Yet as violent as
the wrestlers’ moves look, the majority
of matches are scripted and the winner
decided beforehand.
That the outcomes of matches
were predetermined was once a wellguarded secret, but now an openly discussed reality. In WWE, ‘plotlines’
between characters can unfold over a
number of years like a drawn out soap

W

opera. But even ‘worked’ sequences can
present real danger to the wrestlers. So
is it heavily constructed entertainment,
or is it a sport?
As with many of the ‘answers’ to
questions surrounding professional
wrestling, it is an inextricably woven
combination
of
both.
WWE
Commentator, Scott Stanford, illustrates that it’s “run for both sporting
and television entertainment: you’re
combining a live in-arena show with a
television show week after week, no
reruns.”
Staunch supporters might be
expected to aggressively argue its validity as a ‘real sport’. Chris Fitzpatrick,
from New Jersey, has been a fan since
he was 11, and Thomas Hall from
Kentucky has been watching professional wrestling for as long as he can
remember. But neither believe it is
engaging purely due to its sporting
value.
“It’s not pointless to claim it as a
sport, but it’s kind of misguided,” claims

Above and
Left: The
Wrestling stars
perform to the
crowds at
events across
the United
States.

Hall. Fitzpatrick similarly believes that
professional wrestling is “misconstrued
as overly violent and a male soap
opera.” It’s easy to see why: a wrestler
could be stricken with a barbed-wire
board by their opponent, only to make
a dramatic comeback speech minutes
later.
“It’s a bit of everything. You have to
mix in a combination of performance,
athleticism and showmanship. Because
you don’t really have a home base like a
professional sports team does, the term
sports entertainment really does fit.
“The showmanship aspect of it is
probably more important than the
sporting side. There have been
wrestlers over the years with incredible
athletic ability that haven’t been huge
successes, while there have been some
that have a limited amount of technique who are very successful.”
Yet as a performative sport, Hall
thinks professional wrestling is overlooked: “people that do that on
Broadway are praised for what they do

and are given awards.” For the firsttime viewer, why so many viewers continually invest time – and money – in
the largely faked pretence of sport is
difficult to comprehend. For WWE,
founded in 1952; because it’s a lifestyle
which has been growing for half a century.
“If Monday Night Raw suddenly
went off the air, I’d be lost,” says
Fitzpatrick. “For nearly 20 years of my
life, WWE pay-per-views have been a
great opportunity to get together with
friends and immerse ourselves in a
totally different world.”
For these viewers, fanaticism, like
supporting a sports team, goes hand in
hand with escapism. It’s a compelling
situation, unlike supporting a sports
team or being a fan of franchises such
as Pokémon. Professional wrestling
provides the opportunity to legitimately support fantasy within the context of
the real world.
“The biggest misconception is that
wrestling fans are losers. We’re not,”
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claims Fitzpatrick. “It’s just a form
of entertainment we enjoy. It may be
(by today’s society) a ‘geeky’ thing to be
into, but whatever.
“I have dual college degrees, own a
home, and make a great living. And I’m
a huge fan of wrestling.”
“The characters, the storylines, the
outcome of the matches consistently
captivate the audience,” summarises
Stanford, despite the fact that they are
heavily contrived. There are no displays
of denial; fans are ready to acknowledge the artificiality of the professional
wrestling world. Yet those who “scoff at
the fact that I am a wrestling fan and
say ‘you know that shit’s fake, right?’,”
Fitzpatrick terms “ignorant”.
“Me cheering for Chris Jericho to
defeat his opponent is really not all that
different from someone who cries during Terms of Endearment or laughs at
The Hangover. Just because something
is staged doesn’t mean it can’t elicit
emotion, and doesn’t mean you shouldn’t care for the characters that these
performers portray.
“Just because pro wrestling isn’t as
dignified or refined as Broadway doesn’t mean you still can’t be enthralled by
it. Humans all seem to have a basic
desire to suspend disbelief.”
Hall eagerly reiterates: “We know
it’s Tom Hanks on the screen and not
Forrest Gump, yet we get sucked into it
anyway because the performance given
is so good that we forget what reality is.
Then the lights come up and the illusion ends. Same idea with wrestling.”
Inside the ring, demonstrating
theatrical talent is just as important as
technical wrestling ability.
The wrestling superstars must be
able to perfect a fake cry of agony as
well as mask genuine pain. With the
best wrestlers, there is often little to
differentiate the two. Convincing audiences to forget the potential for injury
and cultivating hatred towards villainous characters over a number of weeks
is a more demanding job than that of
any Hollywood actor, particularly during live shows. They are responsible for
breaking the fourth wall, while simultaneously appearing to be ‘untouchable’.
‘Kayfabe’ is the notion of not
breaking character outside of the ring,
in order to maintain the illusion that
the wrestlers’ characters and rivalries
are real. However, the principle has
been severely broken down in the past
twenty years. In 1987, on-screen rivals
Iron Sheik and Jim ‘Hacksaw’ Duggan
were arrested, having been found taking drugs together. As one of the first
major instances of kayfabe being broken, WWE (then WWF) took serious
action – firing the Iron Sheik, and suspending Duggan.
“It hurt things a lot. It was during
the 90s when the walls of it were broken down and they’ve never really been
repaired. The lines between reality and
characters started to blur and a lot of
people claim it really hurt the product
overall,” describes Hall.
“You can’t ask people not to associate with each other ever. It’s a very
tricky area and can change a lot over
time.” Professional wrestling demands
much more than other forms of entertainment through the viewer’s suspension of disbelief in a fictional storyline.
But reality and fiction sometimes
appear to merge together, and how
immersed wrestlers become in their
characters is put under close scrutiny,
by fans and critics alike. As plotlines
link closely or even overlap with the
wrestlers ‘real’ lives, the line between
the two is often blurred.
“I don’t believe CM Punk is a psychotic cult leader, but I do believe Steve

“For these viewers, fanaticism, like
supporting a sports team, goes
hand in hand with escapism.”

Austin in his real life could be a brash
tough guy who likes good old American
beer,” comments Fitzpatrick.
“The best characters are often the
ones who are just exaggerations of who
they really are or what they really do.
Guys like Ric Flair get lost in that character sometimes, but when you’re that
great, it probably goes with the territory.”
Acting aside, things can go critically wrong inside the ring. Broken
legs, necks and major knee injuries
have befallen wrestling magnates
Steven Austin, Hulk Hogan and Sid
Vicious alone. The wrestlers spend over
200 days of the year on the road, travelling and taking part in matches. “It
can be far more physically demanding
that regular sports which have a six
month season,” explains Hall.
A career in professional wrestling
is well paid – Steve Austin made over
six million dollars in 1999 – but it
comes with a high death rate for under
65s. Stanford, who has a first-hand
view in the midst of the industry,
describes the wrestlers’ jobs as a blend
of athletic ability and “punishment that
they put their bodies through” night
after night. Under extreme physical
strain, taking excessive amounts of
painkillers leaves them too numb to
wrestle. Subsequently, drug abuse or
using steroids provides a solution to
carry on working – and in many cases,
to death.
However, even the wrestlers are
kept from the full truth on some occasions. The ‘Montreal Screwjob’ of 1997
saw WWE’s owner, Chairman and
CEO, Vince McMahon double-cross
the beloved defending WWF champion, Bret Hart. Hart had been loyal to
WWF for thirteen years, and was
signed under a 20-year contract. But
McMahon engineered a match – with
the participation of Hart’s opponent,
referees, and other wrestlers – to see
Hart lose both his WWF title, and job
at WWF. The company still describes it
as “one of the most controversial
moments in sports-entertainment history”.
“Every time you think you have
everything down as far as what’s real
and what’s fake you get a curve ball
thrown at you and realise the only people that know for sure are the people
behind the scenes,” explains Hall.
McMahon currently controls 88 per
cent of the voting power in WWE,
making him the puppeteer of plotlines
who doesn’t need to guess what will
happen next. Instead, with a team of
creative writers, he has the ability to
dictate it.
In any other sporting realm, this
level of manipulation would be deemed
unjust. But to avoid transforming into
genuine fights, or developing similarities to the Ultimate Fighting
Championship, strategic storytelling in
professional wrestling is a necessity.
The amount of faked action and its
potential to be seriously harmful are
ultimately of no consequence. Viewers’
concerns are rarely about the realities
that the wrestlers and the industry face,
despite the acknowledgment that
WWE is a business and a product. “I
don’t watch it to hear about court cases
or legal proceedings or backstage politics,” states Hall. “If I wanted to hear
about realistic people having realistic
problems I’d have a conversation with
any run of the mill person.
“I want to see something I don’t
see every day of the week.” Professional
wrestling allows an interactive form of
escapism where, unlike the majority of
entertainment, the suspension of disbelief contributes to the reality of each
fan. M
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Life in Plastic
Art very literally comes in all shapes and sizes, as Paris Bennett
discovers talking to conceptual artist Pandemonia
andemonia has the wow factor.
Or perhaps Pandemonia is the
wow factor. The phenomenon of
performance art, has been formulated
under the name Pandemonia, into a
larger-than-life cartoon character, with
the intention of provoking a reaction,
whilst at the same time being a reaction. The presence of this doll-like figure certainly commands your attention
unlike any regular arty or eccentric
character. Indeed, being head to toe in
latex, seven feet tall, and all woman is
enough to merit interest from those in
the industry also trying to create an
unusual ‘image’.
In fact, the industry rather like the
cartoon created by the post-pop conceptual artist. Pandemonia has been
spotted at film premieres, glossy on
location photo shoots, and even Boy
George’s 50th birthday party last week.
Her fans and friends include Kanye
West’s ex Amber Rose, Philip Tracy and
Steve Strange. But, standing the challenges facing art and artists du jour,
this walking piece of art must also
resolve her existential purpose.
As a conceptual artist, the ideas
behind the art take precedence over
traditional material concerns, yet this
does not detract from the aesthetic
appreciation of Pandemonia’s silhouette and features. She describes these
as quite traditional features. “It’s figurative; it’s concerned with our relationship between identity and the media
and who we are in a changing landscape. As a celebrity, albeit an artificial
celebrity, I am the glossiest celeb of the
glossies. I fit right in.”
Alluding to her image being not
merely part of fashion, but of celebrity
culture too, it seems ambiguous as to
whether she is an item of gossip, an
icon, or an imaginary celebrity. But she
clarifies that her “ideas come from the
mass media so it makes scene to put
them back in there. That way I am
communicating to a ready audience.”
“The celebrity arena is a platform
to exhibit my work. I am inside the idea
and have become the medium.
Celebrity is the face of the media. As a
pseudo-celebrity, I am a construction
of media aspirations and dreams - A
copy in the world of illusion.” If the
birth of an innovative product in an
already saturated market, involves the
right product, in the right place with
the right promotion, then she seems to
have got it impressively spot on.
Although the conceptual side is
important to this walking Barbie,
would artistic expression through other
mediums such as painting have a bigger impact? “Oh yes, I used to exhibit
paintings and drawings in traditional
gallery spaces but they always seemed
so old fashioned. Our 24-hour media
world is a more exciting and modern
place to be in. When you watch TV you
can’t help but notice that people are
only interested in other people, preferably celebrities.”
The value of the character compliments conceptual. The raw appearance
of the character seems to juxtapose the

P

The female form is always being rearranged
and re-worked, I am simply working within that
time-honoured tradition
female silhouette. But she says,
“females are far more alluring.
Everyone likes looking at the female
form, look at Art, look at advertising. In
the West, the female form is always
being rearranged and re-worked, I am
simply working within that time-honoured tradition.”
Pandemonia is ‘re-working’ the
tradition with a re-generation fabric.

Pandemonia
in her
many guises.

Latex relates to an industry of latex
condoms, rubber playsuits and fetish.
But Pandemonia says that she uses it
“because it’s shiny. All the best things
are shiny - gold, diamonds, cars, magazines, gadgets. Shiny means fresh and
new. Almost everything you buy now is
wrapped in plastic so it must be good.”
She has tapped out human sense of
allure being a primitive sensation felt

by all. But it’s not just latex that reworks the female form, as she has used
denim in the silhouette too. “That
material also has lots of conations. It’s
mass-produced. It once symbolised the
working class and became a fashion
statement of the rebel. A symbol of
and
individuality.
freedom
Disenfranchised from its roots and recut by top fashion labels.”
As the story of Pandemonia unravels, it becomes apparent that her paramount expression and reaction is about
self-awareness, which could be argued
to characterize the celebrity industry
itself. The inflated and fixated hairstyle, pop up chest and attention to
details that includes matching shoes,
bag and outfit co ordination can relate
to any celebrity. But which celebrities
in particular have looks which have
been borrowed from? “I’m inspired by
whoever is in the media at the moment,
for a while it was Paris Hilton. She’s
perfect because she’s famous for nothing and she’s blonde. Today we are getting a lot of Cheryl Cole. I wonder who
will be next.”
I’m not sure whether she intends
for the stark irony; at London Fashion
Week her image bombarded the style
pages, finding itself next to the very
celebrities she takes inspiration from.
She responds “People have interpreted
me in all sorts of ways. My presence
offers a subtext, a reflection on what is
happening.”
But do the celebrities object to her
social reflection, view this 3D inflated
latex symbol as a mockery of their existence? “They are all receptive to my
work, reactions run between amazement and amusement.” This refreshingly seems to epitomize how seriously
we take the media, and how light heartedly the celebs categorise themselves
The three way relationship of
audience, media and celebrity appears
to show the power being dominantly
placed at the celebrity’s feet. The inflatable items to the suit, such as the handbag and hairstyle represent the transience of celebrity shelf life. “My head
and bags are empty they are only surface. It’s so easy not to look beyond the
surface. I have thought about inflating
other areas but I think it’s important to
stay elegant.
“My Marlboro dress is my
favourite creation. It sits in a space
halfway between reality and advertising. When I wear it I am imbued with
the force of nature, the power of the
Marlboro mountain. I am inside the
medium. The alchemy of myth and
advertising entwine and fuse together
around me.”
The consistent focus on a rather
brand categorised industry, I find
myself
trying
to
remember
Pandemonia as ‘artwork’ rather than
‘product’. However, her most profound
expression is to view celebrity culture
as a market, but rather as an artistic
expression. All surface, with hidden
substance, in which Pandemonia
appears to have created a perfect positioning of herself in our culture. M
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The Sperm Trade

How would you feel if your father was “Mystery Masturbator 150?”
Sophie Walker investigates.
unday just passed was Father’s
Day, a day to tell your dad that, on
the whole, he’s done a good job,
and that you’re very grateful. But the
majority of people around the world
take for granted the fact that the man
who brought them up is their real
father, or that they know who their biological father is at all
If you are a donor-conceived child,
you may or may not know your biological parent. But this might not be your

S

choice. The extent to which individuals
differ in their approach to making this
choice, is very much determined by
different legislative systems in different countries.
In the USA the availability of
information about donors, and the
reportage of donor births is not fully
comprehensive. Unlike in the UK
where everything is recorded through
the
Human
Fertilization
and
Embryology Authority (HFEA), law

does not regulate donor sperm in the
USA and there is no central authority
to collate donor information. In the
USA, guidelines only recommend 25
live births per population of 850,000.
In the UK a single donation can only be
used in 10 different families.
A new film called Donor
Unknown has just been released about
the story of JoEllen Marsh, a young girl
in search of “Donor 150”- her biological
father, who donated at a Cryobank in

California in the 1980’s. Over 60,000
children have been born from sperm
donations from that Cryobank alone
since then, but the stories of those children are often overlooked. It seems
that in America, the right of infertile or
same-sex couples to have a child is perhaps more significant than the rights of
the child themselves, to learn about
their past, their half-siblings and their
real parents.
So, JoEllen was left to make one of
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the most poignant discoveries of
her life on her own. The documentary
follows her journey, as she finds her
dad Jeffrey and her half siblings via an
online donor registry. It explores the
huge web of moral, scientific and generational issues surrounding Donor
Insemination (DI) and how these are
shaping the future of the lives involved.
The director Jerry Rothwell said
the idea had an immediate appeal. “I
was drawn to this story because it
seemed to me that, through an astonishing set of coincidences, Jeffrey and
his children were dealing with some of
the big human dilemmas posed by the
rapid advances in reproductive technology. There are two kinds of journey
in the film: those of the children looking for their genetic inheritance, and
that of Jeffrey discovering a new family
of strangers. Both are pioneering new
kinds of family connection.”
Indeed, it is a 21st century family
tale that requires you to embrace this
new breed of family with some conceptual lenience. However, donor insemination has existed for just over 100
years, rendering this type of family not
so new at all. What is new, is the openness of the way donor conceived children can discover who their biological
parents are, and develop a relationship
with them.
In the UK, the law that donors
remain anonymous was lifted in 2005
so a child can find the identity of their
donor when they turn 18. In the US
however, donors are still anonymous
which means that a child’s non-biological parents do not have to even tell
their child about their donor. JoEllen’s
two mums obviously told their daughter, but this appears to be unusual.
The dynamic between parents,
siblings and children who do not share
the biological links of a conventional
nuclear family is being radically redefined. The film The Kids are Alright
released in 2010 was the first mainstream Hollywood film to address the
story of two children living with lesbian
mothers, and who seek their donor
father. Similarly to “Donor Unknown”,
the children are a lot more open to
embracing a relationship with their

“The technology of communication fused with the
technology of reproduction has generated the new
role of the Western parent. ”
father, whilst the approached donor’s
are often more apprehensive and reluctant to develop a bond with someone
they chose not to know many years
before.
It seems a fascinating yet tender
exploration of the extraordinary power
of genetic connections and whether
they are necessary for a child’s emotional and psychological development.
Indeed, so too is the sibling connection
in which they discover they share similar features and traits; the way their
tuck their hair behind their ears, how
their eyebrows grow or the shape of
their big toes. Is it nature or nurture
that conditions us to inherit certain
behavioural traits, personality types
and ways of thinking?
The way we understand parenthood in Western culture is very much
grounded on the assumption that parents have a certain amount of control
over what their children know about
the world, what they are exposed to,
and how they are exposed. The dominance of the media and technology has
started to consume any control parents
once had, and this has had an incontrovertible role in the way donor conceived children build a new set of relationships with their parents.
The technology of communication
fused with the technology of reproduction has generated the new role of the
Western parent. To some, notably conservative religious folk (to whom the
use of sperm donors is highly illegal),
this is most definitely a destructive
move for our culture. To others, it signifies how a liberal attitude and careful
application of science’s cryogenic
progress prevents infertility and homosexuality from being a restriction to
parenthood.
Rothwell thinks that, “biomedical
science is the thing that’s most going to
change our world in our lifetimes. I

Above: Jeffrey
stands with his
pigeons in front
of his RV.
Donor Unknown
was released on
the 3rd of June.

think it’s really going to change our
sense of who we are. In the last couple
of decades there have been huge leaps
in the technologies available to help
people have children - and many people who otherwise might not have been
able to become parents have benefitted
from that. At the same time there’s
been huge advances our ability to anticipate and screen for genetic disorders and to predict characteristics more
generally. My view is that as these technologies converge, and we’re offered
more choices about screening and
selection, there needs to be a wider
social debate and understanding about
what we’re doing.”
Dr Allan Pacey from the
Department of Reproductive and
Developmental Medicine at the
University of Sheffield agrees that there
are serious consequences to the
amount of control parents now have in
knowing the genetic profile of their
child.
“I suspect that most recipients of
donor sperm select their donor on the
basis of the characteristics they would
like the father to have, rather than
because of how they would like a donor
conceived son or daughter to have
them. However, if they don’t then they
need to be made aware that genetics
does not work this way. As the marketing man says in the film “Ben Affleck's
children don’t look like Ben Affleck!”
Rothwell’s last film, Heavy Load
was about people with learning disabilities so for him, the premise of whether
it’s a good thing for a society to try to
eliminate Down’s Syndrome, for example, heavily informed his cinematic perspective. He says though, “I completely
understand why any individual potential parent would avoid it if they had
the choice”.
For Rothwell, the main concern of
Donor Unknown is the issue of

whether we want to leave the development of reproductive technologies to
commercial forces. He is suspect of
“interests tending to lie in maximising
the numbers of donors and achieving
successful pregnancies, rather than the
longer term welfare of the child. So for
example in the US there has been
strong opposition from the sperm and
egg donation industry to legislation
around the right of the child to know
the identity of the donor.”
Indeed, although only expenses
are covered in the UK for sperm donation, the US offers much greater financial incentive. Jeffrey was paid $25
(and later £$80) a go, and this was
something he turned to survive in the
80’s, but as a model his attractive profile was popular. Now in his fifties, he
lives in an RV on Venice Beach, and his
closest relationships are with his dogs,
and a recently adopted pigeon with a
broken wing.
Clearly for Jeffrey, donating sperm
was a means to an end. And not necessarily one he was proud of. For all the
laughs about donation, it is still
shrouded in secrecy and shame for
many. Hilary Durman, producer of the
film, from RedBird Media Productions,
was acutely conscious of “balancing the
rich and complex individual stories and
experiences against the need for clarity
and simplicity in the narrative. There
are lots of sensitivities and it’s been
really important to be responsive this.”
Ultimately, knowing the truth
about your biological past is a personal
issue, and should be a personal choice.
But if a parent is simply someone who
protects, cares and loves you, then
being genetically connected to them
doesn’t determine the quality of that
love and care. Indeed, being a biological parent does not necessitate the
quality of a parent-child relationship
and the future of reproduction looks to
push this natural correlation further
apart still. As shown in Donor
Unknown though, no matter how
much nurture accounts for, we can
never escape the prescriptive recipe
that is our genetic make-up of DNA.
And as JoEllen discovers, that may not
be such a bad thing after all. M
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Ethical Fashion
Ethical clothing is reputedly
incompatible with style.
Hannah Clugston doesn’t agree.

ananas vs. Bras, that’s the
example they always use to
explain this complexity”, notes
Lizzie Harrison, designer of ethical
brand Antiform and general fashion
philanthropist. I scratch my head and
wonder how on earth the “Bananas vs.
Bras” theory was going to help me
along in my ethical fashion journey.
Because it turns out that conscientious
consumerism is pretty confusing and
not at all as simple as slapping a fairtrade sticker on something, so I was
trying to avoid anymore confusing theories.
But she continues, “If you were
talking about the supply chain of fairtrade bananas, you’re talking about the
people that grow the bananas, so you
have to go and audit the banana factory. If you’re talking about a bra you
might have cotton, so you’ve got a cotton farmer, you’ve got the people than
spin and dye, you might have some
polyester elastic- which is plasticwhere’s that coming from? You’ve got
metal in the hooks and eyes, where’s
that metal coming from? You know
what I mean? It’s so complex”.
I do know what she means. This, if
nothing else, is true of ethical fashion:
it is complicated and the supply chain
is nearly impossible to decipher. We

“B

can look to all the obvious disturbing
facts, like how in 2010 the sign on fee
for the new CEO of Marks and Spencer,
Marc Bolland, was £15 million, which
could have paid for the living wage of
more than 10,000 of their garment
workers*. We also secretly know something has gone awry if we can buy a
dress from Primark for £4 as student
Dea Nielsen points out, “if it costs £4
it’s probably not produced in an ethical
way, sometimes what it costs can be a
clue as to who made it and how it was
made.”
Aside from the face-slapping
immoral statements, visibility in the
production of clothes is not easy to
come by. And that is often the excuse
we use to push the issue under the carpet, Nielsen observes, “people become
really overwhelmed by how difficult it
is to know enough about it to make a
good choice and they kind of just
decide it’s too hard.” She muses, “maybe
if the government pushed for more
transparency and made requirements
of the retailers it would make it easier
for people to make good choices.”
This is why Antiform and other
independent fashion brands provide us
with more opaque options. “What we
do is we offer people the opportunity to
connect to fashion”, Harrison explains

“I think it’s about the customer, it’s
about doing your research and it’s
about asking questions”
in reference to the independent brand
she runs in Leeds. “When you walk into
our shop you see a shop but when you
turn sideways you see a factory and you
see people sat sewing on industrial
sewing machines. And the number of
people that walk in and go ‘is that a
sewing machine? That’s huge!’ Yeah,
that’s an industrial machine ‘Oh is that
how clothes are made?’” In one visit to
Antiform you meet the designer, the
creators and the shop assistants.
Unless you have your own personal jet
you’d find it pretty difficult to nip over
to India to check the working conditions of the workers every time you
bought something from Next.
Of course, if we did go to India we

wouldn’t have a very nice experience.
Workers in Gurgaon, producing
clothes for brands such as Debenhams,
M&S and Next, earn about £60 a
month or 33p an hour. So as confusing
as it might be, buying ethically can
have life changing implications for
those involved, whether that means
they get a fair wage or comfortable
working conditions or even something
as basic as being able to do their jobs
without being verbally or physically
abused.
It’s not just overseas though where
ethical shopping can make a difference,
but here in England careful shopping
choices could even secure a job for your
next-door
neighbour.
Harrison
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employs her team directly from
Leeds, “our design team is a group of
different people from the local area,
who have amazing skills, we’re a really
diverse team. I would really like to offer
more local women employment,
because there are so many people out
there who are incredibly skilled.” For
Harrison there is a direct link between
our purchasing of her clothes and her
ability to provide employment, “we are
wanting to continue to sell to more
shops and sell more clothing so we can
employ more people”.
On this small scale we can clearly
see the consequences of our shopping
habits, and by taking this microcosmic
example and setting it on a global scale
the unpleasant reality of unethical
shopping rears it’s head. If I can make a
small positive impact through buying
something ethically, what on earth am I
doing if I am shopping unethically? If
we are responsible for the problem, we
are responsible for the solution, and the
solution is quite simple: think. Anne
McCrickard, owner of One Boutique,
York’s ethical store advises, “Think
about what you’re buying, have good
quality things that have been thought
about.”
Thinking often involves questions.

Harrison describes a technique she
uses, “If I go into a shop and I like
something I’ll ask where it’s been made
and ten times out of ten they will look
at you and think ‘What? Where’s it
from? I don’t know.’ I think, is that an
odd question to ask? I don’t think it’s
that odd, I want to know where it’s
come from.” And to reaffirm the concept that it is in our hands she adds, “I
think it’s about the customer, it’s about
doing your research and it’s about asking the questions.”
But what happens if the thinking
results in unpleasant answers? Do we
sign off shopping for life and grow old
still wearing the sequin mini skirt we
bought when we were 19? Nielsen
uncovers some of the different shopping options, “I turned to second hand
but what I have definitely noticed is
that there is a lot of really nice new stuff
coming up that is ethical, and places
like Zara and HnM run organic lines. I
think it’s becoming quite a viable
option with all the online retailers.”
Harrison also runs Remade in
Leeds (the community improving side
of Antiform), which provides her customers with more options than the
high street, “you can come to a clothes
swap and spend £2 and get 20 new

Above: Model
Lucy Dixon wears
a selection of
ethical clothes
from ONE
Boutique and
Deep.

items. Or you can bring something you
don’t wear anymore and get it
revamped or you can learn to do it
yourself or we can do it for you. Or you
can buy something we’ve designed and
put together or you can design it and
buy it from us.”
She continues, “We need to celebrate these other kind of activities as
just as viable as high street fashion. So
we need to see going to a clothes swap
as exciting as going into town or coming to an evening class and making
something is as much of a thrill as
walking into a high street shop and
buying a top, if not more exciting
because you made it.”
But away from the glitz and the
excitement, underneath our ethical or
unethical shopping there is a continuous problem: extreme consumerism.
Forgetting about the labels for a
minute Harrison ponders on shopping
in general, “I also feel that we can’t sustain our consumption. If we all just
went fairtrade we’re still buying too
much and we’re not caring about it,
we’re still throwing it away. So I think
it’s a whole change in attitude that
needs to happen, we can’t just carry on
buying what we buy but buy it a bit
more ethically, because we’re running

out of stuff.”
This hint at capitalist destruction
is evident with Nielsen and
McCrickard as well; all three of them
suggested buying less was one of the
major solutions to the economic mess
of the fashion industry. And originally
from Scandinavia, Nielsen is used to a
mind set of quality not quantity,
“People need to start to learn that it’s
worth investing in some things and
maybe have four or five really nice
things and then have a few other things
that you can change around, in that
way your wardrobe lasts longer.”
A few days after conducting these
interviews I went shopping. Standing
in a high street shop I was mulling over
the future of ethical fashion and whilst
wondering if it could possibly be the
solution for a thoroughly corrupted
fashion industry, McCrickard’s words
came back to me, “I think it has to be,
why shouldn’t it be? Why shouldn’t
everybody in the world be entitled to a
fair wage? It seems to me immoral to
live in any other way.” M

‘Sustainably Stylish: A Fashion Show’,
followed by a sale is on at Pitcher and
Piano on June 29. Tickets are £3.50
from Vanbrugh stalls Monday week 10.
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Not seen. Not heard.
With the the first UN-recognised International Widows
Day this Thursday, Mia de Graaf investigates the
invisible existence of the world’s women in mourning.
n India the state of a widow is often
described as “living sati” – sati
being the old tradition in which she
would be expected to throw herself
onto her husband’s burning funeral
pyre. Today things have developed, and
thankfully this is not commonly practiced. But alive they hold an existence
competitively degrading and dehumanising.
Rosa, the daughter of a Nigerian
widow, wrote to the International
Widows Fund in a bid to draw attention to the plight that bereaved women
suffer that is largely undetected by the
world aid radar: “My uncle Leo went to
hire mobs and touts who carried sticks
and weapons to clobber my mother and

I

siblings with. My uncle Christian gathered all the women of the Duruigbo
clan who carried firewood and canes to
beat my mum with.”
It is not a unique case, as became
apparent on the release of the first
comprehensive study of widows worldwide last year. Rosa’s mother is one of
245 million widows in the world. 100
million of these women live in poverty,
suffering various forms of abuse and
discrimination at the hands of tradition
and apparent “customary laws.”
Dependent upon these women are 500
million children, forming, in total, an
approximate number of ¾ billion victims.
The research by Vijay Dutt was

Above: Widows
in a shelter eat
a rare meal.
Right: A widow
from
Vrindavan.
Indian widows
are conventionally expected
to wear white.

published by The Loomba Foundation,
a charity set up by Lord Raj Loomba –
earning his lordship for his charitable
efforts – in 1997. "Widows have been
very badly mistreated," he says, "It is
shocking to see that in some countries,
when a woman loses her husband, she
is ritually forced to have sex with her
brother-in-law, and if the brother-inlaw is not there, the father-in-law. And
if the father-in-law is not there, anybody in the street. And she has to go
through this whole process for a week
to ‘cleanse’ herself. This is dehumanising for a woman"
Loomba in fact bears a personal
attachment to the cause, as he set up
the Foundation in honour of his wid-
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owed mother: “It is quite normal in
India that children build a hospital or a
school or an ashram in honour of their
loved ones and I thought of doing
something like that initially. But then I
thought that if my mother hasn’t done
what she did, God knows where the
family would be today.”
His mother, Shrimati Pushpa Wati
Loomba, unlike many of India’s 30 million widows, managed to teach all of
her children, in spite of her lack of formal education. In Raj Loomba’s case he
reached University and succeeded in
becoming a highly successful entrepreneur.
Often, though mourning the loss
of a husband, widows are denied the
right to work or remarry. Further, with
a prevalent tradition of young girls
married to 80-year-old men at the age
of nine still intact, their inevitable
rejection means income is entirely out
of reach. And yet, despite the magnitude of sufferers, they remain the
“untouchables.” Loomba, therefore, fell
into an unusually fortunate fate when
his mother took it upon herself to elevate her childrens’ position in any way
possible.
"I was only 10½ years old when
my father died, in Punjab, India,” he
explains, “His body wasn't even cremated yet, but my grandmother
ordered my mother to remove her bangles, jewellery and bindhi - which is the
sign of a married woman - and asked
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her not to wear coloured clothes
ever again. I was too young to apprehend the situation, but gradually I saw
that her life had totally changed.
Before, she was a happy wife. Now, she
was a very distressed widow.
“Later, when I got married, the
ceremony was taking place and the
priest asked my mother to move away
from the altar - the reason being she
was a widow and she could bring bad
luck to me. I became very angry. Why, a
mother who gave me birth, a mother
who brought me up, who educated me
and always wished well for me - how
could she bring me bad luck?"
The Loomba Foundation has since
grown in both size and support to an
unprecedented size, gaining the support of Richard Branson, and now lead
by Cherie Blair – appointed President
of the Foundation six years ago. And
now, the late wake-up call has finally
chimed. On Thursday 23rd June The
United
Nations
will
observe
International Widows Day for the first
time. It’s been a long road: The
Loomba Foundation, have been petitioning for global recognition of the
cause since 2005, when they set up the
day of recognition in the UK, in a bid to
build momentum. Last year on
Wednesday 22 December, the motion
was passed.
The task at hand, having jumped
their biggest hurdle yet, is to give a
voice to a cause largely under-

Above right:
Paintings by
Reeta Sarkar.
(Top: Widows
of Kabul.
Bottom:
Widows in
Afghanistan)
PAINTINGS ©
REETA SARKAR

researched, and to project it. Directly
involved in the communication of the
cause this International Widows Day is
Reeta Sarkar, artist, founding trustee of
The Loomba Foundation, and Raj
Loomba’s daughter, who has been commissioned to do a series of paintings
depicting the cause. “It’s quite difficult
to get the message across about the
plight of widows because they are invisible,” she says, “They are invisible suffers, and they are faceless. My passion
stems from a lot of the difficulties that
are there, and how they are to be
addressed – saying: ‘how do we do it?’
“You can have natural disasters
going on in the world, and they’re televised, aids get involved, money is sent
abroad, and things are done for them,
but there is, like the series says, a hidden calamity going on that we’re not
taking any notice of or doing anything
about.”
For Sarkar, India is a big part of
her life, and her travels lay a strong
grounding for her work: “It is very
debilitating to see how these people are
expected to live in places like Varanasi
and Vrindavan and to go into their tiny
little cubby whole where they live and
they have their basic amenities to just
function, they have nothing else in
their life and they are ostracised and
marginalised and shunned to the point
at which they have nothing to their
name and beg. And then they can also
be discriminated against and abused. I

think it’s a social crisis to be perfectly
honest with you. There are all these
women out there and no one is prepared to take responsibility or look
after them or help them or even give
them the right to their human rights –
they all have them but they’re just not
being looked after.”
The primary challenge the
Foundation face in projecting the stigma of a widow’s social state is that it is
not addressed by The Millenium
Development Goals. “Even though widows come into the group of women
where women have the equality, the
gender, and also the empowerment –
the widows within the women’s group
is a different group altogether which
has not really been recognised until
now.” The MDGs focus, rightly, on gender equality. Yet widows are a degraded
margin that requires more specific
attention.
Sarkar’s series follows a variety of
women – many with their back turned,
their face covered, or their face not
even drawn – in isolation. “Sometimes
paintings can speak louder than words.
It mattered to show that actually the
face doesn’t matter: know that they are
suffering and that they are invisible
and nothing’s being done about it. The
question is: who are they? Does anyone
know?
Undertaking the six-month project, arriving finally at her series that
will be hung for two weeks in the

United Nations Headquarters, alongside works donated by Yoko Ono,
Sarkar trawled the Internet and heard
from the Foundation about the
increased research into the cause
worldwide. One of Sarkar’s most striking images in particular, ‘Widows in
Afghanistan’ (pictured above), is her
portrayal of the particularly large role
played by conflict in the crisis. With the
dark red painting amass with burkhaclad figures, Sarkar comes close to capturing the incomprehensible number
of women that have been outcast:
“The whole concept of this painting is that there’s a multitude of widows
who are suffering from the conflict in
the world; there are millions of these
widows. It was just an artistic idea that
I had really to show lots of women who
are all in the same sort of dress and
going off into the background and you
can just imagine: how many of these
women are there? There are millions
and millions more widows coming up
all over the world through conflict,
even the uprising in the Middle East at
the minute. The rate is clocking up, the
figure is changing as we talk.”
Indeed, the crux of this crisis is
distant: fundamentally, though natural
crises act as a degenerative fuel, it is a
revolution of social perspective that’s
needed to make a marked change. Yet
on Thursday 254 million women will
be acknowledged for the first time ever.
It’s certainly a start. M
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Arts. Literature

DOWN THE ROAD
Lyndon Ashmore visited the up and coming
philosophy festival that neighbours Hay:
How The Light Gets In

Paul Theroux
Hannah Ellis-Petersen talks to Paul Theroux at the Hay Literary Festival on the alluring relationship between travel and fiction.

he author Stefano Malatesta once
said “the lie is intrinsic to travel
books. As ignorance of the world
gradually diminishes, the difficulty of
recounting it in books increases.” While
one would expect such a statement to be
dismissed outright by travel writers, particularly ones as prominent as Paul
Theroux, it is in fact a sentiment that
characterised much of his talk at Hay
Literary festival this year.
A man whose travel writing has
brought readers through the bustling
markets of Peshawar, to the lonely plains
of Texas and the wild paradise of Costa
Rica, Theroux’s unquenchable thirst for
discovery and cultural curiosity has made
him one of the greatest travel writers of
our time. It is an urge he defines simply by
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the lines of a R.L. Stephenson poem “I
should like to rise and go; where the golden apples grow”. “He was in Edinburgh
when he was writing that” adds Theroux.
“He ended up in Samoa.”
Yet despite a clear reverence for those
travel writers who went before him, he
shows a surprising willingness to question
the very nature of his art, and the proverbial truth behind the heralded travel
accounts given by writers from Scott to
Steinbeck to Greene. Compelling and
honest, he spoke about the surprising rarity of the solitary traveler and how most
travel writers conceal their companions.
“Edward Abbey wrote a book called
Desert Solitaire, and it's the survival of the
Eco saboteur; a lone wolf. But he was with
his wife and children” says Theroux. “John

Steinbeck wrote a book called Travels
with Charley, so you presume it is just him
travelling with his dog, but no, he had 45
conjugal visits with his wife and stayed in
motels and hotels most nights. But he
never mentions that. So the concealment
of this part of the book is interesting
because you know they represent themselves as solitary when really they have
their companions, their family along with
them. It shows you how much concealment there is and how much fabrication
there is. So if they are concealing that,
what else are they concealing?”
It certainly is an interesting point.
Travel writing is based around individual
experiences, unique encounters, the people met along the way, and the emotions
that pervade the journey. Steinbeck’s

“The world is somewhere else. Maybe I
will find romance, maybe I will find a
great meal, maybe I will meet
someone fascinating”
Travels with Charley speaks of the lonliness of the road, of his spirited conversations with strangers in diners and the constant feeling of being “lost” in a country
that he calls home. Yet, he was almost
never alone on his trip, and his neglect to
give the reader the whole truth certainly

leads to a blurring between the lines of
fact and fiction.
“I think a lot of travel writers make it
up,” concedes Theroux. “Travel books are a
lot of fun but are maybe not the complete
truth of what happened. I did travel alone,
and it is hard to travel alone. When I was

alone, I got shot at; people were angry,
they threatened me and there was no one
there. I didn't have any backup. Certainly
the more travel literature I read, the more
I realised a lot of it is invented.”
The real question lies in what we really want from travel fiction. After all, it
exists in something of a literary purgatory,
recounting a real experience whilst following the pattern of a novel. So is a travel book any less valuable for being lenient
with the truth? Certainly, Theroux draws
a sharp distinction between the two
forms. Fiction, for him, is defined by
“uncertainty… almost groping in the
dark,” whilst travel writing is simply an
individual account and “not invented
characters, not inventing funny situations
or anything like that but also giving it a
vitality and leaving boring parts out.”
Nonetheless, Theroux concedes that
travel has been the inspiration for most
his fiction, and calls himself “a novelist by
travel”. Noting the vivacity of his language,
acute attention to detail and wonderful
rhythm of his prose in books such as
Mosquito Coast and The Elephanta Suite,
which all bring alive an exotic landscape
in a style evident also in his travel writing,
it seems the two forms inevitably feed into
one another.
Despite being 70, it is clear that
Theroux still feels the allure and romance
of travel. As the talk draws to a close, one
gets the sense that the writer still feels as
he did when he was 20 years old, embarking on his first trip to Africa with nothing
but ideas in his head: “the world is somewhere else. Maybe I will find romance,
maybe I will find a great meal, maybe I
will meet someone fascinating, maybe I
will fall in love, maybe I will find the place
I want to live, maybe I will find the place I
want to die. The world isn't this tiny
google map; it is huge and perhaps
unknowable.”

ay-on-Wye, it seems, is not
short of festivals. As well as the
well known Literature festival
there is also an annual flower festival,
film festival and beer festival that presumably prosper from their piggybacking on the one and a half week
stint of wordy events that swells the
population of the small welsh town by
80,000 over its duration.
There is, however, one other festival that is emerging strongly under its
own convincing credentials. How The
Light Gets In, although running at the
same time as the Hay festival, is
attracting its own independent crowd
that have largely sought it out for an
experience that differs from what the
festival’s founder Hilary Lawson calls
the ‘conference hall’ feel of events at the
other, longer established festival. How
The Light Gets In, now in its third year,
was borne from Lawson’s belief that the
“combination of music and erudition”,
as he describes it, creates a fertile environment for the fierce debate of today’s
social, political and artistic issues.
With the sounds of acoustic music
and the smell of chai wafting over the
strewn cushions one could be forgiven
for suspecting that the focus of the festival falls heavily to one side of its “philosophy and music” strap line, but in
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reality this atmosphere is Lawson’s
careful formulation. With the introduction of music comes, he believes,
the removal of the “reverence attached
to status”, meaning that during the
events – which are mainly in the form
of discussion panels – the audience
feels able and encouraged to engage in
the conversational tone of the festival.
The residual hum of learned joie de
vivre that hangs over the site is testimony to the success of this intention.
With the site being recently
extended the festival is enjoying a
flourish of interest and the attraction of
big sponsors such as The Independent
and Prospect magazine is set to further
increase its profile. This is mirrored in
the recent attraction of well known
speakers with Vince Cable, Emilia Fox
and Polly Toynbee all scheduled to
speak this year.
Lawson, however, is determined
to keep the integrity of the event intact
andheavily embedded in the “philosophy and music” of its mission statement, meaning it remains a relaxed but
engaging festival. Whether regarded as
a supplement, replacement or brief
addendum to the festival up the road,
it’s worth a look at next year: even just
for the opportunity to dance with your
favourite philosopher.

“The thing about Beatrice
and Benedick is, you
know the sex will be brilliant. Claudio and Hero
on the other hand…
straight to Relate.”

Archbishop of Canterbury

Highlights of Hay Literary Festival

THE
COMMENT

TARYN SIMON AND SIMON BAKER
Lyndon Ashmore

GILBERT & GEORGE
Lyndon Ashmore

Since their emergence from St. Martin’s
School of Art in the sixties, Gilbert and George
have become the most recognisable duo in the
art world, as well as the most mythical. Their
appearance at Hay-on-Wye was a rare one;

their self-designation as ‘living art pieces’
means that public appearance is never separated from performance and demands their ubiquitous and formal stylization.
There was little stepping out of tweeded
character here, but despite their awkward affability the pair were highly entertaining with
frequent anecdotes about their time at art
school followed by tales of their competitive
and often audacious attempts to get into the
art world which involved the frequent gate
crashing of exhibitions amongst other risqué
indiscretions.
It seems, however, that in their old age
they have calmed. After fifty minutes of finishing each other’s sentences and never once looking at the crowd they ended with a surprise –
and usually infrequent - performance of song.
Unfortunately, I was still none the wiser as to
which was which.

Taryn Simon’s talk with new Tate Photography
curator Simon Baker marked the genesis of
something truly exciting. The American photographer was not only discussing and displaying her new project A Living Man Declared

ROB LOWE
Mia de Graaf
Dead and Other Chapters, but also the beginning of a new phase in photography at the Tate
with the dedication of more space and curator
man-hours.
And what an exhibition to begin with. The
concept was simple: to record family bloodlines with portraits of each living member and
other miscellanea relating to the aspects that
make the group unique. The content, however,
was extremely powerful with subjects ranging
from Saddam Hussein’s son to victims of genocide in Bosnia as well as a collection of portraits of Australian rabbits originally descended from the original 24 taken over by
European settlers in the nineteenth century.
The work was often harrowing, but well
executed and in discussion with Simon Baker
it illustrated exactly the justification for the
increased emphasis being placed on modern
photography.

Hay was rife with an air of excitement as the
Hollywood fans amongst the more literary
heavyweights anticipated the celebrity event of
the week: Rob Lowe’s interview with Mariella
Frostrup.

Though it had the potential to be somewhat grating - a live performance of Ms
Frostrup’s giggling, and Mr Lowe’s flexing - the
interview panned out to be surprisingly candid
on the part of the star himself, whose autobiography, Stories I Only Tell My Friends
appears to hold a more satirical and refreshingly self-depricating edge to it.
Lowe, of course, discussed his life story meeting a wine-drinking, dressing gown-clad
Liza Minelli at the age of nine, before going to
school with the Penns and the Sheens - and in
doing so truly deconstructed the false sense of
security a star is padded out with.
Mariella Frostrup was, surprisingly, a very
skilled interviewer, guiding the conversation,
but open about the fact that “I’ve never been
more aware that an audience is not here to see
me!”
All in all lived up to the high expectations.

Hay festival this year was the
witness to a major moment in literary history as, after fifteen years of a
very public feud, V S Naipaul and
Paul Theroux finally spoke to each
other.
The scenic Welsh town of books
was ironically also the scene of their
original public falling out in 1996,
over issues of women and pride.
Naipaul's wife Nadira described the
scene: "Paul approached him and
said he missed him. It was very gracious and wonderful of him. So that
is the end to the literary feud."

THE
RECONCILIATION

Nouse
Photography
Competition
2011

Landscape

Photo Description: Beach huts on the
Scarborough seafront

Winner: Hana Makin

Camera Settings: Panasonic DMC-FZ38,
Aperture: f/5.6, Focal Length: 16.7mm, ISO 125

Our View: ‘Hana’s picture immediately
jumped out at us, due to its brilliant use of
colour and perspective. Even more interestingly, the picture makes use of ‘Tilt-Shift
Effect’ which creates the illusion of a miniature
scene.’ Peter Iveson, Photo Editor

Runners Up:
Ed Maitland Smith
Miranda Smith
Ran Xia

Above (Ed Maitland Smith):
Camera Settings: Canon 400D, Shutter
Speed: 1/2000, Aperture: f/3.5, Focal Length:
50mm, ISO100
Left (Miranda Smith):
Camera Settings: Canon 300D, Shutter
Speed: 1/125, Aperture: f/7.1, Focal Length:
154mm, ISO200
Top-Left (Ran Xia):
Camera Settings: Canon 5D Mk2, Shutter
Speed: 130 sec, Aperture: f/13, Focal Length:
37mm, ISO100

Campus
Winner: Kai-Wen Tsao

Photo Description: Vanbrugh Bridge on a misty
November morning
Camera Settings: Nikon D5000, Focal Length:
18mm, Aperture: f/10, ISO 250

Our View: ‘Kai’s picture is a worthy winner of the
Campus category, taking a seemingly normal
campus scene and creating an artistic, dramatic
atmosphere.The lighting, monochrome effect and
morning mist all contribute to an almost haunting
ambience.’ Peter Iveson, Photo Editor

Runners Up:
Julia Reis
Emily Wade
Julia Reis (Above, top)
Camera Settings: Canon Powershot
G10, Shutter Speed: 1/2000, Aperture:
f/2.8, Focal Length: 6.1mm, ISO 80
Emily Wade (Above, bottom)
Camera Settings: Nikon Coolpix S8000,
Aperture: f/3.7, Focal Length: 7.1mm, ISO
100

Overall
Winner
Louis Boyd

Photo Description:
‘Umbrella was taken just
outside of Munnar in
Kerala, India, and is of a
valet who was standing
guard in the car park of a
road-side restaurant’
Camera Settings:
Nikon D70, Aperture:
f/4.5, Shutter Speed:
1/1600, Focal Length:
70mm
Our View: Louis's image
of a restaurant valet in
Kerala, India was the
stand-out photo entered
into the competition and
was a unanimous winner
amongst the judges.
The outstanding use of
colour takes the plain
subject and transforms
the image into one that
any photographer would
be proud of. The
photo is technically proficient and succinctly edited to produce such a
striking image.
Nouse Photo Editors

Portrait
Winner: Lucy Wilkinson
Photo Description: This is one of a series of
photos entitled ‘Baratt Court’. Lucy captured
these
photos during a visit to an old people’s home.
Camera Settings: Canon 500d, Aperture f/5.6,
Shutter Speed 1/15

Runners up:
Katharine Smith
Alessia Finckenstein
Katharine Smith (Top): Canon IXUS 70,
Aperture: f/2.8, Shutter Speed: 1/400,
ISO 80, Focal Length: 5.8mm
Alessia Finckenstein (Middle): Canon 400D,
Aperture: f/4.0, Shutter Speed: 1/50, ISO 200,
Focal Length: 24mm
Alessia Finckenstein (Bottom): Canon 400D,
Aperture: f/11, Shutter Speed: 1/250, ISO 200,
Focal length: 30mm

Our View: ‘Lucy's photo is outstanding due to
the achievement of the primary objective of
portrait photograhpy which is to tell the story of
the subject through the image. Not only has
Lucy's image caught a superb facial expression
of the subject but given a view of the personality of the lady which the use of her dolls..’ Justyn
Hardcastle, Deputy Photo Editor

Open
Winner:
Cosima Wood

Camera Settings:
Kodak M530, Aperture: f/8.0, Shutter
Speed:1/640, ISO 80, Focal length 6.5mm
Our View:
‘Cosima's photo shows perfectly that you do
not always need expensive equipment; a
good eye and technique is sometime all
that's needed for quality photos. This image
shows that if you look beyond the obvious
there is always the opportunity to take a
memorable photo.’
Justyn Hardcastle, Deputy Photo Editor

Runners up:
Ed Maitland Smith
Sarah Lungley
Jivan Mohanty

Ed Maitland Smith (Left)
Canon 400D
Aperture: f/1.8, Shutter Speed: 1/4000,
ISO 200, Focal Length: 50mm
Sarah Lungley (Centre)
Camera Phone
Jivan Mohanty (Right)
Canon 550D
Aperture: f/4.0, Shutter Speed: 1/500,
ISO 6400, Focal Length: 80mm

Cover: Louis Boyd; Top: Michael Lones; Bottom: Ryan Davison
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Arts.
A Friendship Facialised
Photographer John Minihan talks to Sarah Jilani about his latest exhibition, his friendship with
Samuel Beckett, and the stories that live behind the image.
thought of a place where I could photograph him. I took him there, but he
said ‘not here - come with me’. I followed him to this café which had marvelous natural lighting, thinking, ‘this
is Beckett in Paris: his chosen home.’”
The resulting photograph is among
Minihan’s most outstanding pieces,
where the two empty cups, full ashtray,
receding light and those monochromatic facial features weave one layer of
meaning into another.

“It’s important to photograph everything associated with genius; I love
knowing the story behind the work”

here is something intimate yet
distant about the face of John
Minihan’s subject, with its strikingly angular and aged surface, its
piercing but distracted eyes. It is
Samuel Beckett, the groundbreaking
Irish avant-garde playwright and major
literary icon of the twentieth-century.
Yet the photographs don’t speak of this
fame; these are captured moments of a
man of unique vision, contemplative in
a Parisian café or caught up in the
midst of carefully directing his work.
There is a face to that man whose intelligent, absurd, groundbreaking and
intense works feature today in everything from scholarly journals to pop
culture. Here, in the form of Minihan’s
photography, we can glimpse Beckett as
writer and friend, director and individual.
“You don't just photograph Samuel
Beckett; you offer him something,”
explains Minihan, gesturing to the
thoughtful and gaunt-looking man in
the picture behind him - a face which
he himself admits was “made for black
and white photography”. When the two
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first met up for a photography session
in London in 1980, Beckett carefully
studied the photos Minihan had
brought with him; they were all of his
Irish hometown, and for him these
ordinary people were the characters of
his plays.
“I had from 1969 until 1980 to
think on how I was going to photograph this man. I understood his aversion to newspapers, but I thought perhaps that if I showed Samuel Beckett
these photos of my hometown, he’d
allow me to take his portrait.” He was
right: Minihan met Beckett in London
again in 1980, 1984, then finally in
Paris in 1985 - this visit produced some
truly remarkable pieces which
Minihan, chuckling, attributes to a
“miracle” of some kind, for Beckett had
requested that this time Minihan leave
his camera behind.
Minihan brought it along regardless, for he was hoping to honour the
writer’s upcoming 80th birthday with
some new shots. However, he recalls
the anxiety of wondering whether Sam
would give the ok: “I had already

recent performances such as Lee Evans
and Michael Gambon in Endgame
(2004).
It is hardly surprising that the
time and care which goes into a photograph before it is taken should be so
fundamental to Minihan: recalling first
time he stepped into the darkroom of a
newspaper office at the age of fifteen,
he says, “I loved seeing an image come
to life in front of my very eyes - I still
get very excited about that.”
Seeing a literary figure whom
many find intimidating to discuss or
understand in a light both impressive
and benign, ordinary and extraordinary, provides real insight into this
individual and the medium that captures him so well.

Through his memories of working
with Beckett and the subject matter of
the majority of his work, one can tell
photography is an intensely personal
experience for Minihan; indeed, he
argues that knowing one’s subject and
making sure they're comfortable is
what a photographer should always do.
“Some photographers nowadays
think they're more important than the
people they photograph; if you look at
the photos where Sam was pestered
into posing, he looks like a prisoner. If
you’re going to photograph a writer,
you must read his works first.” For
Minihan, contextual knowledge always
makes for a more natural photo, comfortable shooting session, and a professional relationship that can continue to
grow into a personal one over time.
He adds, “It’s important for photos
to have a narrative; to photograph
everything associated with genius,
whether this be a person’s hands, their
letterbox, or their car. I love the idea of
knowing the story behind the work.”
That is precisely what this exhibition,
‘Beckett In Photographs’, captures well.
Thanks to photos such as Beckett in
Room 604 (1980) or Beckett Sitting on
a Bed (1980), we can first invited into
the personal realm of this individual,
then go on to see him at work in pieces
like Beckett Making Notes (1984) and
Beckett Directing Waiting For Godot
(1984), then finally come to understand
how his work lives on with shots from

JOHN MINIHAN

In Pictures: Travel Photography
Summer and travel are practically synonymous for many; we take look at inspiring travel photos that can get anyone reaching for their backpack.
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Broccoli Trees

Stars on Broadway

Emily Heggadon investigates artists creating artwork solely in
the medium of food.
ext time you are creating a marvellous dish of pesto pasta, stop
and think about how it looks on
the plate. Could it possibly become a
lock of hair, a branch of a tree or a post
in a fence? I for one look at a plate of
pasta and see nothing special – merely
thinking of what is about to be consumed. However, this could not be said
for most of the population of Italy for
example, who pride themselves on creating pasta that is almost an experience
in itself; this is also the case for artist
Carl Warner.
I came across Warner whilst doing
research on different and experimental
forms of art. His website labels him a
photographer, yet his work renders him
somewhere between architect and
Michelin chef. Warner spends time
putting together “Foodscapes”, created
in his London studio on a large tabletop. His art form involves forging beautiful landscapes and pictures from the
medium that is most appealing to us
all, food, then photographing it in layers in order to create a piece that has
both depth and intricacy.
In its most robust form, his art
undoubtedly holds a rather short shelf
life, as I am sure that art galleries
would not appreciate 100 pieces of
salami layered with fish and carrots
being left out for months on end.
Therefore it is his photographs that
remain intact for the world to see.
These photographs have even been
commissioned into a book which is
available for purchase and perusal.
Warner recognises a key element
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in his creation of this kind of art. He
says “it is the realisation that the scene
is in fact made of food which brings a
smile to the viewer; that is the best
part”. His work is first and foremost
about bringing amusement to people –
a concept that flows through every
avenue of the pieces – from spending
hours choosing the correctly shaped
cucumber in the supermarket, to creating seas made of fish. Food is generally
seen and accepted as a source of endorphins; therefore, combined with something that is both amusing and artistic,
it seems – excuse the pun – to be a
recipe for success.
Major participants in the “foodart” movement are the chocolatiers:
veritable artisans who can create work
that is of such detail and beauty that
their work is now part of a multi-million-dollar business. In the world’s
largest chocolate house, Fassbender &
Rausche of Berlin, scale models of
German monuments made entirely of
chocolate stand tall, including
Brandenburg gate. These models generate almost as many visitors as the
sites themselves. Food art is an effective advertising campaign – think of
the incredibly successful 2007 Skoda
“cake-car” advert; to appeal simultaneously to the eyes, imagination and the
stomach often proves very lucrative.
This idea of food as art is undoubtedly the underlying ethos for all top
restaurants, for an exciting and stimu-

lating culinary experience is often one
that is aesthetic as well as mouthwatering. Manipulating food is a medium that is largely available to all, and
can serve as an introduction to the art
world - who out of us has not carved a
pumpkin on Halloween, or arranged
the food on our plate at dinner to look

“The realisation
that the scene is in
fact made of food
brings a smile to
the viewer: that is
the best part”
like a smiling face? As artists get more
inventive, and we get more restless,
what is interesting is how the way we
look at food has altered. Originally we
tried hard in restaurants and at dinner
parties to make our food look exactly
like a particular picture or painting –
now we try our best to make our pictures look like food.
Food aided by art is certainly
evolving; I can only wonder how long it
will be before we see a carpet of chocolate covered raisons adorning the exhibition area in the Tate modern.

Sarah Jilani
ARTS EDITOR

24TH - 26TH JUNE, DRAMA BARN,
19.30
Oscar Wilde’s 1895 comedy, The
Importance of Being Earnest in Week 9
finishes off a diverse and successful
summer term at the Barn. Produced by
Rosie Townshend and directed by
Michael
Wilkins
and
Charles
Rivington.

21ST - 26TH JUNE, YORK THEATRE ROYAL STUDIO, 19.45
Belt Up Theatre will be returning to
York Theatre Royal to put on a new
double bill. The two interactive plays,
The Boy James by Alexander Wright
and Atrium by James Wilkes promise
to be thought-provoking and imaginative pieces. £7 for students.

26TH JUNE, URY, 15.00 - 16.00
Written by James Bugg, The More
Beautiful Game comes to University
Radio York as a full length radio play.
Telling the story of Yorkshire man and
athlete Geoff Batterson, we listen to
his story as he tries to get his specialist
sport into the Olympic games.

23RD-25TH JUNE, THE THEATRE,
HES EAST, 19.45
Head over to Hes East to see the TFTV
Department’s staff-directed play; the
celebrated
Jacobean
playwright
Thomas Middleton’s A Mad World, My
Masters. It promises to be clever, comical and technically accomplished.

Edward Grande
DEPUTY ARTS EDITOR
spectre is haunting
Broadway. Bringing
huge status and gargantuan salaries, but sometimes poor performances, it
is easy to see the inclusion of
film stars and veteran actors
in Broadway and West End
shows as merely a populist
move. The growth of
celebrity stars has meant
that - in the eyes John
Breglio,
producer
of
‘Dreamgirls’
“It
is
absolutely essential to have
a major star to put a play on,
otherwise it’s very hard”.
It is accepted that a
star’s name on the bill will
routinely bring oodles of
audience members through
the doors. With the budgeting of Broadway shows balancing on such a knife edge
– indeed, only four out of
five shows break-even –
such automatic bums on
seats is an immediate turn
on for any theatre company
or producer.
Yet these stars who will
often only accept their parts
on an “offer only” basis and
not through an auditioning
process have shown not to
guarantee successful performances, and can redirect the attention away
from the true dramatic
integrity of a production.
Julia Robert’s Broadway

A

appears devoid of any theatrical ability, but his role in
“Equus” was the single most
powerful performance I for
one have ever witnessed,
and Charles Spencer noted
on its opening West End
night that Radcliffe was “a
thrilling stage actor of unexpected range and depth”.
In many cases, the
guaranteed revenue of having a celebrity is the only
thing allowing the production to stay financially
afloat. To use to use the oftquoted theatrical maxim,
“the show must go on”, even
if the propelling factor
comes in the form of a large
celebrity grin on the billboard. The celebrity attraction must have been one of
the predominant factors
that meant gross Broadway

“The guaranteed revenue
that accompanies a
celebrity is the only thing
allowing many productions to stay afloat”
debut in 2006 in “Three
Days of Rain” was totally
panned by critics, and
Jennifer Garner’s performance
in
“Cyrano
de
Bergerac” received distinctly
mixed reviews. Also, for all
of those who have paid to
see simply one member of
the cast, will arguably overlook the merits of the entire
production. The customary
collective sigh when it is
announced that a star role
will in fact be played by
some apparently inadequate
understudy indicates so.
Yet the cynicism that
surrounds
celebrity
Broadway
performances
fails to take into account the
instances when great performances are delivered.
Take infamous Daniel
Radcliffe. Yes, there are
moments in the countless
Potter films when he

sales in its 2009-10 season
only fell by 2.2%, despite the
recession.
The
inclusion
of
celebrities also help bring
classics a fresh edge, and to
a wider audience. David
Tennant’s “Hamlet” brought
countless families and
school groups through the
doors; maybe just to see
everyone’s favourite timelord in the flesh, but also
witnessing a Shakespearean
tragedy they otherwise may
not have seen.
It is granted that the
celebrity actors that grace
the boards are often grossly
overpaid, yet their presence
has become an integral part
of the Broadway and West
End scene. This can be cynically sniffed at, yet their
presence is one of the attractive and endearing features
of the bright lights.
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Music.
Growing Pains
The Pains of Being Pure at Heart tell Adam Bychawski about their new album Belong.
f there’s a band you shouldn’t judge
by their name, it’s The Pains of
Being Pure at Heart. It might have
led you to mistakenly conclude that
they are either an emo band or teen
novel about chastity. Other than some
fondness for the movie Clueless, The
Pains of Being Pure at Heart have
thankfully nothing to do with either.
Even so they are a band with a lot of
myths to dispel, unwilling gained from
their associations to twee. Oddly for a
band based in New York, the source of
their true affections and inspiration is
in 80s English and Glaswegian indie
pop bands, popularised by a NME
compilation cassette entitled C86,
which became the shorthand for a certain variety of independent bands with
“jangly” guitars and fey melodies. How
an American band has found themselves so engrossed in such a localised
music scene is a question I put it to
singer, songwriter and guitarist Kip
Berman.
“I think about that all the time, it’s
like ‘how did I get into the music I
like?’ I think there’s a couple things,
early on when I was fourteen or fifteen
and Nirvana was emerging and Kurt
Cobain, used his celebrity in interviews
to popularise bands on K Records like
Beat Happening as well as covering
bands like The Vaselines or talking
about how Teenage Fanclub was the
best band ever. It’d be like ‘Oh you
know Kurt Cobain liked this band and
they’re also friends with this other band
and they say they’re influenced by this
Orange Juice band’; it really set me on
a course of discovery and curiosity.”
While those influences can be heard on
the band’s eponymous debut album,
Kip is cautious of overstating their
importance, “we don’t pretend to
understand the social issues that gave
rise to the music, we don’t pretend to
know what it’s really like to grow up in
1987 - we’re just urban kids from
America with guitars.”
For all their fascination with indie
pop bands, from either side of the
Atlantic, Kip admits that the band have
always had a soft spot for alternative
rock at their heart. “I think it’s pretty
evident with our new record, maybe
more than the last one, that as much as
we embrace those Glaswegian bands
and bands like Felt, we grew up with
alternative rock music in America”.
Since their debut, their musical heritage has seeped through, getting progressively louder with EP Higher Than
The Stars and new album Belong, produced by legendary alt rock producers
The Flood and Alan Moulder. “I think
we really were drawn to that idea that

I

“We’re not like these miserable

sad crying anorak people, at
least not all the time”
on some basic level just turning it up and
playing is a good thing and kinda letting
loose is a good thing, and it doesn’t have
to be this introverted, naval-gazing,
bookish music all the time, it still can be
at its core lyrically and but sonically we
really wanted to give it that power.”
The Pains of Being Pure at Heart
are band wrestling with a few contradictions, for one trying to balance their
appeal to both nerdy record collector
types and anyone with a love for pop.

“There’s always going to be a part of me
that’s a dorky record person but I also
think, as you mentioned, on the most
basic level pop songs should exist as
pop songs and you shouldn’t have to
know 1700 other bands to understand
why you like something and with this
new record I really wanted the music to
engage intuitively on this direct emotional level.” There’s no denying Belong
has a wider appeal with its anthemic
choruses and brasher guitars, but at
same time the band have tried to not
lose their emotion resonance. “It’s like
this weird contradiction of ‘we don’t
belong, we’re outsiders’ and yet you listen to the music and it’s well produced
modern rock music” explains Kip. “We
split the difference and let the contradictions exist and didn’t try to resolve
them artificially or force a narrative.”

Kip’s narratives are frequently
about outsiders, relationship mishaps,
wishful escapism, and weird sex;
themes which have often been associated with a teenage voice. But it seems
that what was intended as introspective
has been misconstrued as adolescent.
“Maybe what people perceive as
teenage experiences are really just the
processes of becoming the person that
you are and developing thoughts on the
world and experiences that shape you
and define you and ideas of where you
belong and what is meaningful to you. I
guess in a lot of ways those experiences
are associated with the teenage years,
but I would hope that concept goes on
forever for people. I mean I’m not fifteen, so either I’m extremely arrested in
my development or maybe there’s some
aspect of human life that continues on
after the age of 19 that’s in our songs.”
If there’s one association the band
are particularly eager to avoid, it is the
twee subculture that surrounds indie
pop, which with the band’s lyrics about
incest, suicide and heroin addiction, is
a hardly befitting comparison. “We’re
not like these miserable sad crying
anorak people, at least not all the time,
we’re human beings and so much of our
music is a rebuttal to indie pop. I mean
we’re fans of indie pop, but it is almost
also like a weird form of music criticism where we take things about indie
pop and sort of reflect the opposite in a
lot of ways.” Perhaps their slightly wet
name has contributed to this assumption, but behind the corny moniker The
Pains of Being Pure at Heart are a band
willing to write songs about the less
pleasant sides of human nature, often
with a smutty pun or two.
Mind you, Kip does admit a liking
for teen movies: “I know it’s cheesy, but
I do like those coming-of-age movies,
we had one of our songs in this movie
recently, called The Prom, Peggy [keyboards and vocals] went to see it, it’s
like a Disney high school movie. No
one’s going to ever soundtrack a horror
movie with The Pains of Being Pure At
Heart much less a porno anytime soon
– it’s only to annoy our parents that
we’d ever do that.” They might not have
a career in porno soundtracks but they
seem to have picked up some odd sex
toys while on tour, video documented
for their comedy value only rest
assured, from “travel pussy” found in a
German petrol station to cockrings discovered in York’s own Duchess. “I think
those videos are actually more popular
than our music videos. If we could
combine the two somehow maybe we
could have a sex toy video for our next
single.”

REVERB.
“i don’t wanna spoil too much for you, but.. you’re on a plane right now to the east coast to work with kanye
west & jay-z. it’s all working out kid. you made it.”
Frank Ocean responds to a question on Tumblr asking how would he explain his current situation to five-years-ago self.
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Occult Following
Songwriter Daniel Johnston talks to James Dixon
n 1990, Daniel Johnston’s
father was forced to crash-land
a small plane after his son
removed the keys from the ignition
and threw them from a window.
Johnston was in the throes of a
manic episode, his mental health
having deteriorated during the
recording of his first studio album,
and was committed to a mental
hospital.
He currently has five albums
planned, having resurfaced in the
90s on new kinds of medication. I
call him in Kansas at three in the
afternoon where he’s just woken up
and had a popsicle. “We’re coming
to England pretty soon - I guess
about a week from now. It’s some
kind of show they’ve got lined up
for us. I don’t really know what it is
yet.”
Johnston seems generally
unconcerned. His music is a reflection of this outlook, a remnant of
the New Sincerity scene that ran
counter to the irony and cynicism
of early 80s punk bands. Over the
years, he’s developed a cult following of loving fans, including Tom
Waits, Beck, Matt Groening,
Sparklehorse and Kurt Cobain,
who tried to promote Johnston in
interviews and at public appearances by wearing a T-shirt featuring the cover image of one of his
albums.
I asked him about working
with
Mark
Linkous
of
Sparklehorse, who committed suicide last year - they spent time with
each other only a few months ago.
“We were on tour together, all joking around and talking about
recording together again. So it
really couldn’t be worse news - I
loved Fear Yourself, the album he
produced. When I heard it, I started writing new songs just to do a
Sparklehorse album. I had some of
my best songs saved up, and then
when he wound up dead there was
nothing I could do. No matter who
I record with I don't think they
could do as well as they did.”
It was as a teenager that
Johnston began to write and
record his own songs, singing
about love and cartoon characters
with a childish, off-key vocal. He

I

would swap his tapes with friends
and give them away to pretty girls
on the street. At the time he was
working in McDonald’s and playing shows with his friends almost
every night – “they were like a dollar a show.” Then MTV came to
town and featured them in a show.
“I went backstage and they were
yelling and screaming so much
that I didn’t know what to do. I
didn’t want to walk out in front of
everybody. I had to go to another
place - to another show, I guess, so
I jumped out the back window. I
had to get away from those
screaming fans.”
Though he didn’t really write
much music until junior high, he
was listening to records from a
young age and drawing the cartoons that would appear on the
front of his tapes. More recently,
this artwork has become an important part of his operation.
Originals are on sale for thousands
of pounds, and many exhibited in
galleries across Europe and
America. He started by drawing
“dead dog’s eyes”, an image he got
from the Beatles song I Am The
Walrus. “I thought - that’s really
cool, so I started drawing dead
dog’s eyes. I was drawing them all

the time, and I had a rock group so
I said - I’ll call them The Eye. Then
I started drawing eyes with bat
wings and stuff like that. The
Beatles would just do that to me.”
As with the Beatles, Johnston
gets excited when talking about
comics. He has a massive collection, and is almost finished working on his own comic, something
he’s wanted to do for years. “Space
Ducks is what it’s called. They find
Satan’s HQ on a mountain somewhere and the ducks have got
armies and stuff, and they just go
in there and slaughter all these
Satans for about 20 pages.” He
laughs about the idea and says “it’s kind of a comedy”.
Unlike other (self-consciously) lo-fi indie artists, Daniel
Johnston doesn’t mind saying that
he’d like fame and some money. He
seems almost completely unhampered by social expectation, looking at everything from behind
innocent eyes and singing his
thoughts with an endearing and
unnerving simplicity.
I already have an idea what
the answer will be when I ask what
he enjoys about writing music. “I
like to goof around. I like to experiment. I just like to play - it’s fun.”

Future Sounds.
As careers go, LA native Stephen
Bruner has had a more varied one
than most: he’s been a touring session musician for Snoop Dogg and
Eric Benet, had a stint in boy band
No Curfew (apparently a hit in
Germany), and played with hardcore legends Suicidal Tendencies
(technically he still is a member).
Most recently, Bruner, who records
by the name Thundercat, contributed bass and vocals to Flying
Lotus’ space-funk masterwork
Cosmogramma, released last year.
Flying Lotus is returning the
favour by producing (and releasing
on
his
Brainfeeder
label),
Thundercat’s debut solo album,
entitled The Golden Age of
Apocalypse. So far Thundercat has

put out a couple of the album’s
tracks, a George Duke cover, “For
Love I Come” is a late-night astral
ballad similar to “MmmHmm”
from Cosmogramma. Thundercat
and FlyLo complement each other
seamlessly with silky-smooth
vocals and bass noodling by Bruner
himself, backed by minutiae details
of sparkling piano, spacey reverb
and delicate bleeps of synth.
Another track, “Daylight” awakens
the funkier side of Thundercat, in
which Bruner croons in and
around offbeat synth-brass and the
weird percussion of FlyLo’s interstellar orchestra. Thundercat’s
mesmerising and long overdue solo
album is due for release next
month. AB

Thundercat

Reviews.
ARIST: BATTLES
DATE: 6TH JUNE
VENUE: COCKPIT, LEEDS
REVIEW: ADAM BYCHAWSKI
%%%%$
There’s no way around it, like a celebrity
injunction, the departure of vocalist
Tyondai Braxton has become the talking
point Battles don’t want to talk about.
This hasn’t been helped by the band’s
irked responses to his mention in interviews, and not exactly forthcoming
explanations. Unavoidably, tonight’s
performance begs the obvious questions
of how exactly they’ll do without
Braxton. New Battles certainly look far
more demure with multi-instrumentalist Ian Williams, guitarist Dave
Konopka and drummer John Stanier all
suited or shirted as if they’re on an afteroffice pub trip. Nothing much is said by
way of introductions, as the band launch
into an unbroken set, strictly consisting
of songs from new album Gloss Drop,
settling that question.
Opting for guest vocalists on Gloss
Drop rather than a replacement is
another live conundrum, but those
guests are here tonight, well in a manner
of speaking, projected on massive
screens like pre-recorded Star Wars
holograms. Slightly terrifying when the
floating craggy head of Gary Numan
flickers on for “My Machines”, his dead
pan wailing out of place over the chaotic backing. But it’s single “Ice Cream”,
featuring Chilean experimental musician Matias Aguayo, which is the highlight with its building grunts and mutilated ice cream van sample; followed by

a brilliant audio-visual remix with a
loops of Aguayo’s vocals, unintentional
corresponding with a close-up shot of
his nostrils. Never mind the vocals
though; it’s instrumentals like
“Africastle” and “Futura” that showcase
the faultless technical proficiency and
talent of the band. How Konopka and
Williams can command guitar while
timing pedals and loops or how Stanier
can humanly sustain the sheer power of
his drumming for a whole set is beyond
me.
It’d be too simple to conclude by
reiterating that without Braxton Battles
isn’t quite the same, but even so only “Ice
Cream” recreates the immediacy of
Mirrored. Battles have discovered a new
side that is still entrancing live but also
less engaging.

ARIST: WET NUNS
DATE: 4TH JUNE
VENUE: HARLEY, SHEFFIELD
REVIEW: ALEX SWADLING
%%%%$
With the pretentious décor of the Harley
pub burning onto my unimpressed retinas, the bobbing crowd of heads is
something of a visual relief. Wet Nuns
are heehawing to an already smashed
crowd (after a day of drinking at
Sheffield’s annual community festival,
Peace in the Park) and some girls in front
are loudly expressing how impressed
they are that an American band would
fly over to Sheffield for a free gig.
They wouldn’t. However, these two
men have trekked all the way from the
ever so deep south, the Deep South of
Yorkshire, Sheffield to be specific, for
tonight's gig ; not that you'd know from
their cries of “y’all should be having a
good time.” With what could be Jesus
and Kid Rock’s offspring as a guitarist
and a gnarly tattooed leprechaun on
drums, the quality of their bluesy
groove-laden punk is surprising – as is
the plain awful red-neck American
accent which Terence Trent Barndance
(aka Otis Beaver) sings with, raising Wet
Nuns to a whole new awesome and
bizarre level.
Not backed, but rather partnered
with Wired Earp (aka Enit Pudweiser)
on drums, these two are tighter than any
nun’s bed sheets… or hosiery. It could all
so easily become contrived and arrogant,
yet their irreverent and indifferent atti-

tude works for a mesmerising stage
presence. Somehow the frequency of
their blues death-punk hybrid seems to
resonate with the crowds’ limbs, which
are being thrown about in a similar carefree dancing, headbanging, fluid state;
the atmosphere this has created is akin
to a kind of drunken love-hug. In fact,
the crowd love Wet Nuns. To be honest,
there is little point in trying to critically
deconstruct their set or stamp musicjourno adjectives onto them; someone
has probably coined an appropriate
genre anyway. You need to be there to
fully understand – Wet Nuns don’t give
a fuck and their fans certainly don’t
either.
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Hotly Tipped
Nouse Music recommend what to see at this year’s music festivals.
y now you’ve pillaged overdrafts,
scraped remains of loans and
handed over a wodge of cash to
the festival of your choosing. So Nouse
Music has opted to give you some recommendations of what to see this summer; whether you’ve succumbed to the
big two Glastonbury or Reading &
Leeds, or ferrying to the offshore
Bestival, hoping to avoid your parents
at Latitude, glamping at The Secret
Garden Party, promoting V Festival or
Beach Break, hailing rock legends at
Sonisphere or vainly headlining your
own back garden to whatever strangers
you could convince to come. For those
picky few forsaking the UK and travelling into Europe there are a few specialised recommendations across the
next page. But if your budget is
stretched thin, Sam Briggs also has
some cheaper suggestions that will
squander less of your remaining pennies. Perhaps though you have been
disillusioned by corporate behemoths,
or maybe festivals are just too conventional for you, well thankfully Alex
Swadling has some tip in her guide to
more bizarre festivals.
It might be totally obvious way to
begin, not to mention a further kick in
the nads for anyone (like myself ) without a Glastonbury ticket, but to paraphrase Kayne West Beyoncé is of the
best performers of all time. With hits
from Destiny’s Child and her own solo
career, there’s no doubt any setlist will
be solid gold. If her recent live performances are anything to go by, featuring an army of backing dancers that
look like Gaddaffi’s female security
guard entourage, it should be brilliant
to watch even if you’re grouchily making do with a TV screen. For those desperate to get a bit closer, there are still
opportunities to catch her in at T and
the Park in Kinross, Scotland and
Oxygen in An Nás, Ireland.
Along with Lou Reed, John Cale
was a primary creative force behind
The Velvet Underground, contributing
as a bassist, viola player, keyboardist,
and occasional co-songwriter. Since
then he has branched into other genres
such as drone and classical, and
amassed some 30 albums in his solo
career. His most famous work is perhaps Paris 1919, a series of orchestral
backed and literary influenced pieces
that are uniquely different to his nosier
and more abrasive early work. Live performances are rare, and his appearance
at Field Day in London’s Victoria Park
is his only UK tour date this year.
Odd Future might be sick of the
press, and well probably everyone else
is as well, but somewhere behind all the

B

ridiculous statements, controversy and
hysterical hype is a good live act. If you
managed to see Odd Future yet, you’re
one of the exclusive few with their UK
live shows confined to cramped ends of
London that sell out in minutes flat. So
their festival appearances in Reading &
Leeds and Bestival might be your best
bet. Past performances have involved
jumping into the crowd from ridiculous
heights, frequent security scuffles,
impromptu Rebecca Black, and frenzied
stage invasions.
Southend goths turned post-punk
shoegazers The Horrors make their long
awaited return to the festival circuit this
summer. Having successfully reinvigorated their sound on second album
Primary Colours, this will be a chance to
hear cuts from self-produced third
album, Skying, and hear what direction
they’ve taken since. Indeed, new single
“Still Life” suggests a continuation of the

Above:
Beyoncé,
John Cale,
OFWGKTA,
The Horrors,
Pulp, Prince,
Napalm
Death,
Richard
Cheese, Dan
Le Sac.

grander, synthesised elements of their
latest output. Their live show, characterised by frontman Faris Badwan’s
strong presence and the meddling with
homemade pedals by guitarist/physicist Joshua Hayward, can be witnessed
at Wireless, Field Day, ATP, and the
headline spot of Reading and Leeds’s
Festival Republic stage.
Filling this year’s 90s reformation
post are arty alternatives Pulp. Rising
to fame through the witticisms of frontman Jarvis Cocker’s everyman lyrics,
and their electronically influenced
Britpop, the band’s fame peaked with
seminal album Different Class, alongside successfully filling in as
Glastonbury headliners in 1995.
Appearing on UK soil at Wireless, T in
the Park, Electric Picnic, Reading and
Leeds, as well as a series of European
festivals, there is plenty of chance to
catch Cocker and co. reel through the

still classic “Common People” with a
field full of drunk twenty-somethings –
European or otherwise.
Having been known as the Artist,
the Love Symbol, the Artist Fomerly
Known as Prince and Jamie Starr, the
author of classic tracks such as “Purple
Rain” and “Little Red Corvette” will be
returning to UK festivals this summer,
simply as Prince. A legend of R&B,
funk and flamboyance, his live show
promises to feature hits from his 35
year career. Any artist who has changed
his name to an unpronounceable symbol, been inducted into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame, and been voted the
world’s sexiest vegetarian, alongside
writing some of the sauciest and seminal tracks of the last three decades has
to be a watch – catch him at Hop Farm,
as well as many European festivals.
Ultra violent, fast and extreme –
the beautifully brutal Birmingham
foursome Napalm Death have proven
themselves inextinguishable since 1981
and remain undiluted as ever. With 14
studio albums under their belt, Napalm
Death have been extremely influential
and haven’t yet lost their trademark
style of neckbreaking fast and short
songs. Napalm play with noticeable
conviction and each politically charged
burst of aggression is like a punch in a
stomach, or perhaps that’s just the pit.
Playing main stage at Bloodstock Open
Air in August, the sweat, grind and
ferocity will be unforgivable to forget.
The Big 4 are playing at
M etalli ca,
S l a y e r,
Sonisphere—M
Anthrax and Megadeth—no one needs
telling twice how amazing that will be.
Turning it up to 11 however, is Richard
Ch eese and his jazz band Lounge
Against the Machine. With 9 studio
albums, including I’d Like a Virgin and
Aperitif for Destruction, their set will
be brimming with tickling lounge-style
covers of tracks like SOAD’s “Chop
Suey” and Slipknot’s “People=Shit”.
Post-Cheese Traumatic Stress is not
unlikely however – you’ll struggle to
listen to the original ever again. But
mostly, the struggle will be laughing
and dancing all at once.
Undoubtedly known best for their
youtube hit ‘Thou Shalt Always Kill’,
laptop musician Dan Le Sac and spoken word artist Scroobius Pip have
since have been spreading their remixes and electronica hip hop in 4 studio
albums and across massive festivals
like Glastonbury and Reading & Leeds.
You can also find them headlining at
the smaller eco-friendly festival
2000trees, the extra intimacy is a
blessing. But remember, they’re just a
band.

REVERB.
"We can confirm that we submitted a Take Down Notice to YouTube as a result of the dispute we have with Ark
Music regarding the Friday video."
A spokesperson for Rebecca Black reveals the reason for the disappearance of her “Friday” video from YouTube.
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Castles In The Sky
Emily Heggadon looks at the arts scene in fesivals.
s the summer approaches,
hoards of music fans flock to
their nearest Millets in an
attempt to grab the cheapest floral
tent with matching Wellington
boots. Three days of debauchery
and drunken dancing to a rock
band with a pair of oversized sunglasses stuck to your face await the
majority of festival-goers.
What many people fail to
recognise, is that aside from specific ‘arts’ festivals – the recent Hay
Festival, and also the LIFT festival
-London International Festival of
Theatre-, larger ‘cooler’ music festivals also offer up great opportunities to see stunning examples of
art and theatre. Glastonbury is
titled the festival of contemporary
performing arts, and yet the
majority of interest surrounding it,
are the imminent performances of
U2 and Beyonce. It is doubtful as
to whether many of the 180,000
festival-goers ever venture beyond
the area that holds the many music
stages or the confines of their 2m
by 2m tent. Performing at this
year’s festival are leading circus
crew No Fit State, as well as Naked
Lunch, 1623 Theatre Company,
and 4 Poofs and a Piano. The line
up for the theatre and circus field
spans the entire festival.
The Green fields are also a
hive of artistic activity, artists create intricate carvings of animals
using chainsaws, floral headbands
are woven using silk flowers and
wood, and willow sculptures
spring up all around the field.
Workshops run throughout the
festival for many different artistic
mediums. These people are at the
top of their game, and yet these
fields are rarely explored by many
of the general public. If you look at
how a festival site is constructed,
heavy emphasis is placed upon the
design, the importance of an aesthetically interesting and exciting
stage and surrounding area is as
integral to the experience of a festival as what it put on the stage. In
the 90’s a giant ‘Love’ structure,
spelling out the word and inspired
by The Beatles was erected. The
sign was painted and became a
source of interactivity with art, as
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“Good Vibrations” – The Beach
Boys
Founding member and chief songwriter of The Beach Boys, Brian
Wilson, is heading out on a solo
tour this summer with a performance at Bestival.
“I W a n t T o B e Y o u r L o v e r ” –
Prince
Prince is known for his flamboyant
live gigs, just watch his Superbowl
halftime show for further evidence.

Recommended Festivals.
BUDGET FESTIVALS
Spent all your student loan celebrating the end of term?
Admittedly, a combination of rising ticket costs and over-priced
alcohol make festivals an intimidating option for the cashstrapped student. However, the
spread of festivals popping up
around the country as an alternative to the established big names
mean this does not have to be the
case.
Field Day, on the 6th August,
takes over London’s Victoria Park
to provide a showcase of the best
in alternative electronic and guitar
music over five stages for under
£40. With Wild Beasts and The
Horrors spearheading the festival’s
guitar based offering, whilst James
Blake and Mount Kimbie feature
in the overwhelming choice for
electronic fans, the festival offers a
broad selection of music for different tastes.
From the 22nd-24th July,

Tramlines festival will take over
the busy city of Sheffield. With an
estimated 175,000 attendees, with
venues all over town supporting
the four main stages, and over 200
bands coming to the city, the
atmosphere is likely to prove an
excellent match for the calibre of
the lineup. Alongside local bands
the Crookes and Hey Sholay, bigger
names
such
as
the
Futureheads, Los Campesinos and
Guillemots will also be performing. And the best bit of it all – it’s
completely free.
On the same weekend, there
is also independent Truck festival
comes to Oxfordshire, bringing a
folky line up featuring Graham
Coxon and John Grant. For under
£100 for a three day ticket, the
warm atmosphere of this festival,
and opportunity to buy ice cream
from the local vicar, provides a
cheap alternative to bigger festivals. SB

FESTIVALS ABROAD
Jellyfish sculptures at Glastonbury.
people added their own decorations and clambered over the giant
structure. Each year thousands of
huge silk, colourful flags adorn
areas of the site, creating a forest of
colour to sit beneath, and watch.
Even the bins at Glastonbury are
individually painted.
It is not just Glastonbury that
can be an artistic experience, even
Download festival is built upon
this idea of art, and the iconic pink
dog logo that is associated with the
festival is seen on T-Shirts and
websites everywhere. Bestival on
the Isle of Wight, although marketed as a major electronic music
festival, is one of the most artistic
and copiously decorated sites. You
merely have to glance at their website to understand that the organisers are clearly very preoccupied
with how things look.
Festivals are clearly about
designers and artists coming
together, and it is interesting to
look at how far an awareness of
this design affects the experience
of a festival. To marvel at a large
psychedelic castle built upon a

plinth 20m high, is often one of the
things that make your time special.
A performance from Arcade Fire
or Massive Attack is made truly
spectacular with careful lighting
design and with artistic sensitivity,
likewise performances from musicians can be so perfectly staged,
and spark such intense photographic recognition, that it is like
watching a theatre production
evolve in front of your eyes.
When Jeremy Clarkson was
quoted saying that: “My wife got
dressed up like Worzel Gummidge,
put some bog roll in a bag and
roared off in her Aston Martin to
watch a bunch of useless teenagers
singing in the rain at Glastonbury.
I think she may have gone mad.”
We must wonder whether this
opinion is shared by many,
Clarkson obviously does not recognise anything outside of the music
or mud as worth a mention. In fact
festivals attract the best speakers,
poets, painters, photographers and
painters we have to offer and their
artistic merit is growing – perhaps
his wife heard that.

Festival Playlist.
“Disco 2000” – Pulp
Recently reformed in time for a
number of festival appearances
including Reading & Leeds and T
in the Park.
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“Daddy Fat Sax” – Big Boi
Big Boi, the larger half of rap duo
Outkast, released his solo debut
last year to critically acclaim. Don’t
miss his brief stop in the UK this
summer.

“We Shall Visit” – Islet
There’s no way to really explain the
instrumental post-rock wigs outs,
drum-duo breakdowns and abrasive noise that Islet are masters of
without seeing them live.

“Bring The Noise” – Public Enemy
It’s a good year for hip hop at festivals, with legendary acts like The
Wu Tang Clan and Public Enemy
bringing the noise to the main
stages of Glastonbury and Bestival
respectively.

“Kule Kule” - Konono Nº1
Konono Nº1 are a musical group
from
Kinshasa,
Democratic
Republic of the Congo known for
their entrancing rhythms and use
of DIY instruments.

“Queen Of Hearts” – Fucked Up
Fucked Up might not be able to top
their one-off 12 hour gig, but you’d
be nuts not to catch them at
Reading & Leeds.

“Hang With Me” – Robyn
Robyn seems to have mastered the
electro-pop niche better than anyone. Don’t forget to see her at
Glastonbury, Bestival or Lovebox.

Sick to death of forecasted downpours and trying to predict
whether your tent will survive the
weekend? With readily available
budget airlines flying to a growing
selection of European destinations, why not splash out on the
warmer climates and variety of
festivals abroad?
Set on an ex-airport in
Gdynia, on the north coast of
Poland, Open’er fes tival’s seven
stages host four days of international music from the 30th June to
the 4th July. Having won the Best
Major Festival award the last two
years running, Open’er this year
boast a diverse selection of the
best of global alternative rock
music, from headliners the Strokes
and the reformed Pulp, to current
stalwarts the National. Best of all,
however, has to be the opportunity
to hear 60,000 Europeans singing
along to “Cream” when Prince
plays.
For a week of guaranteed sun-

shine, sangria and English speaking companions, Benicassim festival, on the Spanish coast between
Barcelona and Valencia, runs from
the 14th-17th July. With the music
not starting until the evening, festival goers can spend the day on
the local beaches and bar fronts.
Alongside the festival’s impressive
main line-up, the highlights of
which are the sunny Beirut, the
grandiose Arcade Fire and Elbow,
and the gloomy Portishead, DJs
provide the soundtrack until the
early hours.
For those preferring a more
bass-orientated option, Outlook
festival in Croatia features a selection of worldwide dub, hip-hop
and drum and bass. Set in an
abandoned 19th century fort on a
peninsular, the festival combines
sun soaked boat parties with a
line-up spearheaded by artists like
Skream and Jamie xx from the 1st4th September, ending the summer in style. SB

BIZARRE FESTIVALS
It really is outrageous the marginalisation faeries suffer. Thank
Mother Nature (and Cornwall) for
3 Wis h es Faery Fes t, where
“humans and faerie folk can walk
(or fly!) side-by-side in perfect
harmony” just for the weekend.
With a line-up including 3 Daft
Monkeys, The Dolmen and Aero,
the weekend comes to a sparkling
climax at the infamous Pirates and
Mermaids Ball. Twirl and skip
under the solstice stars in a sludge
of glitter glue, polyester and eyejabbing fairy wings to “experience
how the ‘little people’ celebrate
their love of the sacred land” – just
make sure you have £89 for the
ticket.
If you’ve regained sight from
all that sparkle in Cornwall, then
it’s time to slip on your cowboy
boots and eat a Wagon Wheel, as
it’s the Southern Fried Festival in
Perth, Scotland from the 22nd
July. At £75 for the weekend, you

can have your cornbread in one
hand and Mississippi mud pie in
the other while you sway with the
Gospel Choir. Lyle Lovett, The
Blind Boys of Alabama and The
Savoy Family Cajun Band are
among the vast array of blues,
soul, Cajun, swing and country
bands that will be filling the
Scottish countryside with a scent
of oil and the Deep South.
Finally, if a didgeridoo detox
is in order, then from the 29th July
Northampton will be crammed
with them at Si nging St icks
Didgeridoo Music Festival. Family
friendly and only £40 for the
weekend – there really is little
excuse to not be basking in the
eerie glory of didgeridoo playing
and take the chance to hear the
didgeridoo in all forms of music,
including dance and rap. Also,
don’t forget to get a dijazzle for
your didgeridoo at one of the many
daytime workshops! AS
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Film.
Blockbuster Season
From the final Harry Potter to a new Planet of the Apes movie, Michael Allard previews the big films of the summer.
uring the past few weeks,
Johnny Depp has been
habitually spotted running
around in a pirate outfit, and that can
only mean one thing: the blockbusters
have landed. Once more it’s that time of
year when you are somehow persuaded
to have fun indoors when you could be
on the beach, by a barbecue, dancing at
a festival or dancing by a barbecue at a
beach festival; the familiar season
when comic book heroes are recycled,
animals are animated and fairground
rides are disguised as enthralling
adventure stories.
The box office popularity of
Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger
Tides and The Hangover: Part II has
already testified to the willingness of
audiences to repeatedly revisit characters and stories familiar from recent
years. Even more sequels are destined
for success as July draws nearer,
including Transformers: Dark of the
Moon and Pixar’s Cars 2. The most
exciting of these is undoubtedly Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows – Part
Tw o, whose tantalising trailer has
promised that from July 15th, the halls
of Hogwarts will be filled with goblins,
snakes, and dragons galore in a final
showdown between good wizards and
bad wizards. Most importantly, the
wand-waving will be in 3D. Rupert
Grint is currently one of the faces of an
EU campaign that sees him sporting a
milk moustache on the side of London
buses. We can only hope that magical
Weasley milk will be on sale next to the
popcorn to help us get through its
potentially gargantuan running time.
As X-Men: First Class has just
shown us, adding a new episode to a
long-running superhero franchise can
pay off for both spectators and filmmakers alike. It’s no surprise, therefore,
that 2011 welcomes the onscreen
arrival of other legends of the Marvel
Universe. Following on from the Easter
hit Thor, July 29th sees the arrival of
Captain America: The First Avenger,
which contains the daft but exciting
prospect of an alternative history of

D

World War II fought by paranormally
powerful superheroes and Nazi archnemeses. It stars the charming Chris
Evans, star of the Fantastic Four
movies, alongside the wonderful
Tommy Lee Jones and Stanley Tucci,
but carries the risky presence of Joe
Johnston, director of The Wolfman
and Hidalgo, who hasn’t had a real hit
since Jumanji.
The more exciting superhero
movie of the summer, therefore, is
SUPER, which follows the attempts of
a badly-paid cook (Rainn Wilson) to
“Shut up crime!” by dressing up as the
Crimson Bolt, a superhero that beats
up wrongdoers with his wrench. It’s
destined to be this year’s Kick-Ass but
with far greater indie credentials – it
stars Juno’s Ellen Page and was filmed
over the space of a month on a miniscule budget – and relying more on wit
than comic action sequences.
Whatever you do, don’t confuse it

Above:
Daniel
Craig in
Cowboys
and Aliens

with the similarly titled Super 8, which
is making a great profit in America
right now, and judging from preview
screenings in London last week, will be
doing the same here in August as well.
It’s written and directed by J.J. Abrams,
the co-creator of Lost who re-booted
the Star Trek franchise two years ago.
But he would be the first to admit that
the story is equally indebted to the
film’s producer, Steven Spielberg: it follows the arrival of a mysterious, deadly
monster and a malevolent branch of
the American military in a small Ohio
town. Like a cross between Jaws, E.T.
and Close Encounters of the Third
Kind, the action is seen through the
eyes of a group of kids (who are trying
to make a zombie movie) and a heroic
local sheriff.
Spielberg has also produced
C owboys & Al iens, in which his
favourite actor Harrison Ford must
enlist Daniel Craig’s notorious outlaw,

who has no memory of his crimes, to
protect the Wild West town of
Absolution from some nasty space
invaders. The film is based on a popular graphic novel and helmed by Jon
Favreau, director of the Iron Man
movies, and could therefore be accused
of maintaining the endless comic book
movie trend. But this is not the greatest
threat posed to the integrity of the film
industry this summer, and neither is 3Dementia, sequel-itis, or remakerrhoea. In fact it’s the curse of
Handsome Men like Craig and Ford.
Whether it’s a remake, rom-com
or an arthouse drama, Handsome Men
are absolutely everywhere this summer: Brad Pitt in the Palme d’Or winner Tree of Life, Ryan Reynolds in The
Change-Up, James Franco in Rise of
the Planet of the Apes, newcomer
Jason Momoa in Conan the
Barabarian, and Justin Timberlake
who we’re gradually forgetting was
once a pop star, in both Bad Teacher
and Friends with Benefits.
Thank goodness, then, for
Bridesmaids, which is out this Friday.
It’s about a maid of honour (Kristen
Wiig) re-assessing her life and having
to cope with a wealth of absurd problems at the wedding of her best friend
(Maya Rudolph). From what’s being
said in the USA right now, it’s one of
those word-of-mouth comedies like
Knocked Up and The 40-Year-Old
Virgin which will be adored for months
on end. Much is being made of the fact
that it’s driven by female actors and yet
ten times better than the predictable
frat party atmosphere of most recent
comedies.
Bridesmaids is nevertheless part
of a summer, (with the exception of
Harry Potter), set to be dominated as
always by American movies. But I can’t
help but be more excited by some of the
British movies that are coming this
Autumn: We Need To Talk About
Kevin, Jane Eyre, and Tinker, Tailor,
Soldier Spy. Make sure that the books
all three of those are based on are on
your summer reading list.

Top 5 Banned Movies
The Human Centipede II isn’t the first movie to feel the wrath of the BBFC - here are five classics that were once on the UK banned list.

T h e B a t t l e s h i p Po t e m k i n

The Wild One

Visions of Ecstacy

Te x a s C h a i n s a w M a s s a c r e

The Evil Dead
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The Human Centipede II
This month the BBFC refused to certify a film for commercial release
in the UK. Adrian Choa looks at what the fuss is all about.

om Six’s The Human
Centipede was released in
2010 amidst a whirlwind of
controversy as a number of people
deemed it, with either relish or disgust, the most disturbing film ever
distributed in commercial cinemas. To decorously summate: the
film depicts the kidnapping of
three people by an evil German
doctor who has long dreamed of
creating a “human centipede.” This
involves the removal of the victims’
knee ligaments and, in turn, the
sewing of their mouths to the rectum of another person.
Upon releasing this delightful
tale, the director boasted that this
was a mere taste of his artistic
vision, as suggested by the subtitle
of the movie: “(First Sequence).”
The Human Centipede II: (Full
Sequence) was meant to be
released this month. Six claimed it
would render the first a mere “my
little pony” in comparison. Such a
bold, sensationalist assertion must
have contained a grain of truth: on
the 12th of June, the British Board
of Film Classification banned the
film due to “unacceptable material”
which is “sexually violent and
potentially obscene.”
So what is the integral difference between the two films that
has incited such a firm reaction?
The first subscribed to a conventional horror format with its evil
German doctor kidnapping inane,
vulnerable women who have the
chance to make an escape. The
clear insanity and amorality of the
antagonist, combined with the
external cinematic perspective
which encourages sympathy with
the victims, implictly condemns
the surgical project as inherently
wrong. In the second film, however, the audience is invited to perceive the diegesis through the
involving perspective of a protago-

T

nist who has in fact viewed the first
film and subsequently decided to
realise its central event himself.
The lucky twelve (yep, there's
twelve this time) who form this
sequence are submitted to “total
degradation, humiliation, mutilation, torture, and murder,” culiminating in the protagonist’s brutal
rape of the “centipede’s” back with
barbed-wire wrapped around his
member. The crucial difference
between these films seems to be
that where The Human Centipede
relied on a concept in order to terrify its audience, with little actual
gore on screen, The Human
Centipede II relies wholly on violent pornography.
Where the first is characterised by the conjuring of cognitive terror, the second gains its
filmic life through visual terror. It
is certainly true that the horror
genre has itself moved throughout
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries from the former to the latter;
from Psycho to Saw. However,
despite collectively containing
about 11 hours of brutal torture
scenes, not a single second has
been cut from the Saw franchise.
So there must be an intangible line
which features like A Serbian Film
(which offers such niceties as the
rape of a newborn baby) and The
Human Centipede II cross. But
who gets to define this line?
Well, the BBFC, clearly. But in
a broader sense, can one truly
define the differentiating factors
between art and straight-up
pornography? This was a question
first made pertinant in the film
world with the release of the now
infamous Deep Throat in the
1970s. Despite its graphic depiction of a girl’s profficient skills at
fellatio, this feature received the
same R rating as many non-pornographic films of the time. Six’s

response to the BBFC’s ruling is
interesting in light of this question
of moral boundaries: “Apparently I
made a horrific horror film, but
shouldn't a good horror film be
horrific? My dear people it is a
fucking MOVIE. It is all fictional.
Not real. It is all make-believe. It is
art. Give people their own choice
to watch it or not.”
Freedom of choice in what
media we consume is undeniably
of the utmost importance in the
times we live in. Tom Six does have
a point. The existence of a board
which censors what the general
populace is allowed to view does
act as a barrier to such liberty. On
the other hand, the protection of
children from such visual vulgarity
is important, and the proffering of
the BBFC seal grants a film the
stamp of moral approval which
allows it to be exhibited and distributed nationwide. Should The
Human Centipede II be sitting in
the “new releases” section of your
local HMV? Art surely involves an
experience which produces a message rather than what amounts to
an attempt to merely produce a
sequel profoundly more shocking
than its prequel, thereby earning
the crown of, as Six asserts in the
teaser trailer, “the sickest movie
ever.”
Ultimately, the opinions of
you, me and the BBFC are of little
consequence. Both sides of the
fence simultaneously succeed and
fail in their respective intentions to
prevent or facilitate the watching
of this film. The BBFC may have
prevented the widespread exhibition of The Human Centipede II,
but the seedy virtual cinemas of
the world wide web will always be
there to indulge any public desire
for sadistic visual gratification. The
Human Centipede II - coming to a
torrent near you.

Reviews.
FILM: GREEN LANTERN
DIRECTOR: MARTIN CAMPBELL
STARRING: RYAN REYNOLDS,
BLAKE LIVELY
RUNTIME: 114 MINS
REVIEW: CHRIS FRASER
%%$$$
Green Lantern is one of those
films that gets everything right
apart from acting and plot. It’s a
terrible movie, shrouded in great
cinematography,
spellbinding
visual effects and a gloriously dramatic score.
The film centres on pilot
turned superhunk Hal Jordan
(played desperately by Ryan
Reynolds), who following the
death of another one becomes a
member of the Green Lantern
Corps, a fearless group of intergalactic peacekeepers who harness
the power of will to make bad
things go away.
A bad thing happens. Hal
Jordan overcomes his fear (which
he shouldn’t technically have) and
makes the bad thing go away,
aided (kind of ) by Blake Lively: a
surefire contender for Most
Uninspiring Female Lead Of The
Year. This is – more or less – the
extent of the two-hour film. Peter
Sarsgaard throws a bit of manic
glee in there, but the thing this
film inspires more than anything
else is apathy – you don’t end up
caring about Hal, and you certainly don’t end up caring about any of

the peripheral characters. It’s
incredible how a film this visually
mindblowing can feel so dull.
If the film has a saving grace,
it’s that a lot of stuff that should
look ridiculous and fake (fish-people, big-brained translucent
guardians in the sky, a tentacle
monster that lives on fear) looks
alarmingly realistic. It’s hardly
surprising – Warner Bros. reportedly stalled the film’s release so
they could spend $8m on tightening up the CG – but for all of the
numerous false starts and problems with flow, none of them come
from awkward visuals. Reduce this
to the level of “art with nothing to
say”, and perhaps it’s not bad.
Otherwise, it’s awful.

FILM: SENNA
DIRECTOR: ASIF KAPADIA
STARRING: AYRTON
SENNA, ALAIN PROST
RUNTIME: 106 MINS
REVIEW: GARETH DAVIES
%%%%$
To refer to Asif Kapadia as the
director of Senna is in many ways
misleading. Leaving behind him a
wealth of archive footage Senna
can be said to have narrated his
own life, and so Kapadia has not
had to shoot a single frame of this
movie. Rather, then, he has curated of this biopic: taking hundreds
of hours of footage and compiling
a selection into a tight narrative.
The film is fashioned entirely
from this archive footage and layered with sound-bites from those
who either knew Senna personally
or professionally. Kapadia incorporates footage of Senna’s racing
career as well as footage documenting his home life, allowing for
a well rounded portrait which
addresses both the public and private aspects of the man seamlessly.
Occasionally the movie falls
into the trap of defying Senna:
portraying him as a Christ-like figure able to use his belief in God to
push beyond the limits of human
performance. This deification is
made at the expense of Senna’s
rival Prost, who is vilified in the
process. As uncomfortable as this

tendency to bias may be, the presentation of so much archive
footage which explicitly dramatises the burgeoning relationship
between Senna and Prost makes
sure that a wholly dichotomous
portrayal of the relationship never
really oversteps itself or takes too
many liberties.
The documentary presents
Senna as a man who is driven,
enduring, endeavouring, fascinating: a man whose steely determination and visionary qualities
enabled him to achieve. Kapadia
focuses on the qualities of Senna
which make him an outstanding
individual as well as an outstanding sportsman.
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RECIPE

Food & Drink.

BY

KATE BULL

Tropical tasting
Emily Prideaux tries out some not-so-normal smoothie flavours
looked at the little shot
glass and the stuff
inside. It was a marbled
vibrant green colour that
would be beautiful in anything but something I had
to consume. But I’d gleefully drunk the rest of the free
samples, so when they
handed me this wheatgrass
concoction, necking it was
the only option.
I was determined to try
something different, hence
my foray into smoothies.
Healthy, the same price as a
pint and probably wont kill
you. After a brief mosey
around the city, it turns out
York only has one smoothie
shop.
Xing Smoothies is a
Shambles shop that you’ve
all probably seen, and like
me, probably never been
into. Started by two
University of Hull graduates
who began their business by
buying £300 worth of fruit
from Tesco and experimenting on their friends, the enthusiasm
is obvious. As soon as I’d stuttered
an introduction, I was swept up into
a frenetic conversation and peppered with facts whilst being handed
samples of vibrant coloured juices
and smoothies.
Ginger? That’s for queasiness.
Ginkgo? Good for memory and
blood flow. Beetroot? Helps the liver,
apparently.
This wasn’t the pleasant chatter
of someone killing time, or a pushy
‘buy-my-stuff ’ speech, this was people who were inspired, addicted and

I

practically lived off their products.
Moreover, as I experimented, they
dished out advice to others with the
same enthusiasm. So the wheatgrass
shot shouldn’t have surprised me.
It was by no means the most
unpleasant shot I’ve taken. It tasted
a little like green tea but thicker,
stronger and bitter. You’ll be grateful
it comes with a slice of orange to get
rid of the taste. I have a sneaking
suspicion that they serve it just to
see the faces people make. Other
than the comedy gold, it’s also
(apparently) a ‘super food’.

I tried a range of
drinks. ‘Berry Good’ (a
mix of strawberries,
blueberries, blackberries, cranberries juice
and yogurt) was a rough,
sweet and thick drink,
which pretty much epitomised comfort food.
‘Peachy Dream’ (mixed
peach,
strawberries,
mango yogurt, cranberry
juice and apple juice)
was less sweet. It was a
silky, floral smoothie,
noticeably lighter than
the
‘Berry
Good’.
‘Raspberry Lemonade’,
made
from
lemon,
apples and raspberries,
was crisper, and lighter
still. The variety amazed
me. All were utterly different from commercial,
packaged drinks such as
Innocent Smoothies or
Tropicana.
A more adventurous mix was the ‘Liver
Cleanser’ (carrot, apple,
lime and beetroot). I’ve never been a
fan of beetroot but decided to give it
a go anyway. It turned out to be delicious. It wasn’t particularly sweet
drink. Thicker than the juices, thinner than the smoothies and a bright
crimson colour. Unlike any juice or
smoothie I’d ever tried, but enjoyable nonetheless.
Although I can’t comment on
how ‘cleansed’ my liver was, with
prices for regular drinks in Xing
around the £3.00 mark, Xing is not
only a healthy option but a fun and
tasty one.

PESTO CHICKEN
Ingredients:
2 chicken breasts - cut as advised
About 3 spoonfuls of green pesto (or 1/2 tbsp for every piece of
chicken)
Enough basil leaves to put two in each piece of chicken
2 cloves of garlic, crushed, or sliced very finely
Tomato pureé (if you haven't got this, use the juice from a tin of
tomatoes and save the tomato for another dish)
Olive oil
Salt and pepper
This baked dish is simple and colourful. It uses ‘mini fillet
breasts’ but you can use normal sized ones and cut them into 2
inch goujons.
1. Preheat the oven to 220C
2. Slice the chicken breasts, but not all the way through.
3. Place two basil leaves in the slice and some of the crushed or
sliced garlic (N.B. I really like garlic, so if you’re not as avid a fan
leave it out).
4. Spoon the tomato pureé/tomato juice and pesto on the chicken
(about a tsp of each on each piece of chicken).
5. Put the chicken in a baking tray. You might find it easier to do
all the fiddly stuff with the chicken already in the tray.
6. Season with salt and pepper and drizzle with olive oil. Be careful - there’s a high salt content in pesto, so bear that in mind
when you're sprinkling your sodium chloride.
7. Bake in the oven for 20-30 minutes. Cut the chicken in half
before you serve to make sure that it is cooked all the way though.
8. Serve with a jacket potato and/or green salad.

Restaurant. Indochine
orkshire, oriental and tapas are not
three words that go comfortably
together. With the Yorkshire stereotype tending towards a mean old man with a
whippet, a flat cap, and questionable dentistry, my first thought was of miniscule portions. I pictured a couple of beansprouts
sprinkled onto a beer-mat sized plate from a
great height, a few lonely prawns cuddling
up to each other for warmth. Then, remembering the actuality of the huge, giant
Yorkshire pudding I had stuffed down just
the day before, I pictured an opposite horror. Huge enormous plates of noodles,
dumped onto a plate that would need to be
eaten with a fork and trowel a la BFG. In
either case, it was with trepidation that I
tripped down to Indochine in the rain.
Sandwiched down a side street just off
from superclub The Gallery, the restaurant
is hidden away and looks pretty snoreworthy
from the outside. While it’s website shows
pictures of some kind of space age,
Futurama-esque mega bar, the reality is a
modest, small, but pleasant restaurant.
Didn’t much like the wallpaper, or the angry
signs on the kitchen saying “Keep OUUUUT!”, but it certainly wasn’t bad. There wasn’t blood dripping from the walls or any-
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thing like that at least.
However even if there was a sanguine
interior, I probably would have gone back
because the food at Indochine was fantastic.
The menu offers two sides, one a range of
large noodle dishes and bento boxes, the
other a range of little oriental “tapas” plates
from Japan, China, Vietnam, Indonesia,
Korea, Singapore and Thailand.
Secretly, I think the restaurant owners
want you to go for the little plates. They give
the menu to you this side up. They nudge it as
you look like you’re about to flip over. I have
a sneaking suspicion that if you ordered the
pad thai and nothing else, they’d make a stupid face, put on a high pitched voice and pretend to be you behind the kitchen doors. Or
maybe not. It’s an open kitchen that you
could see if you were upstairs. In any event, I
reckon you’re marking yourself out as a bit of
a boring Bertie to your date if you pick the
dufus side…
To start there was crispy duck and pancakes. Pretty straightforward really, to be
honest I don’t see how any restaurant could
screw that up. The pancakes weren’t black.
The duck wasn’t still alive. It was all good.
But then, the tapas. It was so amazing, it
was like each mouthful was Billy Zane pick-

ing me up, kissing me passionately, telling me
I was 20 times more attractive than Kelly
Brook and then offering me a job as the
Observer food critic, in addition to two tickets to Disneyland Florida.
Char sui pork and teriyaki salmon were
both sticky and sweet without being sickly or
drowned in a swamp of sauce. Gyoza
(steamed pork dumplings) were piping hot
and delicately spiced, but best of all was the
tempura. Squid, king prawns and scallops
were all perfectly cooked, in a crisp but
incredibly light outer shell of batter. I wanted
to keep eating forever. However, we were
tipsy and full so we didn’t, which was very
sad.
At £3.50-£4.00 per plate, Indochine
isn’t exactly cheap. Four plates, a ¼ of a
peking duck and half a bottle of wine each
came to £22 each. However, I would go there
tomorrow if they’d have me, which is saying
something because I actually don’t have 22
more pounds, so I’d have to go into my overdraft to do so. I still totally would though.
The staff are very nice, the wine doesn’t taste
like feet, the wallpaper’s a bit iffy and the food
is incredible. Don’t all go at once. I will kick
you and then pretend it’s an accident to get a
table.
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Fashion.

The Jackson
Aftershock
Paris Bennett
FASHION EDITOR

Summer Spirit
Western

Gucci at 90

Western is back with an outlandish
take on the typical cowboy attiremaking the trend more haute barn
dance than dusty cattle ranch. The
denim jacket is now sequined and
shimmering thanks to Ashish, cowboy
boots are beaded and boast a stiletto
heel due to Nicholas Kirkwood, and
mini skirts are available in suede
fringed designs compliments of
Michael Kors.

Happy Birthday luxury fashion brand
Gucci who celebrate their 90th year as
one of the best in the business. The
look is retro chic plus uber bold
colours. Creative Director Frida
Giannini is implementing a new ecofriendly strategy to project the brand
into the future. As of June 2011, all of
the brand’s iconic brown and gold
packaging will be made from luxury
sustainable materials.
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The King of Pop

The rock-meets-pop bling of Michael
Jackson runs through the veins of
fashion, influencing the catwalk even
after the star’s death. From disco fever
sequin, tennis ball shoulder pads or
leather wrapped in chains, these looks
still have the edge. Rihanna has been
sporting the wish list Balmain military
style jacket in bleached denim, plus a
Jacko hairstyle, showing that girls can
rock the look just as well as the men.

Trends. Royal Ascot
Designer. Stephen Jones

Disciple. Ladies day

DIY. ASOS

tephen Jones, Ascot’s official milliner
for 2011, has made an impact with his
feathered orange and purple hat
adorned with poppies, worn not by a lady
but a filly (to non-equine followers that’s a
female horse). The hat, worth £8,000
which was worn by the female horse
‘Ambers’ at Ladies Day, was
specially commissioned to
celebrate Ascot’s 300th
anniversary. Jones’ designs
also boasted a 1840s style
meets lilac jockey hat with an
exaggerated brim, a 1980s
style black and white hat
combining large exaggerated
bows and red flowers and
finally a 1940s style veiled
maroon hat in which a tight
woven structure exploded out
into a fan of wine red strands.

t was hard to grasp if some ladies actually realised they had walked out the
door to this year’s Royal Ascot with an
i-pad, merry-go-round or massive milk
bottle on top of their head. The Dame
Widow Twankey and Lady Gaga take on
My Fair Lady didn’t shade the
more tasteful themes which
included all things feathered
and bird like. One party of
ladies decided feathers weren’t
enough, sporting whole bird
sculptures upon their heads,
including a flamingo, a dove, a
black swan and a parrot. Hat
designer Lucinga Hostombe
encompassed the feathered
theme with her elegant ‘golden
nest’ hat reminding us of the
true meaning of Royal Ascothigh class style.

hen it comes to headpieces not
everyone thinks like Isabella
Blow, former magazine editor and
muse of hat designer Philip Treacy, and
wants to let a lobster rest on their head.
Headpieces can be toned down yet still
retain a head turning look by
staying away from the candid
whilst allowing a sprinkling of
Lady Gaga. Get ready for the
summer waves by dressing your
head with a black turban from
Asos for a mere £12. Take a more
simple approach with shallow
straw boaters available in floral,
veiled and bow designs from
Topshop for £28. Subtly follow
the Ascot bow trend with a vintage inspired patterned or pirate
themed headscarf from New
Look most retailing below £4.

S
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s the second anniversary of Michael
Jackson’s death approaches the sense
of loss certainly does not seem to have
lessened. There are stars, there are superstars and there are legends. Jackson was all
of these and more. His influence to our lives
will never be fully appreciated, and this definitely applies to our wardrobes. The retro,
the glamour, the military and the gangster
look are all styles Jackson rocked our world
with. How can we ever call a man with white
socks and black trousers uncool again?
For starters we have to mention his big
and beautiful hair. The hip afro style that the
young Michael had, captivated the world
with his cute-as-a-button look. His style was
funky fresh, with the perfect amount of
innocence and fragility that never seemed to
never leave the star throughout his life.
The Jackson teen years show a beautiful
man, effortlessly rolling through career successes, and more importantly looking like he

W

was enjoying it. The iconic videos that
always accompanied his music included
‘Don’t stop ‘till you get enough’ which
showed the moon-walking genius dancing
against the innovative kaleidoscope backdrop. This stage in his look displayed
Jackson in bow tie suits, colourful silky shirts
and the birth of one of his many trademark
features being the signiture white socks with
black shoes.
As his style gains some fabulous momentum we see the emergence of the ‘Thriller’
Jackson. A peaking fame period which has
Jackson still crowned with the biggest selling album of all time, Thriller, which sold
over 110 million copies. The King of Pop lead
the way in personal style with his alternative
take to what could basically be described as a
Halloween style costume. The Thriller look
showed Michael go from dream date to sexy
zombie with a pelvic thrust or two in
between these looks. The aftershock of the
look can be seen on the catwalks of today,
especially in Christophe Decarinin’s Balmain
silhouettes.
At this stage Time described Jackson's
influence as “A singer who cuts across all
boundaries of taste and style and colour too”.
The New York Times wrote that, “in the
world of pop music, there is Michael Jackson
and there is everybody else”.
Just when you thought he could not
possibly match the success of ‘Thriller’, we
saw the birth of another trade mark style feature Jackson is praised for. The single white
rhinestone-encrusted glove accessory was
viewed by 47 million people. It showed him
tip toe and glide over lit floor tiles to ‘Billie
Jean’ in 1983 with his one glove feature commanding the audience’s attention.
Although towards the end of his life his
appearance became the subject of a ridiculous media obsession, which we should have
pitied rather than mocked, he was still fashion and musical royalty. His clothes acted as
the icing to a cake of unimaginable ability
throughout his short life. When we remember Jackson, we do see a stylish man, and
this is exactly how it should be.
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Camilla Jenkins investigates:

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

The daily grind
very wise man (the Chief in Grey’s
Anatomy - where I get all my top tips)
explained to success-thirsty young
interns that life was a marathon and, at the
end of it, you don’t care if you win or lose,
you’ll just be glad you survived. As a third
year who’s willing to tell anyone and everyone that, come week 9, we’re officially drinking in the last chance saloon, it seems appropriate as well as suitably melodramatic.
Every year, one of the departing NOUSE
columnists takes it upon themselves to offer
advice to the younger years. I’d like to nonchalantly comment that this year’s responsibility fell to me because Tom was too cool and
Jones writes about food but, in truth, I’ve
been jumping up and down for the role since
the great HJF departed. I too have wisdom, I
thought, while stroking my non-existent
beard and tapping my imaginary pipe. I will
teach these young grasshoppers if only they
are willing to learn. Here I am Lord, I have
heard them calling in the night. Etc.
And so, these
are the words of
wisdom,
taken
from a panel of
the sage and
shrewd
during
Naomi’s 21st. The
first up, as originally quoted by
Hugh Laurie: a party girl is fun until she
pukes on your shoes. University, what with
staying up all night and living of takeaway is
intoxicating but notice when it’s time to grow
up. When your friends start forgoing nights
out to do their seminar reading and randomers mention their essay plans in Revs, its
time to shape up or ship out. You’re here to
get a 2.1 and a job, at least in the long run.
Forget that at your peril. The real-world boat
may have left the harbour.
There are no tears in degrees. Maybe in
6th form it was cool to rant and rave about
how little work you’ve done while secretly
beavering away but no more. Behave like that
here while ‘somehow’ managing to get firsts
and people will talk. And it won’t be pleasant
or to your face. Working hard and doing well

is cool. Buy a coffee flask; it’s likely to be your
only friend pre-9:15 and post Ziggys.
Get to know the bouncers. And by that I
mean the bouncers, the cleaners, and the
admin staff that matter. They’re the people
with real power. YUSU are not.
Dump your high school boyfriend. Two
years on, wisdom is infinitely better and
sounder and your choice may not seem quite
so rosy. Will you be glad you listened to him
lament his disgraceful performance in the
college hockey cup if you break up at Big D?
Probably not. Being in a relationship involves
sacrifice: societies, friends and degree will
suffer. Maybe it’s worth it, maybe it’s not but
avoid regret by thinking about it now.
Getting older is inevitable so enjoy your
youth while you’ve got it. The mistakes you
make today are excellent dinner party stories
tomorrow. Playing it safe is dull but stay on
the right side of the law. Joining the sacred
club by breaking into a certain private gym
for a midnight dip is sexy, willful destruction
of property is not.
h
e
T
Courtyard is fun
but only occasionally. It’s the
social hub; enjoy
it, make use of it
and accept it.
However, in the
words of ex-poli ed Kate, order a coffee to go
and have somewhere else to be. There’s nothing worse than a socialite, especially when all
they add to campus is carbon dioxide and the
occasional STD. Have a purpose.
Societies matter, but not that much.
James, the BF of my BFF, informed me that I
shouldn’t bother writing anything but merely sign-off with ‘CAMILLA couldn’t-let-it-go
JENKINS.’ That explains it all, apparently.
Push yourself, be a part of anything that
sparks your interest but remember it’s not
everything, despite what YUSU or your black
card tells you. Campus has a three year memory span, at best, which is both sad and oddly
comforting. People have done better and
worse jobs than you will do. And no one
remembers either.
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“There’s nothing worse than
a socialite, especially when
all they add is carbon dioxide
and the occasional STD.”

MUSEINGS: taking it too far
here is a line, ok, and I won’t cross
it!” These self-assured words were
uttered from the wise mouth of
Ollie (of Made in Chelsea fame) to Binky
(likewise) as he stood in a cold open park
wearing a gold thong, holding bananas in
front of his crotch.
Crossing the line is a peculiar concept.
Little did Ollie know, the line was probably
way back near Battersea Bridge where he
de-clothed, or perhaps wherever it was that
he adorned that dazzling gold number - all
of his own accord. Yet he was left utterly
gobsmacked at Binky’s insolent suggestion
that he should spread one leg to the side. I
mean, of course, that would have changed
the completely kosher situation altogether.
He just so happens to be one of many
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The Nouse Crossword
1

2

6

8

7

9

10

11

12

13

15

14

16

17

18

1.
7.
8.
10.
11.
13.
14.
17.
18.
20.
21.
22.

Children's toy (4-2-3-3)
Suez, Panama etc (5)
Small or young sheep (7)
First letters of poem make new word (8)
Edward Sharpe & the Magnetic Zeros Song (4)
American Tube (6)
Make the bread (6)
Snake watching a pantomime (4)
Moorish citidel overlooking Granada (8)
Removed dirt from work surface (7)
All people are ___, some say (5)
Street seller of fruit/veg (12)

Down

19

21

20

The Nouse Sudoku
Across

5

4

3

around now that is not so hot on the linedrawing - some more familiar than others.
Such as, for example, our very own Amy
Winehouse, who lugged herself and her
hair all the way to Serbia so the Serbians
could have a clearer understanding of how
she may have sung as a baby. ‘Thoughtful’
doesn’t even cover it.
Further away there was the Obama
impersonator at a Republican rally, whose
comments about his supposed doppelganger’s mixed race heritage were politely
laughed at before they realised the press
might find out, so they took him down.
At least these are all social caricatures
(Made in Chelsea, druggie to the nines,
right-wing yanks) so nothing too close to
home - feared a trend might be catching on.

22

Last edition’s answers
Across: 1 Insalubrious 7 Sober 8 Laconic 10 Abu Hamza
11 Imam 13 Trains 14 Sandra 17 Drip 18 Pistacia 20 Hinders 21
Folly 22 Formaldehyde
Down: 1 Instant 2 Subjugatation 3 Lorraine 4 Belize 5 Inca
6 Scam 9 Nomadically 12 Tartuffe 15 Analyse 16 Tinsel
17 Dahl 19 Germ

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
9.
12.
15.
16.
17.
19.

US prank show (7)
Largest kind of bass viol (11)
Julio & Enrique (8)
A movie with speech/singing (6)
To grieve, feel sad for (4)
Footballer Paul___ (4)
Brewed famously since 1664 (11)
Spicy pizza topping (8)
Of less than normal size (7)
Fast pitch in baseball (6)
Front man of a chat show (4)
Worry about your guitar (4)
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12 Comment
Nina
Pullman

The failure of the
University to complete
the social and catering
facilities at Heslington
East is a lack of regard
for students’ needs.

www.ey.com/uk/careers

Neglecting Heslington East
facilities furthers campus divide
lthough the plans for
the new social and
catering building on
Heslington East are set out
on paper, as usual the
University has paused for
debate. As we wait for the
decision from above, the
alleged reasons for delaying
the work (that the building
will not return sufficient
profit) suggest that the
University is essentially
placing monetary gain above
student satisfaction.
As it stands, the residents of Goodricke College
and the students of the Hes
East Campus have only one
café facility open nine til
five, and no bar facility or
cash point. Currently standing at 600, the population of
Hes East will more than
double to 1,300 in 2012, and
therefore the ratio of student to social facility will
only get worse. A new social
and catering building is not
merely an attractive amenity
such as a new lake, but
something that should be at
the top of the list to complete in order to sufficiently

A

cater for such a large number of students.
The proposed social
hub is expected to follow
the models of D bar or V
bar, and the plans are well
developed and ready to be

“they are
risking
diminishing
the incentive
to prospective
students”
started. If delayed the work
would drag on into the first
term of October 2012, after
the arrival of Langwith
College and the 2012 first
years, meaning mess, chaos
and disruption would be
freshers first taste of
University life.
A newly finished, sleek
and attractive social catering building would look far
more impressive than unfin-

The Burning
Question
This edition, Nouse
asked:
Should York scrap it’s
collegiate system?
194 people voted, with the
majority stating
NO

ished building work and
promised deadlines, and
would maybe compensate
for the raised rent that
catered residents such as
those in Langwith moving
to Hes East, will already be
having to deal with.
The University should
recognise that without a
prompt start to the plans
for the new building, they
are risking diminishing the
incentive to prospective students. These students may
already be less than willing
to choose the option of living on the seemingly distant
Hes East campus but the
fact that there will be no
facilities for food or socialising makes it even more
unattractive.
Making the decision
based on money might seem
to be the safest option, but a
vibrant social catering
building would be a symbol
of the University’s dedication to ensuring students
have all the necessary facilities to live comfortably, even
if it doesn’t return any
immediate profit.

42 people
voted
Yes
(22%)
151people
voted
No
(78%)
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Trans patients

Sam
Burgum

need equality
ender is a concept
created by society. We
are born as one of
two sexes; but from thereon
in gender is a choice: for
example, if you are born
“female” and identify yourself as a “woman” this identity is a performative choice
not a predetermined characteristic. Society does have
preconceptions of how
someone born with certain
genitalia should act; but it
remains a choice whether to
accept that prescribed identity or decide to perform
one’s self differently.
Gender is not required
for an accurate diagnosis of
an illness. There are health
differences between the
sexes; but most doctors (and
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“from thereon in, gender
is a choice”
the NHS) would never say
that your identity is relevant
to your illness and yet the
Health Centre at the
University of York refuses to
allow students the right to
identity choice.
What does the Health
Centre gain from disallowing this basic freedom? It
seems that instead of following NHS policy they are
instigating unnecessary
offence and arguments. But
in having said that, even the
official NHS line - “even
trans people get colds” – is
not much better suggesting
that trans people are some-

how different in their gender performance than anyone else by making that very
statement. Shouldn’t there
be extra clauses: “even trans
people… but also men,
women, students,
Eskimos...” or how about
just: “even people get colds.”
There is no (or very little) formal discrimination in
gender anymore; but prejudice is reinforced by the
smallest of remarks, the
tiniest of statements – the
most throw away one-liners.
Society is made up of these
interactions that in turn
reinforce divisions in society
between the majority and
the “other”.
The Health Centre’s
archaic approach to gender
is also an intrusion of privacy of individuals who want
to be identified as a
“woman” or a “man” (or simply a “person”) - not as
“trans”. Refusal to change
the prefix of a patient’s
name in a letter means a
denial of the right to identity choice and means that
people could be “outed”
without consent to housemates or university staff.
In continuing their policy, the Health Centre is
maintaining discrimination
because the culmination of
such small things in society
allows divisions to be sustained.
YUSU needs to support
LGBT with all its resources:
because even a small change
to practice, like altering prefixes, can make a huge difference to the structure of
society.

To join the latest debate and read exclusive web content, go to www.nouse.co.uk/comment
Nouse welcomes your letters. Please indicate if
they are not intended for publication.

Letters

Email letters@nouse.co.uk or write to:

Nouse, Grimston House, Vanbrugh College

Disabled students are not treated properly
Dear Nouse,
The University library has
been transformed into what can best be
described as a nursery at feeding time.
Non-stop consumption of food and drink
(much of it dropped or spilt, or wiped
onto books). Litter. Noise. Beanbags.
And staff who are more interested in
meeting puerile “friendliness” targets
than in enforcing their own regulations.
Now the Union’s disability officer has
written to Nouse, in the name of the
Union and of the disabled students he is
meant to represent, claiming that people
who have Asperger’s syndrome can’t use
chairs and desks, and praising the library
beanbags for meeting this supposed spe-

cial need.
He has also got a comment on the
Union’s UGM pages saying that if
L/N/028 was given a name instead of
just a number then disabled students
“could get confused”. Presumably those
suffering from this mysterious, unspecified affliction can’t find the Roger Kirk
Centre or The Courtyard, or indeed any
location which isn’t numbered.
As a student with a serious disability, I
don’t appeciate ill-informed comments
being made on my behalf. Nor do I
appreciate seeing the concept of disability being trivialised.
The government is launching an
unprecedented assault on the welfare of
disabled people, including students;

Publicity problems on campus
newspapers are running propaganda
campaigns to justify these attacks; and
disability hate crime is soaring. The
prospect of destitution has already led
some disabled people to kill themselves.
How comforting to know that while all
this is going on the Union isn’t looking
for ways to oppose the government cuts
or to prepare York’s disabled students for
the onslaught which is about to hit them,
but is instead prioritising those disability
campaigns which really matter: the promotion of beanbags and numerical room
designations.

Anne O'Nimmus, Halifax

Dear Nouse,
I am currently trying to set up a smaller,
non-college event for students on campus and, even
though it is being run by students and is for students, I
am having a nightmare publicising it.
Everytime I put posters up after about five minutes a
porter or one of the University staff take them down. I am
confused as to what are the actual rules about postering
on campus. Surely the University want our events to
succeed? If so, leave our posters on the wall.
It is costing our society a lot of money to reprint posters
all the time. I understand that not all the posters can be
left up all the time but the people taking them down
could at least check the dates and leave up relevant
adverts.
Halifax College First Year
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Nouse reads: Blogs of the BNOCs

Drama darling

Lady on the lash
eel totally sorry for everyone who isn’t
heading to the Big T this summer. Big T?
It’s only Bloody Thailand! I mean, I know
I’ve been for the last couple of summers, but
you can never get enough of that place. Full
Moon party has changed my life every time I’ve
gone. Bloody mental. Me and the lacrosse and
netballs girls went last year for a gash on the
lash tour. I wouldn’t expect those who haven’t
been to understand, because it’s partly just an
It’ll be a shame to leave the rest of the team
behind this year, but after a hard season of
training, I think I deserve a bit of down-time.
This year I’m totally going to see the
sights, though. Last year was such a lash fest
that I just got a bit too jaded to really do anything. I’m not entirely sure where we were for
most of the time (hard to tell, really, one grimy
hostel and club after another and the guys
were HOT TO TROT) but it was all a bit of a
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haze after the third day. By the time that our
hotel kicked us out on the last week, I’d spent
almost my whole budget with two weeks to go.
Those last few weeks were like a 10-week
intense Ziggy’s, without any of the rugby team
to carry me home. Troubling times, to say the
least.
Not so this year, though! I’m nearly 23
now, and it’s about time I start acting like an
adult. Culture is top of the list. Temples and
palaces and shit, yeah? Big statues, shrines to
gods, that kind of thing. It’s definitely going to
help out with my uni work if I’ve just like, been
there, seen and done it all, yeah? Definitely.
Plus, I’m paying for it this year. Dad said he
wants me to try and get some experience in the
workplace, so he asked his friend over at
Lloyd’s for help with an internship. I had a
great interview, just fluttered my eyelashes and
told them all about my awesome lacrosse skills

and they told me right away I’d only gone and
gotten in. It’s paid, too, like a whole £5,000 for
five weeks work right at the end of the holidays.
All my housemates are so incredibly jel,
especially since I keep giving them chat about
their crappy unpaid work. It’s a bit of a drag
that I can’t be out in my home-away-fromhome for more than eight weeks, but needs
must, right? Plus, I’ll be coming off the back of
yet another incredible life changing experience,
so I’ll be really good at what I’ll be doing.
Whatever it is. Presume that it’s crunching
numbers and stuff, just a bunch of standard
office work. It can’t be that hard.
It’s going to be the best summer ever, basically. A more mature me, paid work and a massive eight week party session in Thailand.
Everything I ever wanted. Whoever said hard
work doesn’t pay off?

campus
journo
might be about to graduate, but worried?
Not me. With my 400 articles for various
campus outlets, training in a number of
software suites, hard-earned 2:1 degree and
multiple work experience placements, I’m a
lock for some kind of job in the media. The
next Louis Theroux some have even said. Not
that I would ever brag about my abilities, but
I do agree I see much of my talent mirrored in
him.
It’s true that the journo job-market is
harder than ever, but just look at my CV! It
took a design miracle just to fit everything I’ve
done over the last three years onto two pages.
I’ve written everything from the most investigative news articles all the way over to incisive comment pieces. Plus I helped out with
YSTV once or twice. These three years have
turned me into a journo Swiss army knife.
Also, I’m totally recognised as an up-andcoming talent. My best feature still gets loads
of views from Google. People are flocking to
see my innovative push into journalism.
It is to my amazement, then, that I didn’t
even get an interview with the BBC when I
went for their trainee scheme. Apparently
there was just a deluge of more qualified candidates? I honestly fail to see how.
Still, at least I’ve got all of those other
applications. The Telegraph, The Guardian,
even the Metro. It’s been a while since I put
my application in, but I’m sure I’ll get the
dates for an interview soon. Shame an offer
couldn’t come before the end of term, though,
because it’s going to be a bit weird signing on
at the Jobcentre knowing that an interview
(and subsequently an offer) is deffo on its way.
Just as a bit of a “see-how-it-goes” kind of
thing, I think I’m going to put in an MA
application at a few places anyway. Totally
confident in my CV still, but there’s nothing
like a bit of an ego boost is there? I’m sure
they won’t hold it against me when I turn
them down due to my inevitable life-changing
job offer.

I

an’t believe it. Another night
in ruins. Ruins! I don’t understand why people go out of
their way to upset me, it’s just so
mean. Sorry, I’ve been too upset to
explain myself: yet again, Lucinda
saw fit to bitch about me behind my
back.
I mean, I didn’t hear what she
said when she was talking to Jo, but
I could just tell, y’know? So I confronted them about it, right next to
the bar. Wiping the tears from my
eyes, I laid my cards on the table, no
way could I be subtle about yet
another total insult. “Why do you
hate me, Lucy? You’ve always liked
everybody more than me.” She pretended as if she didn’t know what I
was talking about, and said I was
just drunk and upset again. For an
evil bitch, she sure is predictable!
Plus everyone knows she wears hair
extensions, which is just cheap. Not
that I’m a snob or anything, but I
know she is just jealous of my beautiful silky tresses.
I threw my drink on the floor,
and screamed something at her. I’m
not entirely sure what it was that I
said, but it obviously cut deep.
Everybody was looking at us; no
doubt at the utter humiliation of
such a heartless cow. I continued
my tirade at her expense, bringing
attention to just how shit her effort
at fancy dress was. All 97 people at
The Courtyard’s dubstep night
would realise just what a complete
charlatan Lucinda is.
Clearly disturbed from his stupid lad friends, her boyfriend turned
up to try and broker peace as per
usual. Having done his usual spiel
about how we’re friends, and telling
me that I was making a fuss out of
nothing, I began to realise I might
be in danger of losing this one. And
there was no way that could be
allowed to happen. Too much was at
stake. My pride, my friends. If I lost
this, would it justify her rant at me
last week in Ziggy’s?
There was too much to contemplate. I had to act quickly. “You
know Mark, Lucinda got with someone in Rumours last Wednesday.”
Tears welled up in her eyes as she
called me a liar, and looked like she
was about to hit me. Too bad I’d
already got there!
The victory was short-lived.
The bouncers picked me up, and
despite kicking for dear life, dumped
me outside. I don’t think they realise
what a total bitch-monster Lucy is,
but there we go, I suppose they’re
just doing their jobs. They can’t
understand what I go through every
day, the sustained insults I’m forced
to bear. Inevitably, though, I’ll apologise when she gets back. Like it or
not, we are housemates I suppose,
and we did sign that contract for
next year.

C
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GlobalFocus
USA - Anthony Weiner,
the Congressman for New
York, lived up to his name
when it was revealed he
h a d t w e e t e d a c l o s e- u p
picture of his crotch to a
young woman. He initiall y d e n i e d al l e g a t i o n s o f
i na p p r o p r ia t e c o nd u c t ,
s ay i n g h i s a c c o u n t h a d
been hacked but finally
o w n ed u p t o t h e a c t .
President Obama told an
interviewer: ‘I can tell you
that if it was me, I would
r e s ig n. ’ O n T h u r s d a y ,
Weiner did just that.
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PULULANTE

EGYPT - Vodafone came under fire after
releasing an advertisement that suggested it
played a significant role in supporting the
Egyptian revolution. Objectors retort that
Vodafone complied with Mubarak’s demands
to shut down phone networks during the
protests. Critics say rather than being the
paragon of public action, Vodafone played a
hand in maintaining oppression.
VIET NAM - T ensions have escalated
between Vietnam and China in a dispute
over territorial rights to a handful of
islands in the South China Sea. Vietnam
claims that China sabotaged one of its
seismic survey boats. In response to what
it considered China’s aggressive stance,
Vietnam held live fire drills at sea.

DAVID BOYLE
NRMADRIVERSSEAT

BLMURCH

SPAIN - Following the arrests of three
Anonymous hackers, the group retaliated by
blocking the Spanish police website and
issuing a letter declaring that Anonymous
has no leaders and that the arrests will not
affect the group’s functionality. In their
p o o r l y p u n c t u a t e d n o t e, A n o n y m o u s
warned: ‘You are providing us with the fuel,
but now you must expect the fire.’

B R I T A I N ( M e r s e y s i d e ) - T w o w o m e n h av e
pleaded guilty to unlawful prevention of burial
after hiding the body of their mother to continue claiming her welfare benefits. Jasmine and
H a z e l M a d d o c k a d m i t t e d t h e c h ar g e s i n
Liverpool Crown Court on Monday. The body of
Olive Maddock, who died aged 95, occupied a
room in the house she had shared with her
daughter and granddaughter.

KASH_IF

EDANS

PAKIST AN - Pol ice i n Pak istan have
arrested two men for forcing a woman to
strip naked and walk through her village
in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province. The
woman was publicly shamed in retribution for suspicions that her son had had an
affair with the wife of one of the offenders.
According to the police, villagers did not
intervene during the ‘punishment’ because
the men were armed.
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No safe haven? The global plight of women
MCKAYSAVAGE

CHRISGOLD

Hannah Ellis-Petersen
EDITOR
A RECENT survey by Thomson
Reuters has highlighted all too
clearly the ongoing plight faced by
millions of women across the globe.
Naming Afghanistan as the
most dangerous country in the
world for a woman to be born, the
poll was put together by 213 gender
experts from five continents. It illustrated how poverty, rape, infanticide
and limited ante-natal care are all
alarmingly prevalent problems that
still plague the daily lives of women.
Afghan women still have a one in 11
chance of dying in childbirth,
according to UNICEF figures.
Antonella Notari, head of
Women Change Makers, a group
that supports women social entrepreneurs around the world, attributed their terrible record particularly to the “ongoing conflict, NATO
airstrikes and cultural practices
combined, which make Afghanistan
a very dangerous place for women.”
Women seeking to “challenge
ingrained gender stereotypes of
what’s acceptable for women to do
or not, such as working as policewomen or news broadcasters, are
often intimidated or killed.”
Yet Afghanistan is far from

alone in its abysmal treatment of
women. The Democratic Republic
of Congo, a country still reeling
from a humanitarian disaster that
has killed an estimated 5.4 million
people, followed closely behind,
due to the high levels of systematic
rape inflicted upon women. More
than 400,000 women are estimated to be raped each year, earning
Congo the hauting title of ‘rape
capital of the world’ by the United
Nations.

“The most dangerous
thing a woman in
Somalia can do is to
become pregnant.”
Somali Women’s Officer
However, it is the placement of
India as forth in the poll that has
sparked the most interesting
debate. It is the world’s largest
democracy and a country that
boasts numerous female political
leaders. Indira Ghandi is often seen
to be one of the most powerful
forces in the country’s political history, and Sonia Ghandi is now the
Congress party leader. Indeed, the
Indian President, Speaker of the

India ranked the fourth dangerous country for women in survey
House and Leader of the
Opposition are all women.
Nonetheless, India has the
highest rate of female trafficking in
the world, with 100 million women
estimated to be involved in trafficking in 2009. There are also an estimated 3 million prostitites, of
which 40 per cent are children.
Yet, as Cristi Hegranes,
founder of the Global Press institute says, the corruption rife
throughout governement makes it
an issue almost impossible to
tacke: “The practice [of trafficking]
is common but lucrative so it goes
untouched by government and

Spanish Left reels following defeat

police.”
Infanticide is also troublingly
prevalent, with up to 50 million
girls thought to have been victims
over the past century. In a country
often perceived to be far more progressive than its other Asian counterparts, this poll will hopefully
serve as a harsh wake-up call to the
enormous divide that exists within
the country.
Young girls of ages six and
above are still forced into marriages with considerably older men,
and then cast out from their families once they become widowed, an
image that seems somewhat incon-

gruous with a country parading
itself as an economic super-power.
As advantageous as these
modernisations are to India, pushing forward a much-needed progressive agenda, the survey emphasises just how important it is that
women, and their respective rights
and wellbeing, are made a central
feature on the agenda of progress.
Somalia was placed fifth,
mainly due to their atrocious
records of female genital mutilation and exceedingly poor healthcare and education access particularly for girls. In a statement that is
frighteningly relevant to most
developing countries listed, the
Somali Women’s Officer spoke
openly about the horrors of life as
a woman in Somalia.
“The most dangerous thing a
woman in Somalia can do is to
become pregnant. When a woman
becomes pregnant her life is 50-50
because there is no antenatal care
at all. There are no hospitals, no
healthcare, no nothing.
“Add to that the rape cases that
happen on a daily basis, the female
genital mutilation that is being
done to every single girl in Somalia.
Add to that the famine and the
drought. Add to that the fighting
which means you can die any
minute, any day.”

Teachers to strike

ALREADYTAKEN

Mia De Graaf
MUSE EDITOR
WITH THE results of Spain’s
regional elections last month showing the Spanish Socialist Worker’s
Party (PSOE) endure its most dramatic defeat since the 1970s, it is
now taken for granted that they will
suffer an equal fate in next year’s
general election, scheduled for
March. Mariano Rajoy, leader of the
far-right Popular Party (PP), celebrated a landslide win, meriting a
new nickname: “Spain’s next prime
minister”.
President Zapatero, having
swooped into power on wave of
emotion two days after the Madrid
bombings, maintained a secure
grasp over the public for seven
years. But as the country took their
first notable step into an economic
crisis, the prime minister is now taking the slack and is viewed as incapable of recovering the country.
It is not an unfounded backlash; the leader seemed just as
shocked with himself when, in a bid
to battle the side effects of the euro,
he had to abandon his socialist outlook and put in place the austerity
cuts the economy needs. Having
started out as a man of the unionists, a voice for the pensioners and a
supporter of the students, the dramatic U-turn has antagonised his
followers, who have turned to “the
man with his head down.”
More than anything, the
protests in Madrid signalled a
severe restlessness about the country. With no clear manifesto as to
what the demonstrations stood for,
they were merely a way of showing
Zapatero the door in just as dramatic a way as they ushered him in.

reaction to the economic crisis.
Conservative governments are taking the spotlight as never before as
the saviours of a foggy outlook. So
far, the gravity of this trend is a difficult one to judge, but with Rajoy’s
secretive approach, it looks like a
case of the grass being greener on
the other side.
Digesting the shock result,
Zapatero has rejected calls for an
early election, but announced his
resignation on completion of his
second term in office, and declared
his support for Alfredo Perez
Rubalcaba, current deputy prime

José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero
Rajoy’s popularity signals rather a
search for change by the Spanish
public than a support for their policies.
Indeed, Rajoy has let on very
little, if anything, about his party’s
economic policies, and how they
intend to control the country’s certainly unstable future. Much like
the Tory win here last year, his
vague approach to the economy –
which appears to be the stem of
Zapatero’s downfall – could suppose a similar fate for PP as the
Conservatives: not enough support
to hold a majority ruling power in
government, but enough to switch
the man at the top.
The change for which the
Spanish yearn will not come about
in the next two years. No one
knows how this change can come
about; austerity cuts are necessary
and, to his credit, Zapatero is putting them in. The rise of the right is
a peculiar trend plaguing Europe in

The change for which
the Spanish yearn
will not come about
in the next two years.
minister, to be his successor as
leader of the party. Despite
acknowledging his own defeat,
Zapatero is adamant that this
change in the people’s hearts does
not have to dictate the outcome of
the general elections: “Rubalcaba, a
sprinter who was capable of running 100 meters in a little over 10
seconds, is capable of winning an
election in 10 months.”
The future of Spain’s left looks
bleak against Rajoy, who is predicted to sweep the floor with an
absolute majority. But, despite its
success so far, Rajoy’s scaremongering technique - joining the people’s voice against the economy, as
opposed to proposing reforms could well turn against him when,
once in power, he must pick up the
pieces.

Sam Shepherd
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTOR
LAST WEEK, the National Union
of Teachers (NUT) voted overwhelmingly to strike in a row over
changes to pensions. The NUT and
the more moderate Association of
Teachers and Lecturers (ATL),
which had already voted in favour
of strike action, will now join forces
to maximise disruption, with a
strike planned on the 30th of June.
The main grievance is the
changes to their pension scheme
under plans imposed by the coalition government’s austerity campaign. Teachers’ pensions are being
devalued by the increase in the
retirement age and the ending of
final salary pension schemes.
It is possible that this could
lead to a modern version of the
‘winter of discontent.’ With unions
becoming increasingly vocal over
planned cuts, it is entirely plausible
that other public sector workers
could follow the teachers in staging
strikes across the nation.
However, teachers must be

aware that they find themselves in a
very similar position to millions in
the private sector, many of whom
have lost their benefit and pension
schemes. It is unreasonable to
expect people earning less than
those in the public sector to subsidise better pensions than they
themselves can afford.
Indeed, teachers can hardly
say they are poorly paid; those days
are very much in the past.
Furthermore, they have much
longer holidays than the average
person in the private sector, and
have incredibly generous job security. With the Labour government
quite rightly investing significantly
into education over the years, we
have seen salaries rise in order to
attract the best people to train our
children.
Neither the public nor private
sectors are immune from the disease of ineffectual educators. It is
time for teachers and the whole of
the public sector to accept the realities of an austere world, and to
recognise that a more affordable
and fairer way of funding their
retirement needs to be found.

BEN SUTHERLAND

Teachers’ union voted to strike due to cuts to their pension scheme
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Iran’s new dress code
Joe Cormack
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTOR
A NEW force of up to 70,000
‘moral police’ are set to flood the
cities of Iran in an attempt to battle the perceived “Western cultural
invasion” of the country. The new
force will have the power to fine or
arrest citizens wearing necklaces,
having ‘decadent’ western haircuts
or keeping dogs as pets.
With the height of summer
fast approaching, there is friction
between those who want to wear
looser, more comfortable clothing
and hard-line elements that want
to see tighter headscarves and
trousers that cover the ankle.
Critics of the new measures
suggest they are merely a tool to
crush any potential political dissent dressed up loosely as a religious and moral crackdown,
designed to instil fear and panic
amongst the wider population.
The creation of the ‘moral police’
also highlights some of the political tensions and inconsistencies
within the leadership of Iran as
authority comes from the Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
and not President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, who has publicly
stated that he does not approve of
the crackdown.
Instead, Ahmadinejad has
been appealing for members of the
Shanghai
Cooperation
Organisation (SCO), which is
made up of a number of exSoviet states and China, to
form a more united front
against the ‘colonisers
and enslavers’ of the
West.
The social crackdown comes just days
after the second
anniversary of the
2009 election
protest which
was marked by

a silent rally in central Tehran
where hundreds of people took to
the streets without banners or slogans and said they were simply
going for a walk. The authorities
however still dispersed the crowds
using baton charges and tear-gas.
Iran currently seems a state increasingly uneasy, insecure and paranoid
with a wave of high-profile violent
sex crimes gripping the country and
the suspicious death of opposition
activist Hoda Saber whilst on
hunger strike. As yet the underlying
tensions have not sparked into anything on the scale of what has been
seen in the rest of the Arab world.
However, Iran looks to Syria,
it’s greatest ally, with extreme anxiety as any change of regime there
would have a major knock-on effect
in Tehran; the longer the protests
there escalate, the greater chance
opposition groups in Iran will be
able to display solidarity.
Time will determine the success or failure of Iran’s new dress

Time will determine
the success or failure
of Iran’s new dress
code
code. Its wider
and more significant aim is to
maintain the
regime
and
protect it from
attacks
from
below. Early indicators from AlJazeera interviews
on the streets of
Tehran, however, suggest increasing irritation and anger at what
are seen as unnecessarily
draconian measures.
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Walking towards peace
WALK FOR TRUCE

Rebecca Kinahan
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTOR
BEHIND THE recent controversy
over Olympic ticket sales, the cost of
the Olympics, and the effects it will
have on Britain, is an unusual and
perhaps an even more pertinent
story that seems to be gathering
pace. Lord Michael Bates, a Tory
peer, who has worked as an MP for
Langbaurgh in North Yorkshire, and
held various other positions in
Parliament, is walking from the traditional site of the Olympics,
Olympia, to London.
Why the walk? The ‘Walk for
Truce’ campaigns aims to raise
awareness, and to pressurise the
government to fulfil and take seriously the traditional obligations of
the Olympic Games truce. After failing to gain enough support within
Parliament for more serious discussion over what the new resolution
should contain, and how it can be
implemented, Lord Bates decided
something unique needed to be
done.
Today, the Olympic Games fosters competition and sporting
achievements. Yet they originated
out of a need for peace. Added to the
exhibition of physical abilities was
the notion that the Olympics would
bring a pause on fighting. For seven
days prior, after, and during the
Olympics, a time of truce between
warring factions was observed. Since
1993, it has become a UN
Resolution that before the Olympic
Games a new Resolution is proposed
which all members sign, promising
to honour the original spirit of peace
and reconciliation of the Games.
What was once a meaningful
agreement between all participants
of the Olympics has become a symbolic gesture on behalf of the UN.
Yet, in the current turmoil, with the
Arab Spring, Afghanistan, Iraq and
many more, the need for peace is

In a quest for peace, Lord Bates will walk from Olympia to London
even highlighted further. Walking
seems to be a somewhat odd
means of engendering peace for
someone such as Lord Bates who is
in a position of leadership, yet
what has become apparent over
the past few months is that the
Government is struggling to tackle

Walking seems to be
a somewhat odd
means of engendering
peace
or even take action on
some of the issues that
have erupted.
Can
it
work?
Underlying this unusual
endeavour is the question of whether it can do anything
meaningful beyond the symbolic.
Yet what Lord Bates has noted, is
that doors previously closed in
Parliament are starting to open
and connections are being made; a
groundswell of support is developing in the UK. In the past, truces
have been successful a means of

pausing conflict. This extraordinary measure could be what is
needed to temper some of the violence, uprisings and hatred that
2011 has seen.
On Christmas Day 1914, during the First World War, a peace
was procured. Enemies reminded
themselves that they shared the
common bonds of humanity and
played football in No Man’s Land.
In 2009 a one day of peace was
arranged in Afghanistan between
the Taliban and other factions to
enable health workers to
immunize 4.5 million children in otherwise unreachable war zones.
After the increasing disillusionment it is refreshing
to see a politician take an
active, albeit unusual stance
to instigate action. The
Olympics are emblematic
of more than sport; they project
national sentiments, and bring
together politically aversive countries. The Games promise to be an
exciting sporting competition, but
may also become a reminder to
governments to forgo conflict, and
set a necessary political precedent
in the current world conflicts.

Greek economic war remains in the balance
POLITICAL EDGE
Alexander
Prowse
WE ALL know great details of the
wars occurring in Libya and the
Middle East at the moment, however it seems that exposure of a
war much closer to home gets only
sporadic attention from the
national media.
Greece’s economic war is still
a very delicate situation. The term
‘economic war’ was coined by the
Greek Prime Minister himself
recently, a fitting description given
the battles Greece is up against.
The ramifications of this battle are,
to our European partners at least,
a more pressing concern than any
other current conflict.
The world understands that
Greece is bankrupt – the country
received its first European bailout
roughly one year ago, and has been
teetering on the edge of collapse
ever since. The Greek Prime

Minister, George Papandreou, is
stuck with a country that cannot
default on its loans, due to the
effect it would have on the Euro
zone, and a Greek population widely against the required austerity
measures to get the country back
on track.
In scenes vastly similar to a
Tripoli or Damascas, most of the
Greek population have continued
with their vehement demonstrations against the Government –
angry clashes featuring tear gas
and scarlet flares peppering the
discontent at a failing economy.
The people are most angry
with the impression that they seem
to be bearing the burden of the
measures, at a time when there are
few job opportunities. Perceptions
of injustice will do little to improve
confidence and demand in the
economy from the aging domestic
population.
The government has tried,
with limited effect, to prevent such
a great burden. The country earlier
this year put state assets up for sale
to generate some much needed

funds. Last week a new Financial
Minister was installed to provide a
new stance to the crisis. It is vital
however, that the Greek parliament
can pass through a new set of
tougher austerity measures to be
able to receive the next round of
European bailout funds. Without
them, the national crisis will engulf
all of Europe.

Germany and France, whilst
seemingly trying to assist Greece,
are primarily fighting to protect the
large amount of sovereign funds
ploughed into the crippled country.
These two nations bore the full
brunt of the bailouts, with their
commercial banks also heavily
involved in Greek transactions.
The German government have corPIAZZA DEL POPOLO

New measures will only fuel the Greek protests against injustice

rectly argued that private investors
should attempt to extend the pay
off period of the Greek loans, but if
achieved will only be a minor victory.
A Greek default would start a
default domino effect, with
Portugal and Ireland next in line in
front of a weak Spanish economy
with spiraling bond interest rates.
Have the many international
humanitarian crises distacted from
a more crippling war? Some would
argue the role external bodies have
played in the Greek crisis already
has been too great. Others are suggesting that only an outside intermediary will take the most painful
necessary steps to win the war.
Measures such as the selling of
national assets won’t be successful
until greater outside assistance is
given to generate sufficient
demand for them. Like any war, it
is difficult to attain when to make
such difficult decisions, but the
doubt surrounding them needs to
be removed for the dangerous conflict to be urgently resolved.
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TheMixer
PIPS LADTON

Keep quiet or pay the Penalty
THE MIXER would like to make a
heartfelt and profound apology on
behalf of some of the other “talent”
that scribbles stuff on these hallowed pages.
It has come to our attention
that, whilst TM works tirelessly to
bring you half a page of ill-conceived witticisms every three
weeks, some other members of The
Nouse Sport Family have been taking to the airwaves and hoisting
themselves to a great height by
their own petard.
We always knew podcasts were
a bad addition to the welter of content provided. TM is an old fashioned paper man, used to the feel of
ink under fingernails and the
sounds of battered type writers.
A recent podcast just proves
that all new media is evil. Sitting
around a laptop in someone’s bedroom talking about college football
was only ever going to end badly.
With this incident in mind TM
has decided to implement a new
code of conduct that all members of
the Sport team will now have to
adher to. Here it is:

1. Think before you speak There is nothing worse than saying
something silly that is then recorded for posterity on the internet.
Thinking before you speak will
mean that you can remain safe in
the knowledge that you haven’t
made any big claims or cocksure
promises that then have to be fulfilled in front of a lot of people on a
hot astro turf.
2. Remain calm at all times Rising to the jibes of co-presenters
will invariably mean that you will
say something without thinking
(see point one for advice). In this
scenario, in a bid to assert your
point of view you may make a claim
that you later have to back up in
tense circumstances. An example
dialogue follows: “ I want to see you
step up and sky that penalty”. “I
wouldn’t really mind taking a
penalty. I often score them. Your
hopes are entirely unfounded.”
3. Never cast asperstions on
d e m o n s t r ab l y b e t t e r f o o t b a l l e r s
than yourself - Doing this will only

cause anger, bitterness and
incredulity. Ruminating on how
good a postgraduate must have
been “back in their day” infers,
regardless of intention, that you
think they aren’t very good now. No
amount of backtracking or earnest
explanation will be able to save you.
4 . Y o u r c o p r e se n t e r s wi l l
always tuck you up - Be assured of
the fact that if it is humourous to do
so your words will be twisted so
that they don’t really resemble their
original meaning. Learn from these
examples and do not provide any
thing that can be used against you.
So there is the new set of standards. We promise to uphold them
in the future and we can promise
that there will be no embarrassing
outbursts any more. There will be a
strict penalty imposed on any
writer that does not conform to the
guidelines. They’ll be dispatched
from the team quicker than a Dom
Green spot kick hits the back of the
net. Even David Ambrozejczyk
won’t be able to save them.

“Usually I don’t take a bad penalty” - Famous last words.

Tweets of the week
@tomragz:
@nousesport also cannot say how
much of a fan of the ‘bollockhead’
shout in the podcast. Good work.

@georgebouras:
Kallum Taylor's screams of
“DAKKERS GET WARM” ring
around the JLD... #collegecup

@yawkody22:
Scoring 2 in 2 is the best thing
that’s happened since coming to
Uni this year.

@uyrufc
Cocoa in hand, all tucked up; nothig beats a nice night in*
*Completely fictional

Horsfall signs off to signal the end of an era
PETER IVESON

Dan Horsfall
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
LEGEND

AS I watched my penalty bobble
harmlessly wide, probably my last
kick of a college football after nine
seasons, I couldn’t work out
whether this was the worst possible end, or perhaps the most fitting.
You see, college football is not
entirely about the football – especially not what we might refer to as
the beautiful game. Yes it provides
the context and on occasions the
standard rises as three or four of
the better players (usually from

“I owe a great deal to
college football. I
imagine many others
feel the same”.”

Halifax) remember the triangles
they were taught to pass in as kids.
However first and foremost,
it’s about the players, rather than
the game. I wonder how many college footballers live with their
team-mates in their second and
third years rather than their first-

Dan Horsfall is the most respected referee in College football
year flatmates.
How many live with members
of opposing teams? How many
nights out are football team (or
other sports team) dominated?
How many people find themselves

perhaps not quite studying, but in
the library nonetheless with teammates rather than course mates?
For me I remember plenty of
the on-pitch incidents: my first
game for Goodricke back in 2002,

which was a 3-2 defeat to Derwent.
My first goal, which was the winner in a 3-2 victory over Vanbrugh.
My first sending off (of five), for a
neck-high tackle on a pacey
Langwith player. And now my last
ever kick, a scuffed penalty in front
of more people than I’d hoped
would witness such a moment.
However, college football has
been the source of many more
non-footballing memories. It provided my best friends from university. It provided housemates. It was
the foundation of pretty much
every top night I had as an undergraduate. And when, long in the
tooth, I decided that I couldn’t justify being picked by Goodricke seconds as a bit of a charity case, it
provided me with another group of
mates who were my own age and
already had a degree in the bag.
These guys, along with my old
football friends and my wife of
course, have played such an important role in helping me through my
PhD. I say all this because these
are the people who have made university worth it.
Each one of them, except the
wife, I would not have met had it
not been for college football. So I
owe a great deal to college football
and I’d imagine many others feel
the same. A debt of gratitude is
owed to all those who make it possible: YUSU for the funding, all the
captains of college football teams.
Not just all the Goodricke and
Wentworth captains, but those
from every college, because without the joint effort it surely would

fall apart. A long list of AU Vice
Presidents or whatever their new
title is, especially the footballmad Stuart Leslie, Nik Engineer,
Adam Clarke, and for me, the best
leader of college football in nine
years, Mark Lund.
This short piece is not space
enough to retell my fondest stories or thank everyone who
deserves to be thanked. I just
want to say that for me, college
football has provided my fondest
memories of York.
Yes the standard or at least
consistency of refereeing and the
quality of pitches could improve.
Yes we should have nets for every
game and somebody should build
a fence to stop the ball hitting the
stream. But we should also feel
pretty lucky; ask any Wentworth
player who studied elsewhere
before coming to York, most other
places have nothing for those who
don’t play university-level football.
People perhaps do not realise
just how far college football has
come either, especially the college
cup. I sent my old teammates a
link to Nouse’s coverage and they
were simply gobsmacked. Why
was it not like that in our day?
That’s all they could ask.
Even when I’ve been moaning (sorry Dakkers), I’ve loved
every minute. I’ll look back and
remember all the lads who patted
me on the back as I walked away
from the penalty spot and not the
fact that I’d just taken a penalty
even worse than Jake Farrell’s.
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Halifax one game away from
glory after semi-final success
PETER IVESON

Jake Farrell
SPORTS EDITOR

BY
NUMBERS

12
231
48
71
319

The number of
goals scored by
Jon Garness, the
t o u r n a m e n t ’s
top scorer
Top scorer
in Fantasy
Football L i a m
Fripps.

Most points for
player
in
a
F a n t a s y
Fo o t b a l l .
Va n b r u g h’s
Ziggy Heath.

The number of
games played so
far. Just three to
go now, two
finals and one
semi-final.

The amount
of
balls
Dakkers has
retrieved.

HALIFAX FIRSTS have had a torturous year of waiting for another
crack at the Cup that so many
observers thought would already
be in their possession come 2011.
Those months spent wondering how they could have crashed
out in the semi-finals so ignominiously last yer, losing 5-1 to eventual winners Alcuin, seem to have
imbued their team with a desperate
desire not to experience the same
fate.
Now they are at least partially
vindicated after beating Vanbrugh
2-1 to secure the berth in the final
that should have probably been
theirs this time last year. The manner in which they have reached the
final has been impressive for the
neutral and ominous for their
rivals.
Blessed with a rich seam of
talent from which to pick his team
captain Tom Ragan has construct-

ed an energetic, forceful outfit that
attacks as a fluid unit and defends
with imperious ease.
This astuteness coupled with
moments of magic from their most
important figures, Conor Brennan’s
stunning opener against Vanbrugh
being a good example of this,
makes them a daunting proposition.
They will face the winner of
the other semi-final between
Halifax seconds and Derwent
firsts. The second string for the ‘Fax
dispatched Ruari Phillips’ James
thirds 3-1 in the quarters, whilst
Derwent were taken to penalties by
Alcuin where they squeaked
through largely thanks to goakeeper Seb Treasure.
Top scorer Hamish Denham
returns after missing the quarter
final for Harry Pearson’s side whilst
Derwent are without Xander
Brinkworth and David Kirk who
have suffered a heel injury and ligament damage and a hairline fracture to the ankle respectively.
Vanbrugh’s Johnny Grout and Halifax’s Jack Beadle battle for possession

Phil Bowers - Alcuin firsts captain

Sam Lewis - Goodricke firsts captain

Phil Taylor - Vanbrugh firsts captain

Simon Mole - James firsts captain

“I think Halifax firsts will prove
to be worthy winners. They have
added defensive steel and a will
to win to their game. That combined with the talent they have
should see them to victory
regardless of their opposition”

“I’d have to go with Halifax firsts.
They’re stronger everywhere.
Derwent, defensively, are very
good but Halifax have gamechangers, your Brennans, your
Days and they’ll come good in the
final”

Hali fax fir st s. They have
“H
brought a few freshers in who
have taken them to the next level.
They're so difficult to keep quiet
and have kept it tight at the back
all tournament so it’s hard to see
any team beating them”

“It’s got to be Halif ax f irs ts .
They’ve got a very good captain
and a really good team. They have
always looked very good on paper
but this year they have probably
performed even better than that.”

College Cup team of the tournament
Jake Farrell
SPORTS EDITOR
SEB TREASURE – The Derwent
keeper is a superb shot stopper
with incredible agility. When these
skills are put in conjunction with a
long kick and a propensity to command his area with authority make
him one of the best goalkeepers in
College football. His performance
in the quarter final penalty shoot
out gets him the nod over the
equally brilliant Jonny Sim.
DOM PETSCHAK – Petschak has
been immense for his team this
year, a constant inspirational presence in the heart of the defence
who has an uncanny knack of
heading absolutely every ball. Has
chipped in with a few important
goals at the other end as well.
N ATHAN M CC USK ER – The
emblematic player in the surprise
package of the tournament. His
three goals and man of the match
award made him influential in
helping James thirds to qualify
whilst their first team could only
make it into the Plate.
ZIGGY HEATH – What more is
there to say about the top fantasy
point scorer and heart of the
Vanbrugh defence? With five goals
and three clean sheets to his name

he has been an integral part of a
team that improved hugely from
an opening day loss to a narrow
semi-final defeat.
JON GILL – Gill has been deadly
from long throws and long range,
playing well for both the firsts and
the seconds in his college. A brace
in the quarter-finals of the Plate,
including the goal of the tournament, and the winning goal in the
Cup
quarter-final
against
Goodricke showed how invaluable
he was.

JON GARNESS

GRAHAM KIMBER – The Alcuin
man was a bright spot on the grass

HAMISH
DENHAM

CONOR
BRENNAN

BRUCE
RAWLINGS
LUKE
CHARLES

BRUCE RAWLINGS – Rawlings
will leave a big gap in the
Wentworth side when he leaves
next year. His running and strenth
in the midfield has been difficult to
match, leading to two man of the
match awards.
CONOR BRENNAN - The former
UYAFC Captain has turned on the
style on the JLD this year.
Displaying a level of technique and
skill that has been breathtaking at
times, he has been hugely important for his side. A stunning goal
when his team needed him most in
the semis shows he is a big game
player.

for his side in the winter and has
carried his good form into the Cup.
Blessed with speed and skill
Kimber has been a handful and
was simply too much for Derwent
thirds as he orchestrated a 7-0
thrashing.

NATHAN
McCUSKER

SUBSTITUTES
GK: JONNY SIM
DF: JOSH BAINES
MF: SAM LEWIS
MF: BEN STANIER
ST: DOM GREEN

JON GILL

DOM PETSCHAK

GRAHAM
KIMBER

ZIGGY
HEATH

SEB
TREASURE

The Nouse XI who made the difference for
their college, and for your fantasy team

LUKE CHARLES – Luke Charles
is the talismanic figure for the talented Halifax seconds. His range
of passing and touch in the middle
of the park have been impressive
whilst his drive and will to win has
been inspirational. Three man of
the match awards and three goals
games illustrate just how good he’s
been.
HAMISH DENHAM - Has pace
and power in abundance. He has
turned out to good effect for both
the thirds and seconds in his college. A firsts place surely beckons
next season if he continues with
the same goal scoring ratio and
confidence.
JON GARNESS – As an out and
out striker no one has been able to
match Jon Garness for effectiveness and his total of 12 goals over
the course of the competition, for
both Derwent seconds and thirds,
is yet to be matched; a lethal finisher
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The Nouse Sports Awards 2011
As this year comes to an end we recognise those who have shone in the black and gold; everyone
has impressed but some deserve a special mention. Words by Jake Farrell and Henry Cowen
PETER IVESON

SPORTS TEAM OF THE YEAR

Women’s Basketball Firsts
WHILE MANY
teams
have
enjoyed successful campaigns
there has been one team that as
stood out with a record of near
perfection amidst the sporting
excellence provided by York Sport
societies this year.
The women’s basketball team
won BUCS Northern League 3B in

style, playing and winning eight
fixtures on the way to a perfect season and securing promotion in the
process.
A Roses triumph was another
welcome success for a team that
were simply unstoppable and it
was their points that pushed York
over the threshold which regained

“A sublime first two quarters set the women’s
basketball on their way to clinching the
Carter-James Trophy for York and capped-off
an already wonderful season for the recently
promoted side“ >>DAVID AMBROZEJCZYK YORK 45 - 39 LANCASTER
PETER IVESON

them the Carter-James trophy, a
fitting testament to their brilliance
and commitment over the course
of the season.
Whilst other teams have been
mired in controversy off the field
and some have under performed
on it the women’s basketball team
have shown how it’s done. Under
the eye of captain Lydie Mariutto
they have gone from strength to
strength and turned in perhaps
the most impressive campaign of
any team at the University.
Com mend at ions : Men’s cricket
firsts, men’s table tennis firsts,
women’s badminton firsts, men’s
lacrosse firsts, women’s hockey
firsts, men’s darts firsts

SPORTS PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR

Andy Kirkwood
YOU JUST can’t ignore a Roses
centurion. With York up against it
in Friday’s other sports Kirkwood
strode out with his own side struggling at 63-4 and returned smiling
with four points for the White
Rose in the bag. His innings
helped York to regain some crucial
momentum and began to turn the
tide in the home side’s favour as
Friday ended and Saturday began.
Kirkwood has enjoyed a good
season away from Roses as well, in
which he won the Ernst and Young
Trophy for performance of the
weekend, helping his side to the
BUCS Cup final and a first placed
finish in the league. It could get
even better for him and his team-

PERFORMANCE OF THE YEAR

Men’s Rugby Firsts
WHILST THERE have undoubtedly been many superb performances from York’s sporting students this year few would have
been able to match the drama and
jubilation of the men’s rugby firsts’
41-38 victory over the University of
Leeds men’s seconds.
With just thirty minutes left
on the clock York were facing the
prospect of losing their long-held
unbeaten record in the league on
Fortress 22 Acres; 33-10 down and
defending a constant stream of
Leeds attacks there looked no way
back but Tom Weir’s men fought
back to seal an unlikely victory.
Tries from captain Weir,
James Bennett, Gabriel Adebiyi

and Pete Tarrega brought the hosts
back to 38-38 and Fly-Half James
Mortimer knocked over the decisive penalty to prompt the White
Rose celebrations.
The celebrations at the end
said it all, it meant an awful lot.

C omm endati ons: Men’s darts
UDUK win, men’s lacrosse cup
win, men’s cricket firsts’ semi-final
win, women’s basketball firsts’
Roses win, YUsnow Roses performance, Rowing Roses performance

“It was absolutely awful rugby but the bottle
and temperament we had was phenomenal…we played awfully for 70 minutes and
then in two five minute patches we somehow
managed to win the game“
>> TOM WEIR - YORK 41 - 38 LEEDS SECONDS

“In the 45th over Kirkwood sealed both a century and victory for his side and gained a precious four points for York in what had been
Lancaster’s day before his heroics.”
>> HENRY COWEN - YORK 238-5 BEAT LANCASTER 237-9
mates if they are able to overcome
the hurdle of Liverpool John
Moores University in the aforementioned cup final next week.
The occasional wicket-keeper
gave an interview afterwards in
which he stressed how important it

was to deliver under pressure for
his side, something he did superbly
well to seal the win for his team.
Commendations: Tom Weir, Nick
Hall, Laura Pepper, Mike Walsh,
Lydie Mariutto, Jenny Eyes
JUSTYN HARDCASTLE
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After nine years of service Dan Horsfall is
(probably) stepping away from College
Football, he reflects on what it offers to students at the University.
A LEGEND BOWS OUT >> P17
PETER IVESON

Changes to College
Sport funding brings
windfall for JCRCs
George Bouras
DEPUTY SPORTS EDITOR
YORK SPORT
President
Sam Asfahani has revealed
plans to give JCRCs additional college sport funding
to the tune of £900 per year,
with the first installment to
be paid in January, saying “a
completely free and accessible system is what we are
working towards”.
Currently, that amount
is taken directly from the
JCRCs’ YUSU block grant to
cover various costs associated with college sport but,
after a year of healthy
fundraising and sponsorship, York Sport is able to
finance college sport without
taking a chunk out of JCRCs’
budgets.
JCRCs won’t however
have a completely free reign
over how the money is spent.
Any expenditure will have to
be given the green light by
both the York Sport College
Sport Officer and College
Sport Referees Officer, positions which will next year be
filled by Francesca Hall and
Charlotte Winter respectively.
Hall sees the announcement as an encouraging
indicator of the improvements which have been seen
in college sport of late: “It
goes to show how much the
profile of college sport has
been raised and gives it far
more opportunity to develop
in the future.”.
In addition to these proposals to give JCRCs direct
financial backing for college
sport, discussions with the
University’s Registrar and
Secretary David Duncan
have led to the decision to

New plans means JCRCs will
now have more freedom to
spend their own money
ditch the £5 college sport
membership.
Matt Jenkins, Chair of
Derwent College JCRC, welcomed the plans: “All funding for the college is vital.
This year in particular we
have really struggled with
subsidising college sport.
Now we can look forward to
running cheap sessions for
all the sports in which
Derwent compete, hopefully
getting more people involved
in the process, whilst providing much more quality
equipment”.
Joe
Boughtflower,
Derwent Sports Rep, agrees
with his JCRC colleague and
sees his college using the
money to invest in all-important equipment which will in
turn promote increased levels of participation: “It
should help in providing
enough basic equipment for
each of the sports so that
anybody can play. We will
probably spend a lot of the
grant on that sort of equipment that makes college

College Cup team of
the tournament

sport more inclusive and
open to everyone.”
Asfahani believes that
the JCRC cash injection will
give
the
Sports
Representatives who sit on
the colleges’ JCRCs some
much-needed autonomy to
push college sport on in the
direction which they see as
most appropriate as well as
increase.
“The biggest complaint
is that sports reps in JCRCs
don’t feel empowered by the
college
sports
system.
College sport is our big
objective next year. A completely free and accessible
system is what we are working towards”.
Vanbrugh Sports Rep
Megan Phillips was delighted with the plans, echoing
Asfahani’s words regarding
the importance of accessibility saying: “It’s fantastic to
know that we’ll have that
£900 which will be completely down to us to use in
the way that we see fit, and
we will really be able to reach
out to people who don’t currently participate in college
sport.”
The outgoing College
Sports Officer, Mark Lund,
echoed the sentiments of
many: “It allows college
sport reps to determine and
act on what benefits each
colleges’ sports the best, and
removes the restrictions the
College Sport Officer currenty has in allocating the
resources.”
The
announcements
come after Asfahani disclosed plans to abolish the
current £40 fee for York
Sport membership from
2012, first revealed by Nouse
Sport back in February.

Halifax firsts await the winner of
the second semi-final as this year’s
College Cup nears its thrilling finale
The penultimate week >> P19

Nouse Sport Awards 2011

With only two finals (and a
re-arranged semi-final) left to
play it’s time to acknowledge
those who have lit up the
JLD these past seven weeks.

The last edition is the perfect time
for Nouse Sport to honour the York
sportsmen and women who have
shone this year. There might not
have been wins across the board
but some have had cracking years.

THE BEST XI >> P18

NOUSE SPORT AWARDS >> P19
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Follow Nouse
Sport online
Follow us online at
www.twitter.com/nousesport and listen to our
weekly Nouse Sport
Podcast for regular opinions and views.
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